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Foreword

This is the fifth book of the series, connected with the
‘Discourses on the Beyond’. In this are published the
discourses of His Holiness Sant Maharaj of Rara Sahib in
three parts, which are related to the undersigned. Sant
Maharaj used to come here and stay with me. A large number
of  the devotees used to collect every day and heard his talks.
Time went on passing. Many a time the idea rose in my mind
that these discourses of Sant Maharaj (Sri 108 Sant Ishar
Singh Ji Maharaj) with the passage of time will greatly fade
on the board of  our memory. These discourses are most
valuable, of  which only the outlines remain in our memory,
after a lap of  30 years. Secondly with the advancing in the
age of the present author, his memory cells are turning weak
and some of the names have began to slip from my memory
but the spiritual words have gone very deep and are lying
there. Sometime, they seem to jump up from the inmost and
reach the surface. If they are not put in words, they are likely
to remain unprinted. These holy words of Sant Ji lying with
me in concentrated form, are now compelling me for
elaboration. Keeping in view the time and the interest of the
seekers, they are being explained & printed with the blessings
of  the Holy Master. Whatever is noble and inspiring in this
book, belongs to His Holiness, the errors and slips are mine.
The great saint made some brief notings in the notebooks
with his own lotus hands. Those are the source of  the whole
knowledge. Fullest effort has been made to see that there are
no deviations - one way or the other - from the fundamentals,
as enunciated by the great saint. These discourses will provide
a highway to the seekers.

Four articles in the book have been published, to remove
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the so many doubts and answer the questionings of the
seekers that usually disturb our minds. The answers to those
questionings have been embodied here in terms of  historical
purity and truth. These articles establish love for the Satguru.
A profuse joy rises within our heart to decide our spiritual
path by following his teachings and by taking to the path
indicated by them and thus advancing towards our cherished
goal. These books will prove extremely useful for the readers
and the seekers. For the preachers of  the Guru’s faith, these
show a new path, which is based on the truth. Begging
pardon for any errors and omissions, I make this request at
the feet of the learned writers and of the researchers of the
Gurmat that they should bring out the thoughts based on
truth. They should not let the instructions taught in the Guru
Granth Sahib Maharaj to cause a confusion in the minds of
the common people by adulterating it with their own ideas.
Guru Granth Sahib is meant for the entire humanity. This
should not be limited within the circle of the community
rather they should put in efforts to make it bring light like
the sun to the whole world.

With all respects,

(Sant) Waryam Singh
Founder, Head & Chairman

Vishav Gurmat Roohani Mission Charitable Trust
5.4.2001 and Atam Marg Trust, Ratwara Sahib
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Preface

In Japuji Sahib, Guru Nanak Dev Ji has described God
as Eternal, Beauteous & Blissful (ÃÇå Ã¹ÔÅä¹ ÃçÅ îÇé
ÚÅÀ° - êÀ°óÆ BA). In Jaap Sahib, the Tenth Master puts it
as : Eternally Existent, Beauteous & Blissful (ÃçÅ ÃÚçÅé§ç).
The Upnishadas qualify Him with three words : Satyam,
Shivam & Sundram. Satyam, means the Truth, the Reality, the
Reality of Existence of God which has always been there as
ordained in Japuji :

In primal Time was the Truth; First beginning was the
Truth. The present time reveals the Truth. Eternally shall bear
the Truth.

ÁÅÇç ÃÚ ¹ Ü ¹×ÅÇç ÃÚ ¹¨ Ô Ë  íÆ ÃÚ ¹ ,  éÅéÕ Ô ¯Ã Æ íÆ ÃÚ ¹¨

(Üê ¹ÜÆ ÃÅÇÔì)
It means He alone is Existent, Truthfully & Eternally.

When a saint, a mystic experiences this Reality, he himself
becomes the embodiment of  Truth & the Truth flows from
his activity. It is in this context that Guru Ji has placed the
Truthful living as higher than the Truth Itself. Truth is higher
but higher still is Truthful living (ÃÚÔ¹ úðË Ãí¹ Õ¯ À°êÇð ÃÚ¹
ÁÅÚÅð¹ - ê³éÅ FB). The person who experiences the Truth,
starts living the truth itself. His living the truth is 'Shivam',
the virtuous, all that is good & valuable to the mankind. A
truthful man, a virtuous man is the only proof  that the world
is divine. No logic, no argument can prove it. The saint, the
mystic is the only proof. We are all living in the ocean of
the Truth, but the mystic, the saint is the window through
which we can see the Reality, the Divine, the Spiritual and
all his expressions, the words & deeds are 'sundram', beauteous
& Blissful.

We see beauty in Nature, as the Creator dwells in His
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Creation. We see beauty in flowers, serenity in stars, the
melody in chirping birds, beauties upon beauties of sunsets
& sunrises but the greatest beauty is to see & feel the totality
of  the cosmic consciousness. The saints, the mystics, the men
of  realization live this beauty, virtue & bliss & express
Satyam, Shivam & Sundram through their actions, sermons &
sayings. The present volume ‘Discourses on the Beyond’
contains the expressions of two great souls, Sant Ji of Rara
Sahib & his blessed devotee Sant Ji of  Ratwara Sahib. You
will find Satyam, Shivam & Sundaram : Truth, Beauty & Bliss,
interspersed in all the pages of this volume. ‘Discourses on
the Beyond’, the fifth in the series, comprises 7 articles; first
three are responses to the questions raised by devotees and
answered by His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh Ji of Rara Sahib
when he was staying at Chandigarh in the year 1961. These
are the questions, not about mundane life but about the
spiritual souls. The first is the most fundamental question
which deals with the purpose of life. It is ordained in Gurbani
that this human life is the rarest of rare opportunity to unite
with God; all other activities of worldly pursuits being of no
avail :

This human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of the world.
íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé °Ö  ç ¶Ô ¹ð ÆÁÅÍÍ
× ¯ Çì ³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å ¶ð Æ  ìðÆÁÅÍÍ ê ³éÅ - AB

Sant Ji has emphasised that mere knowledge of these
verses  will serve no purpose; we must practise these
teachings. The greatest hurdle is ‘maya’ which the Creator
Himself has spread all round. The nature of ‘maya’ is to cast
doubt on God’s existence & His omnipresence & to induce
forgetfulness of  the Eternal by offering joys & pleasures. The
author, being a Saint scholar of the highest order recommends
that the aspirant must seek help of some perfect holy man,
the Guru, who has realised Brahm. The Guru holds the key
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to meet God. By using this key, the Guru can open the rock
gate & make us see God Himself  in this human body. This
point has been elaborated sufficiently with quotes from
Gurbani. The author further recommends that the seeker of
the Path should imbibe in himself  the virtues of  humility, self-
restraint, celibacy; one should not cast an evil eye on other
woman; one should not touch someone else’s wealth; one
should not indulge in theft, loot, bribery, adulteration etc; one
should not indulge in slander; one should have little eating
& little sleeping. Observing these restraints, one should
practise the words of  the Guru and do jap-simran as per
Guru’s instructions. The second part deals with the problems
of mind viz. the nature of mind, what constitutes the mind;
in what things it feels pleased & in what matters it has no
interest; to what matter, it is indifferent & what are the
sentiments in which it gets immersed. The third sermon
unfolds the transcendental knowledge of Divine Symphony &
Divine Light. A yogi had put the following two mysterious
questions to Sant Ji :

i) It flashed on my sight but why was I not able to see
it.

ii) It seemed audible to me but why was I not able to
hear it?

These mystic questions have been fully explained by
Sant Ji in a lucid style and simple language with quotes &
anecdotes. It makes, the reading very  interesting and very
impressive.

In his article, Guru Arjan, the God Manifest Sant Ji of
Ratwara Sahib has brought out the real reasons & the
circumstances leading to martyrdom of  Guru Arjan Dev Ji.
The sixth Master, Guru Hargobind Sahib, wore two swords,
of  ‘piri’ and ‘miri’, of  spiritualism as well as of  warrior. While
he was a spiritual Guru, alongwith that he also advocated
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taking up arms. He was therefore referred to as “Destroyer
of  Evil Forces, The Valiant Warrior & The Benevolent Guru’
(çñ í¿Üé ×¹ð ÃÈðîÅ). Hence this title of the next article
on the life of  the sixth Master. This new trend culminated
in the creation of  ‘Khalsa’ at the hands of  Tenth master who
has been addressed as “Himself  The Guru, Himself  The
Disciple’ (ÁÅê¶ ×¹ð È Ú ¶ñÅ). Sant Ji has depicted most
authentically the true mission of  Guru Gobind Singh Ji in this
article. The last in the series is the Life of Mahatma Budh
Ji, with adages from Gurbani.

This volume is sure to inspire the reader to ponder &
seek, what is ‘Eternal, Beauteous & Blissful’. We feel grateful
to Late Prof. P. D. Shastri for rendering this volume from
Panjabi to English, which is a stupendous task.

Dr. Jagjit Singh
15.4.2001 Chief Editor
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The Purpose of  Life
(Discourse 1)

(The audience given by Sri 108 Sant Ishar
Singh Ji of Rara Sahib to the Sangat at
Chandigarh.)

As on other days, a large congregation took
their seats with all love and faith, long before the
arrival of the Sant Maharaj and kept looking at their
watches. The great Saint came out at the punctual
time and graced his seat with his presence. The
lovers greeted him with Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh, bent
their heads and took their seats. The great Saint
cast a loving glance at the whole audience, he
smiled and the following words came out of his
lotus mouth :

This human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of the
world.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over
the Name alone.
íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ
× ¯Çì ³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å ¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å ¶ð Ë  ÇÕå Ë é ÕÅîÍÍ
Çî« ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå íÜ ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ

AMg - AB
Out of eighty four lakh forms of life, the human
birth is the best.
Ú½ðÅÃÆ ñ ¾Ö Ü ¯ Çé Çò ¼Ú
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À°åî Üéî Ã ¹ îÅéÃ ç ¶ÔÆÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - A/C
On casting his glance at the entire audience, the

great Saint ordained thus : there must be many
persons among you who keep these great
statements of  Guru Maharaj in their memory.
Hearing this remark, all the persons started looking
at each other. After sometime, there was a voice
from behind : Great Sir, in our memory are stored
thousands of  books, thousands of  auspicious
instructions, just as thousands of  books are kept
stored on the racks of  a library. We see a book, we
recognise its title and we recall that this book is the
work of that particular author; also we remember
what particular topic has been dealt with in that
book. Like this, the part of  the Holy Writ that has
been uttered by you, enters our memory for a
second and we pronounce it, when we are doing
the holy reading of Rehraas. And then it  vanishes
out. We do not remember it at all times. We stay
in deep ignorance. Such an invaluable instruction
remains with us and is still not there. Now hearing
it from your goodself, a part of it has entered
inside us, but it does not leave permanent effect on
us. It is a great favour on your part to have
attracted our attention towards this great quotation.
We make the request to you to tell us more about
this.

Hearing this, the great Saint smiled a little, and
said, tell me one thing. Suppose a person is carrying
rupees one lakh in his bag and during the summer
month, he is greatly tortured by thirst. He could
not forget his great money. So having all money, he
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does not feel comfortable. He can’t make any use
of it. Then the big in his bag is only a burden to
him. Similarly there are countless lessons in the
Gurbani, which can destroy all the obstacles; which
can rid one of all troubles and sufferings and which
tell us the way to merge ourselves in supreme bliss.
If you do not pay full attention towards them, then
they just remain as a treasure kept in the store-
house of  memory, which are just kept stored, but
one cannot make any use of them. The correct
thing is that the instructions taught by Guru
Maharaj should be always present in one’s heart.
For example, take the present quotation just read
by us. The human body is the greatest achievement.
This is your chance of union with ‘God’.

The right thing is that as soon as we read this
line, this eternal lesson should enter into our heart
and at once we should cry out : this human body
has been got by me through the infinite Grace of
Waheguru. This has been given to me to achieve
union with God. Instead of following the real
purpose of life - namely love of God, I am
immersed in other useless tasks. This human body
was given to me to achieve God. But I am doing
nothing to realise this supreme purpose of this
human life. Instead of devoting all my time to the
love of God, I am uselessly wasting my time in
other activities. One trembles to think that so
much time has passed in doing other useless acts
and I have been able to do nothing about the real
purpose of life. Time that has been passed uselessly
can’t be called back again. It is not like the reel of
the tape-recorder which can be repeated at will, nor
like the film, of which you can do the reverse. Time
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wasted without prayer is lost forever. One must feel
a great regret in his mind that he has just wasted
such a valueless time and was able to do nothing
for the achievement of God. I did not meet with
any Sant who had made realisation of  reality, nor
any beloved of  God and man of  the Gurus, in
whose company I should have learnt how to do jap
of  God. Now hearing this great writ of  the Guru,
we are reminded that this human body has been
given to us for attainment of God. Suppose there
is plate full of delicious eatables lying on our dining
table, and we do not eat it and stay very hungry
– the mere knowledge of this fact is not going to
satiate our appetite. Exactly the same thing is
happening to us. We have read the holy sentence :

‘We have realised that we have been given this
human body, this is your means of  meeting God.’
What effect had this sentence made on us?

“Of what use to you are the other activities?
Meet saints and holy men and do the jap of only
His Name.”

These are two instructions, but they have made
no impression on us. So the mere knowledge is no
sign of greatness; this is just the load of the
prophets words that we carry in our brain.

On hearing these words of the great saint, all
audience realised in their inner mind that what the
great one had spoken was complete truth.
Remembering these holy words, we study these
texts, we sing them, but we do absolutely nothing
to practise these teachings. What should be done
by us? What is that (negative) power, which does
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not allow the deep meanings of this holy sentence
to sink into our inner consciousness. Such thoughts
were crossing our mind, when the great saint once
again resumed his talk. He said, dear ones
Waheguru has created numberless shapes from His
own One being. Along with that, he has spread
maya (illusion or false appearances) all round.

His mammon, He Himself has spread and He
Himself is the Beholder thereof.
He assumes many forms and plays many sports,
yet he remains distinct from all.
ÁêéÆ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÁÅÇê êÃÅðÆ
ÁÅêÇÔ ç ¶ÖéÔÅðÅÍÍ
éÅéÅ ð Èê ¹  èð ¶  ìÔ ¹  ð ³×Æ
Ãí å ¶ ðÔ Ë  ÇéÁÅðÅÍÍ AMg - ECG

The purpose of that Maya (illusion) is to keep
us away from the true reality and to look upon
God, Who is Immanent in everything inside and
outside and Who is All Perfection as non-entity. It
makes us cast doubt on God’s existence and
Omnipresence. And the being wanders as lost. Just
as the lightening flashes in the clouds and then it
is all dark, in the same manner, the wise words of
the saints give us a flash of  lightening (of  true
knowledge) for a few seconds and then there is
pitch darkness very soon.

O Lord  of the world and Master of the
universe, this worldliness has made me forget
Thine feet.
Even a bit of love for Thee wells not up in Thy
slave. What can the poor slave do?
ÇÂÇé îÅÇÂÁÅ Ü×çÆÃ × ¹ÃÅÂÆ
å °îð ¶  Úðé ÇìÃÅð ¶ÍÍ
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ÇÕ ³Úå ê ÌÆ Çå é À °êÜË Üé ÕÀ °
Üé ÕÔÅ ÕðÇÔ ì ¶ÚÅð ¶ÍÍ AMg - HEG

The purpose of Maya is to induce forgetfulness
(of godly things) and not to allow any love for
Waheguru to take root in ones mind, by offering
him joys and pleasures, which deceive and which
rob us.  Maya’s purpose is to perpetuate to keep
us forgetfull (of  our true purpose of  life). It is the
work of  this Maya, which attracts to itself  man’s
internal tendencies, his mind and intellect all
together. For their help, countless powers of  desires
render a person helpless and put him under the
influence of  sex, anger, covetousness, illusion, pride,
jealousy, censuring others and backbiting them.
Jealousy, deceitfulness, fraud, hypocrisy and thinking
ill of  others, doing evil acts, troubling others,
violence (killing), quenchless thirst (for worldly
achievements), hope, false sense of danger and
ambitions etc. All this stops such golden advice
from entering inside one. What then should we do?
This being is helpless and alone. He has not the
power within himself to give battle to these killing
tendencies inside of  him. For that, he needs the
help of some perfect great man, who has realised
Brahm (God), who hears about God, who talks of
God, who has attained the knowledge of God –
the company of such a person, complete love for
him and behaving with him with all devotion,
because meeting such men of God, you will begin
to feel some power inside of you, due to their
influence and the darkness will begin to shatter
because you have developed love for them. Respect
for them will enter your head, and you would try
your best to put into practice their teachings, with
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complete faith and firmness. As soon as you come
into contact with holy men, these demonic
tendencies would start vanishing by themselves. One
begins to visibly experience the love of that man
of  God, you know very well, that if  attachment to
a woman of  bad character enters one’s mind, what
a great change and disturbance start in one’s mind.
If  some naked woman’s image gets fixed in your
mind, then under its influence, what a great
disturbance takes place in mind. For this reason,
the need to meet with men of God, keeping
company with great souls, and to listen to their
talks has been repeatedly stressed in Guru Granth
Sahib. In the following writ, Guru Maharaj has
ordained thus :

Joining the society of saints, contemplate over
the Name alone.
Çîñ ¹ ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå íÜ ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ AMg - AB

Thus there is the very great need to keep the
holy company of  the men of  Truth (God). When
you meditate on Gurbani (the writ of  the Gurus),
these commands of  the Guru, would keep
occurring again and again.

The human being is called the lord of creation
(best among created beings). It is a rare
opportunity to achieve union with God. Apart from
the human body, all the 84 lakh births on this
planet earth have been manifested in the four
classes. These 84 lakh types of  life, do not
understand this important matter that there is
something called Waheguru (God) and that uniting
with Him means the end of all troubles and
suffering. They don’t understand this eternal truth,
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because of their absence of intellect. Alone among
the 84 lakh births (species), it is only among the
human birth, that God has kept the path for the
man to achieve God in order to be relieved of all
sufferings. Only in this human body God has
provided the eye, which can see God in His full
glory and we can also know about ourselves as to
what we are. In this human body, Waheguru has
created a fort with many gates. God has kept the
tenth gate in this fort secret. No one has been able
to open this gate (to know the final truth about
life), though man has made thousands of  efforts,
through penances and doing the jap (repetition) of
God’s Name. For the welfare of  the world, God
has sent here many great men, scholars, Saints –
knowers of the Brahm (God), Sadhus men of the
Gurus. Gurus, apostles, prophets, sages and
philosophers, with this purpose that they should
effect the welfare of mankind who are wandering
through 84 lakh births by showing him the way to
meet God. Only a realised Guru has the key to
meet God Himself. By using this key only the
perfect Guru can open that rock gate and make us
see God Himself in this human body itself.

He, whose Home it is, has put the lock to it,
and gives the key to the Guru.
Without seeking the shelter of the True Guru,
man cannot get the key, though he makes
various other efforts.
ÇÜÃ ÕÅ Ç× ÌÔ ¹  ÇåÇé çÆÁÅ åÅñÅ
Õ ° ³ÜÆ × ¹ð ÃÀ°êÅÂÆÍÍ
ÁÇéÕ À °êÅò Õð ¶ éÔÆ êÅò Ë
Çìé ° ÃÇå× ¹ð ÃðäÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - B@E
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The Guru generally has the key in the shape of
the gospel. Without the sabad, inside the human
body pervades intense darkness, so that he can see
nothing and keeps losing his way in that darkness.
When he obtains the key in the shape of the sabad
from the realised Guru, he can with this key open
the (Tenth) Gate and enter inside, where he can
obtain the glimpse of  that Perfect God and obtain
the knowledge about the secret of the human life.

Without the Lord’s Name there is all darkness
within.
One receives not the real thing and ends not
the round.
In the True Guru’s hand is the key. None else
can open the door. By perfect good luck the
Guru is met.
Çìé ¹ Ãìç Ë Á ³åÇð ÁÅé ¶ðÅÍÍ
é òÃå° ñÔ Ë é Ú ÈÕ Ë ë ¶ðÅÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð ÔÇæ Õ ° ³ÜÆ Ô ¯ðå ° çð ¹ Ö ¹ñ Ë  éÅÔÆ
× ¹ð ¹  ê Èð Ë  íÅÇ× ÇîñÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ AMg - ABD

All the religions, creeds and sects have their
own different ways. The Tenth Master, the True
Emperor of  the world, proclaimed that Guru
Granth Sahib is the form of  the Guru; he also
started the tradition of giving the gift of Holy
Name (of God) by initiating men through the Punj
Piaras (Five Beloveds of God); and with the help
of  the gurmukhs, the holy men, and those who have
realised the Truth, who are true Sikhs of  the Guru,
who are men of God, thus leading a life of intense
faith and love and recognising great souls as the
indistinguishable form of  God Himself. He the
Tenth Master stressed the need to win spiritual
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achievements. Guru Maharaj has commanded thus
:

What are they like, who forget not the Name?
They are like the Lord. Know that there is
absolutely no difference between the two.
ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃð Ë éÅî ¹  Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅÍÍ
í¶ç¹ é ÜÅäÔ¹ îÈÇñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü¶ÇÔÁÅÍÍ AMg - CIG
The great god, Shiva, searches for the man, who
knows God.
Nanak the Brahm-gyani, is Himself the Exalted
Lord.
ì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÕÀ ° Ö ¯ÜÇÔ îÔ ¶Ã ¹ðÍÍ
éÅéÕ ì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÁÅÇê êðî ¶Ã ¹ðÍÍ

AMg  - BGC
The one who has tasted the Divine Nectar,
He alone deserves to be addressed ‘Khalsa’, the
pure.
Between God, me and him, there exists not the
slightest difference.
ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯  Ô Ë õÅñÃ ç ¶òÍÍ
ê Ìí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
And so when we fully act upon the instructions

given in Guru Granth Sahib, we shall develop the
capacity of reaching our destination, by making use
of  the key of  the Holy Writ. Great men make us
confirmed in the view, that God whom we want
to meet remains with us all the time. Just the face,
eye and ear of  every person are never away from
him, but to see them he has the need of the
mirror. Even though, the eyes see all things, yet
they cannot see themselves, even though they are
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so near. To see themselves, they (eyes) feel the need
of  a mirror. It is necessary that the mirror should
be straight not crooked or upside down; it should
be perfectly clear, not dirty; it should be placed right
in front of the face, it should not be shaking this
way or that. In such a mirror, one can see one’s
face and eyes. If  the mirror  is covered with filth,
then one’s face cannot be seen clearly in it. If  there
is some disorder in the polish on the glass then
one cannot see one’s face right in it. Waheguru lives
with us all, it is the shape of all and is nearest of
the near; just as everyone’s face and eyes are. We
can have the glimpse of God through the mirror
of our inner mind (conscience). But if there is
feeling of the presence of God in it, rather if there
is the feeling of atheism, or if the inner mind is
covered with the filth of  dirty thoughts, then one
cannot see God, even though He is inside of us
all the time. If there is the filth of duplicit thoughts
in one’s conscience, one cannot see God (who is
inside of  him). Bhai Gurdas was the Ved Vyas in
the house of  Guru Nanak Dev Ji . His Bani
(words) has been regarded as the key of  Guru
Granth Sahib (the key which opens the lock of the
meanings of Granth Sahib). He ordains that to
achieve the state of God, the methods given
below are very necessary. (One has to leave worldly
ideas and be a man of God). He ordains as under
:

I love him deeply who cultivates humility
through Gurmat, the wisdom of Guru.
I love him deeply who does not go near
another’s wife.
I love him deeply who touches not the other’s
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wealth.
I also love him deeply who becoming
indifferent to the backbiting of others detaches
himself.
I love him deeply who listening to the teaching
of the true Guru practises it in actual life.
I love him deeply who sleeps less and eats little.
Such a gurmukh absorbs himself in the
equipoise.
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯ñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
× ¹ðîÇå Çðç Ë ×ðÆìÆ ÁÅò ËÍÍ
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯Çñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
êð éÅðÆ ç ¶  é ¶ Çó é ÜÅò ËÍÍ
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯ñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
êð çðì ¶ ù Ôæ é ñÅò ËÍÍ
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯ñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
êð Çé ¿çÅ Ã ¹ Çä ÁÅê ¹  ÔàÅò ËÍÍ
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯ñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
ÃÇå×¹ð çÅ À °êç ¶ô ÕîÅò ËÍÍ
ÔÀ° º  ÇåÃ Ø ¯ñ Ø ¹îÅÇÂÁÅ
æ ¯óÅ Ãò Ë æ ¯óÅ ÔÆ ÖÅò ËÍÍ
× ¹ðî ¹Ö Ã ¯ÂÆ ÃÔÇÜ ÃîÅò ËÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - AB/D
In this context, he has mentioned six means,

first humility lowliness; the second instruction is that
a Guru’s Sikh should practise self-restraint and
celibacy. In the Guru’s ideology, a man of  the Guru
neither leaves his home, nor does he go to live in
the caves of the mountains; rather he stays in his
home, among his children and there practises self-
control and celibacy.

Having one women as wife he (the Sikh) is a
celibate and considers any other’s wife his
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daughter or a sister.
Â ¶ÕÅ éÅðÆ ÜåÆ Ô ¯ ÇÂ
êð éÅðÆ èÆ í Ëä òÖÅä ËÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - F/H
The Sikh ought to treat beautiful women of
others as his mothers, sisters, and daughters.
ç¶Ö êðÅÂÆÁ» Ú³×ÆÁ» îÅò» í Ëä» èÆÁ» ÜÅäËÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - BI/AA
To other woman’s abode, one should not go
even in a dream.
êðéÅðÆ ÕÆ Ã ¶Ü, í È Çñ Ã ¹êé ¶ Ô È ³  é Ü ËïÔ ¹ÍÍ

(ð ÈêÕ ±Áð ê ÌæÅÇÂ, êÅ : A@)
Whose eyes see not the beauty of others wives.
êð Çå ÌÁ ð Èê ¹  é ê ¶Ö Ë é ¶å ÌÍÍ A Mg - BGD
Concealed in places they look at others women.
åÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á ³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍ

AMg - CAE
Living as a householder, practising self restraint

and preserving the full vitality of  one’s body, one
should take to prayers and simran of God. One
should never look with an evil eye on the other
woman.

In the third verse, it is ordained that one
should never touch someone else’s wealth; he should
stand guard over the purity of his earning which
should come with the sweat of  his brow. He should
be content with whatever he earns with the sweat
of  his brow. He should be content with that and
thank Waheguru. Let not the evils creep in like
theft of others’ wealth, snatching and loot,
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corruption or bribery (earning money through)
adulteration, charging commission and also other
major scandals.

The fourth means is – one should never feel
pleased to hear other people’s slander. Rather
indirectly he should stop the slanderer from evil talk
and advise him about the right path. The fifth
means is to mould one’s life according to the
counsel given by the Guru, and by repeating the
mantar Waheguru given by the Guru. In the sixth it
is hinted as under :

Thou fillest thy belly, sleepest like a beast and
loseth thy human life. Pause.
ê ¶à ¹  íÇðú êÃ ÈÁÅ ÇÜÀ° Ã ¯ÇÂú
îé°Ö ¹  Üéî ¹ Ô Ë  ÔÅÇðúÍÍ AMg - AA@E

In place of  this, one should adopt the adage
of  “little eating and little sleep.” When a lover of
the Guru adopts these precepts, then naturally he
becomes a man of God and is able to meet with
Waheguru. Hence, for achieving salvation the
following six means are very necessary, according to
Bhai Gurdas.

1. Humility
2. Celibacy
3. Contentment
4. No slandering
5. Practising the Words of  the Guru, and

Guru’s instructions and repeating the secret mantar,
given by the Guru.

6. Little eating and little sleeping.
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From this, it is quite clear, that in order to have
a glimpse of God and to achieve Him, we will
have to remove all the above-mentioned defects
from the mirror of our inner mind. Bidding farewell
to atheistic feelings and performing noble acts
without any selfish motive removes the dirt and filth
from the inner consciousness. To remove these
evils, attending religious congregations and the grace
of  the Guru are extremely necessary. Guru Maharaj
ordains thus :

Taking with me truth and contentment, I
began to fight and battered both its gates.
Associating with the saints and by the Guru’s
grace, I captured the king of the fortress.
Taking with me the army of God’s warriors,
and through the power of the Lord’s
meditation, I have snapped the noose of fear of
death.
Kabir the Lord’s slave has mounted the fortress,
and obtained an imperishable empire.
Ãå¹ Ã ³å ¯Ö ¹  ñ Ë  ñðé ¶ ñÅ×Å
å ¯ð ¶  ç ¹ÇÂ çðòÅÜÅÍÍ
ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå Áð¹ × ¹ð ÕÆ Ç´êÅ å ¶
êÕÇðú ×ã Õ ¯ ðÅÜÅÍÍ
í×òå íÆÇð ÃÕÇå ÇÃîðé ÕÆ
ÕàÆ ÕÅñ í Ë ëÅÃÆÍÍ
çÅÃ ¹  ÕîÆð ¹ ÚÇóú ×ó À ±êÇð
ðÅÜ ¹ ñÆú ÁÇìéÅÃÆÍÍ AMg - AAFB

In other words, you have started the war,
adopting virtuous qualities and twenty five virtues
arising out of the five qualities (realities) which are
made out of  their mutual reactions. That means
that the seeker having human body made of five
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elements and 25 natures has started the struggle to
conquer the double-walled fort of  duality, which has
the triple moat of  three qualities (Rajo, Tamo, Sato).
The seeker has to tackle, in this fort of five
elements and 25 natures, the intoxication of  pride
& the sharp delusion of  jealousy. Here the person’s
power can be of no avail. The being has to make
a prayer to Waheguru, to achieve that.

Desire (or lust) is the guard at that door. It is
the door of virtue and vice, where stand two
watchmen, happiness and sorrow. The chief  here is
anger, which is fighting, making a loud ballyhoo.
And the mind, under their control, is the king of
that fort. He (mind) is wearing the armour of  the
taste of  various enjoyments. He wears the helmet
of  attachment and is carrying the bow of  bad
intellect. The arrows of ambition are being shot
outside. One’s self  is blockaded by these very
powerful enemies. He has to face such invincible
brave enemies as desire (or lust), anger, illusion,
pride, jealousy, slander, mongering, carrying false
accusations. Being intoxicated with these drugs, he
begs help from the Guru. At that time, the Guru
entrust him with the shell of  true knowledge, along
with the burner of love and air-raiser (fan) of
spiritual consciousness. The Guru intensifies the fire
of the love of the eternal. With these weapons the
Guru stresses on him the need to destroy his
enemies. As soon as the first shell is fired, the
enemies are capitulated. When he fights using the
weapon of  contentment, he break both those gates.

With the power of company of the saints and
of  the grace of  the Guru, we catch hold of  the
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ruler of  this fort, the mind. Also with the power
of the congregation of seekers and the power of
remembering God, one is able to cut the fear of
hanging rope of the individual. Thus capturing the
fort, we are able to defeat all the enemies. Thus the
seeker has achieved the state, which is indestroyable
:

How can the beauteous fortress be conquered, O
brother, which has double the ramparts and
triple the moats? Pause.
Its mean of defence are the five elements, with
their twenty five categories, worldly love,
pride, jealousy and the crooked and very
powerful mammon.
The strength of the poor man avails not, to take
the fortress, what should I do now, O God, the
King of Raghwas?
Lust is its shutters, woe and weal its gate-
keepers and demerits and merits its gates.
The very quarrelsome wrath is its great and
renowned general and mind is the rebel king
there.
The defenders have armour of dainties, helmet
of worldly love and bow of evil understanding
to aim with.
Covetousness, that abides in the mind is the
arrows. This wise the fortress has become
impregnable.
Making Divine love the fuse and meditation the
howitzer, I have fired the shell of Divine
knowledge.
The fire of the Lord is lit through poise, and
with one shot the fortress is captured.
Taking with me truth and contentment, I
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began to fight and battered both its gates.
Associating with the saints and by the Guru’s
grace, I captured the king of the fortress.
Taking with me the army of God’s warriors,
and through the power of the Lord’s
meditation, I have snapped the noose of fear of
death.
Kabir, the Lord’s slave has mounted the fortress,
and obtained an imperishable empire.
ÇÕÀ ° ñÆÜ Ë ×ã¹ ì ³ÕÅ íÅÂÆÍÍ
ç ¯òð Õ ¯à Áð ¹ å ¶òð ÖÅÂÆÍÍ
ê»Ú êÚÆÃ î ¯Ô îç îåÃð
ÁÅâÆ êðìñ îÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
Üé ×ðÆì Õ ¯ Ü ¯ð ¹  é êÔ ¹Ú Ë
ÕÔÅ ÕðÀ ° ðØ ¹ðÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÕÅî ¹ ÇÕòÅðÆ ç ¹Ö ¹  Ã ¹Ö ¹  çðòÅéÆ
êÅê ¹  ê ¹ ³é °  çðòÅÜÅÍÍ
´ ¯è ¹ ê ÌèÅé ° îÔÅ ìâ ç ¹ ³çð
åÔ îé ° îÅòÅÃÆ ðÅÜÅÍÍ
Ã ÉÅç ÃéÅÔ à ¯ê ¹  îîåÅ Õ ¯
Õ °ì ¹ Çè ÕîÅé ÚãÅÂÆÍÍ
ÇåÃéÅ åÆð ðÔ ¶  Øà íÆåÇð
ÇÂÀ ° ×ã ¹ ñÆú é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
ê Ì ¶î  êñÆåÅ Ã ¹ðÇå ÔòÅÂÆ
× ¯ñÅ Ç×ÁÅé° ÚñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ì ÌÔî Á×Çé ÃÔÜ ¶ êðÜÅñÆ
Â ¶ÕÇÔ Ú ¯à ÇÃÞÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
Ãå° Ã ³å ¯Ö ¹  ñ Ë  ñðé ¶ ñÅ×Å
å ¯ð ¶  ç ¹ÇÂ çðòÅÜÅÍÍ
ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå Áð¹ × ¹ð ÕÆ Ç´êÅ å ¶
êÕÇðú ×ã Õ ¯ ðÅÜÅÍÍ
í×òå íÆÇð ÃÕÇå ÇÃîðé ÕÆ
ÕàÆ ÕÅñ í Ë ëÅÃÆÍÍ
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çÅÃ ¹ ÕîÆð ¹ ÚÇóú ×ó À ±êÇð
ðÅÜ ¹ ñÆú ÁÇìéÅÃÆÍÍ AMg - AAFA

To overpower mind, the ruler, it is necessary
that one should get the help of saints and holy
men and the grace of God. So long as the mind,
the enemy lives, that long all the enemies live. When
you have controlled mind the king, then all the
enemies lay down their arms. Bhartari Hari has said
thus about this :

So long the mind as the enemy lives, then all
the enemies live.
When you conquer this (mind) then all the
enemies are conquered.
îé Çðê ¹ ÜÆå ¶ Ãí Çðê ¹ ÜÆå ¶ÍÍ
îé Çðê ¹  ÜÆå ¶ Ãí ¹ Çðê ¹  ÜÆå ¶ÍÍ

(ì ËðÅ× ôåÕ)
There are three factors why we cannot see

Waheguru face to face – namely dirty (impure)
thoughts in the inner consciousness, wandering
mind (which makes concentration difficult) and
purdah (covering) on the mind. To end these evils,
to remove the dirtiness of  the inner consciousness,
we need desireless noble acts, contribution, of  one
tenth of  one’s honest income to the Guru’s cause
and getting up at dawn, taking a bath and reciting
the holy Granth; also extending love and service to
the Guru and divine saints. These generally remove
this defect. Just as cleansing the mirror with water
(and powder) makes the mirror clear and shining,
similarly with these methods, the dirty mind is
cleansed and becomes shining.

The soul, defiled with sins, that is cleaned with
the love of (God’s) Name.
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íðÆÁ Ë îÇå êÅêÅ Õ Ë  Ã ³ Ç×ÍÍ
úÔ ¹ è ¯ê Ë éÅò Ë Õ Ë  ð ³ Ç×ÍÍ A Mg - D

To cure a wandering mind and to secure the
concentration of the mind on a single point (God)
one has to take the help of meditation and
rememberance of God.

Reflect thou over the Guru’s image in thy
mind.
×¹ð ÕÆ î ÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé ¹ÍÍ AMg - HFD

Guru Maharaj has ordained this mode of
action. On this topic, there is a an episode. There
was one true Sikh of  the Guru, named Bhai
Gonda, who was given greatly to prayers and
meditation of God. He had an attitude of no-
duality that Bhai Gonda used to live his life in the
service and worship of  the feet of  the Seventh
Master. He was among the accepted Sikhs of  the
Guru. Guru Ji was greatly pleased with his actions
and with his spiritual earnings. At all times, he
remained immersed in the contemplation of the
bodily form of  the great Guru. Like Bhai Ghaneyya,
he used to see in all persons the visible form of
Guru Maharaj. He was sent to Kabul to spread the
faith of Sikhism there. He was commanded thus;
Bhai Gonda Singh you should proceed to Kabul.
The religious minded persons would contribute one-
tenth of their income for the religious cause. Out
of  that money, you run a langar (community kitchen)
in the name of  the Guru to bring food to the
hungry and the needy. Whatever money remains,
keep on sending that to us. With these orders Bhai
Gonda arrived in Kabul observing his high conduct
and spiritual earnings. Many persons adopted the
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Sikh religion. Thus a lot of time passed. Here at
home, one day, Guru Ji after his bath sat among
the congregations at Kiratpur. The ragis (singers)
were busy singing Gurbani. Guru Maharaj was
immersed in the contemplation of God. After the
finish of  the programme, that day, Guru Ji kept
sitting in that very state of  contemplation. He took
no food or drink nor did he speak to anyone. The
cook prepared the langar and requested Guru
Maharaj to come and eat but Guru Ji neither
opened his eyes nor did he make any reply to him).
Thus he stayed motionless in meditation till about
an hour before sunset. The congregation was
surprised why Guru Maharaj continued in non-stop
meditation. An hour before sunset, he opened his
eyes and said blessed be Sikhism. On enquiry by
the congregation, he replied thus : At Kabul, Bhai
Gonda remains concentrating on our bodily form.
Today, in concentration, he held our feet firmly in
his hands. How could we free our feet from his
grasp? It would have given trouble to that
worshipper of  the Guru. Now he has got up from
his meditation; & our feet are free and we can
move.

When on the occasion of Baisakhi celebrations
Bhai Gonda along with his congregation came to
Kiratpur, then the sangat from Kabul revealed that
one day Bhai Gonda sat in meditation since dawn
non-stop till an hour before the sunset.

Thus the mind is completely merged in
meditation and gets concentrated and the wandering
nature of  the mind is fully controlled. To remove
this restlessness of  the mind, it is very useful to
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recite the Bani with all emotion and listening to
Kirtan, remembering the Nam and paying all
attention to the tune of Shabad (Holy Word) and
also concentrating on the physical appearance of
the Guru.

The prayer is of  two kinds. One is ‘external’
which is for worshipping one’s special deity and
outward objects. This includes many activities, which
are meant to worship one’s deity and bring such
offerings as milk to drink, offering food, bathing
the deity, cleaning his dress and many such steps.

The second kind is inner worship, which
comprises only contemplation, Nam-japu-simran.

Once the famous great soul Swami Ramanand
Ji, who was the Guru of  Kabir Sahib, was sitting
performing outward worship. He bathed his deity’s
idol and began dressing him up. He put the crown
on his head, but he forgot to put the Vajayanti
garland round his neck. Kabir Sahib was sitting
outside immersed in inward worship. With the
power of  his Yoga, Kabir realised the trouble felt
by his guru. If  Ramananda Ji removes the (deity’s)
crown to put the garland round his neck, it would
be disrespect to his god. With the crown over his
head, the garland could not be placed round his
neck. Without putting on this necklace, his worship
would be only half-done.

Kabir Sahib suggested while sitting outside to
untie one knot of the garland. It would become
wide enough to go over the crown. And then to
tie that knot again, to bring it in the original
position. Swami Ramanand was pleased and he did
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accordingly.
So the worship is of two kinds – inward based

and external based. By doing practice, minds
wandering nature can be controlled.

The third method is called knowledge. Start its
practice by remembering God’s Name and by
repeating the secret formula given by the Guru
after clearing the mind of all thought and non-
thought. When the rise of unwanted thoughts
ceases completely, after that you consider yourself
beyond physical and mental self, and feel you are
all self  (soul). That is, regard yourself  something
beyond the body, beyond the five life organs, five
organs of activity (hand, feet etc.) and five organs
of knowledge (eye, ear etc.), beyond the mind,
beyond the intellect, beyond consciousness and their
functions. Recognise yourself  as the pure soul,
formless, truth, knowledge and bliss and complete
(perfect) and keep on doing this practice of self-
realisation, by keeping stray thoughts away from
your mind. When this practice becomes ripe then
withdraw your consciousness from name and shape
and unite it with the perfect Light (God), who is
the reality beyond all what we see and with whose
power the whole visible world is manifest.

The One Spirit pervades the whole cosmos.
It neither decreases, nor increased. It is
indivisible.
ÇÜîÆ ÜîÅé Õ ¶ ÇìÖ Ë  ÃîÃå Â ¶Õ Ü ¯å Ô Ë
éÅ ØÅà Ô Ë é ìÅã Ô Ë  éÅ ìÅã ØÅà Ô ¯å Ô ËÍ

(ÁÕÅñ À °ÃåÇå)
Unite your consciousness with God Who is all

Truth. He is Nameless as well as Formless. After
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practising that meditation of God, you would enjoy
perfect bliss. When your consciousness has totally
lost its self, when your mind has become non-mind
and when all your desires have been liquidated, then
you should merge yourself with what is left behind,
namely God Who is Formless, Non-changing and
All-consciousness, All Love, all Bliss and the Only
Entity which is really your own self. Thus when the
three defects (qualities) have been removed then
you will have a glimpse of God face to face – He
who is All-Perfect God.

Kabir, thou hast obtained the place, which
thou wert searching.
Thou thyself hath turned to be the One, whom
thou thought to be different from thee.
ÕìÆð ÜÅ ÕÀ ° Ö ¯Üå ¶ êÅÇÂú Ã ¯ÂÆ áÀ°ð ¹ÍÍ
Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇëÇð Õ Ë  å ±  íÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ ÕÀ ° ÕÔåÅ
ÁÀ°ð ¹ÍÍ AMg - ACFI

Hearing this sermon, the audience seemed to
be lost in the bliss of  Guru’s philosophy. For a little
while, there was an atmosphere of perfect silence.

One devotee put this question to Sant Maharaj.
Honoured sir, we read a lot of Gurbani then why
is it that our mind does not get stable. As it was
already over time, the great saint announced that
the reply to this question would be given next day
- God Willing. As the time was up, the
congregations showing great respect to the great
saint began to express their great gratitude to him.
“Sir, your words bestow knowledge on the entire
creation. We are thankful to you from the bottom
of  our heart.” After saying so, all the devotees
dispersed and left for their various occupations.
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The Stability of Mind
(Discourse 1I)

Yesterday a devotee put this question to Sant
Maharaj, Honoured sir, we do read the holy
scriptures, then how is it that our mind is not
stable. On hearing this question, Sant Maharaj
remarked, that this question needs a very long and
detailed consideration. You say that you can’t
concentrate your mind. To start with, try to
understand what the mind is? and in what things
it feels pleased and in what matters, it has no
interest; to what matter, it is indifferent, what are
the sentiments in which it gets immersed; and what
are the sentiments to which it pays no attention,
towards which matters it shows inclination. In this
connection, we briefly explain thus : it is not a fact
that this self (soul) has been wandering in this
universe and other unseen worlds, since the
beginning of time. It is not possible to decide
about the beginning of time; we are not in a
position to assert that this soul has been wandering
for so many millions of  years. Nor are we sure
about the beginning of  time. We can’t say with
certainty that this soul has been wandering for so
many billions of years; the reason for its mega
wandering is its separation from its original source
Waheguru; and this big gap (between God and soul)
is the cause of our forgetting Him. The cause of
this gap may be the consciousness of separate
individuality (haumain) that has made this element of
Waheguru into seperate self. We can’t say it for
certainty, for time cannot be measured by any
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measure from the beginning till the end.

Neither the yogi nor any one else knows the
lunar day, week day season and the month.
The Creator who creates the world; He Himself
knows (the time).
ÇæÇå òÅð ¹  éÅ Ü ¯×Æ ÜÅä Ë
ð ¹ Çå îÅÔ ¹  éÅ Õ ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÜÅ ÕðåÅ ÇÃðáÆ ÕÀ ° ÃÅÜ ¶
ÁÅê ¶  ÜÅä Ë Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍ AMg  - D

Guru Maharaj has only hinted thus :
Grown weary of wandering about for many
yugas, the man has obtained the human body.
Says Nanak, there is now a chance to meet the
Lord. Why rememberest thou not Him, O man?
Çëðå Çëðå ìÔ ¹å ¶  Ü ¹× ÔÅÇðú
îÅéÃ ç ¶Ô ñÔÆÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÕÔå Çîñé ÕÆ ìðÆÁÅ
ÇÃîðå ÕÔÅ éÔÆÍÍ AMg - FCA

Talking of  man aeons (ages) cannot come
under any count or measure; man’s intellect is
bamboozled when one has to consider such
questions. It can’t be called even infinity, because
there must have been time, when the Supreme
Light came under the influence of ‘maya’ (duality)
and got separated and assumed the name of
individual soul. Whenever this personal soul became
united with physical inanimate nature, since that
time it (personal soul) started storing in it countless
influences, natures, good and bad sentiments and
experiences, under the influence of  and caused by
Maya (false appearance). Thus this soul in its long
journey was born in the human shape. At that
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time, his inner consciousness was fixed under
wraps on wraps of  dirtiness, which disfigured the
supremely Pure shape of that Supreme Light (God).

The scum of so many births is attached to this
soul and it has become pitch black.
The oilman’s rag turns not white by washing,
even though it be washed a hundred times.
Üéî Üéî ÕÆ ÇÂÃ¹ îé ÕÀ°
î« ñÅ×Æ ÕÅñÅ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÇÃÁÅÔ ¹ÍÍ
Ö ³éñÆ è ¯åÆ À °ÜñÆ é Ô ¯òÂÆ
Ü ¶ ÃÀ ° è ¯òÇä êÅÔ ¹ÍÍ AMg- FEA

This impurity (filth) set the Self into a long
circle and it is doing the rounds again and again
in the same old circle. It can think of no remedy
as to how to enter the sphere of  Truth,
Knowledge and Bliss (God). This self or soul
performs good acts as well bad ones. If  he (soul)
has done some exceptionally good act and it gets
accumulated in his destiny, and this act becomes a
part of  his millions of  destiny items, at the time of
his assuming a new birth (in a fresh body). It
appears there to give him good fruit of  his noble
actions. When it is an auspicious period, it takes
him to the holy congregation, where he meets great
men, savants, apostles, prophets and gurus. He
starts achieving the fruit of  this meeting. A thought
wave is awakened in his mind to keep company
with the holy saints and listen to their sermons.
Thus repeatedly hearing their words, faith is born
in the seeker. In order to come out of  the evil acts
committed by him, he on the advice of some great
soul, starts doing the jap (repetition) of some
Mantar (holy word) and begins to read holy books
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like the Gurbani, Gita or Quran or the Bible. But he
does not realise the unique greatness of Gurbani and
so does not feel attraction for it from the bottom
of his heart. He suffers from the effects of his five
senses and their functions, which keep the mind
tied to them. In this way, countless tastes of  the
pleasures of life, the intoxication of youth, the
attraction of  the sensual pleasures, the pride over
one’s much learning, the joy of  rich apparels, the
pride over one’s lands and properties, the joy of
one’s own fame, the joy of  the tastes of  various
food, the pride over one’s high jobs all these keep
him quite uninterested in the divine pleasures of
God’s Name and he remains engrossed in still lower
sentiments. There remains no place in his heart for
the higher spiritual ecstasies. Slowly and gradually as
he proceeds in his holy readings, and as he takes
part in religious congregations, the idea rises in his
mind that this rare human birth has been bestowed
upon him not for acquiring lands and properties,
nor for tasting boundless physical pleasures, nor to
waste this life in enmities and oppositions to others,
nor even to cause trouble to the world or for
accumulating wealth by decoity and frauds, rather
this human body has been got by him, through the
infinite grace of  Waheguru for the following
objective :

This human body has come to thy hand.
This is thy chance to meet the Lord of the
world.
Other works are of no avail to thee.
Joining the society of saints, contemplate over
the Name alone.
Make effort for crossing the dreadful world-
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ocean.
In the love of worldliness, the human life is
passing in vain.
íÂÆ êðÅêÇå îÅé °Ö ç ¶Ô ¹ðÆÁÅÍÍ
× ¯Çì ³ç Çîñä ÕÆ ÇÂÔ å ¶ðÆ ìðÆÁÅÍÍ
ÁòÇð ÕÅÜ å ¶ð Ë  ÇÕå Ë é ÕÅîÍÍ
Çî« ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå íÜ ¹ Õ ¶òñ éÅîÍÍ
Ãð ³ÜÅÇî ñÅ× ¹ íòÜñ åðé Õ ËÍÍ
Üéî¹ Çì ÌæÅ ÜÅå ð ³ Ç× îÅÇÂÁÅ Õ ËÍÍ

AMg- AB
Through the Guru’s service, the Lord’s loving
adoration is practised.
Then alone is obtained the fruit of this human
body.
Even the gods long for this body.
So through that body of thine, think thou of
rendering service unto thy hand.
×¹ð Ã ¶òÅ å ¶  í×Çå ÕîÅÂÆÍÍ
åì ÇÂÔ îÅéÃ ç ¶ÔÆ êÅÂÆÍÍ
ÇÂÃ ç ¶ÔÆ ÕÀ ° ÇÃîðÇÔ ç ¶òÍÍ
Ã ¯ ç ¶ÔÆ íÜ¹ ÔÇð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÍÍ AMg- AAEI

Then we decisively have the conclusion
(judgement) of this matter :

O man, thou shalt not, again, attain the
human body. Make some effort for thy
deliverance.
îÅéÃ ç ¶Ô ìÔ ¹ Çð éÔ êÅò Ë
ÕÛ± À °êÅÀ ° î ¹ÕÇå ÕÅ Õð ¹ ð ¶ÍÍ AMg- BB@

Hence mind also acquires somewhat knowledge
but through its foolishness, wildness and
uncontrollable nature, it stays intoxicated and careless
in its own nature. Then it gets a chance to hear
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about one’s self  or soul.

The stupid man, as yet, reforms himself not,
though I have grown weary of ever instructing
him.
Nanak, if mortal sings songs of Lord’s praise, he
crosses over the terrible world-ocean.
îé î ÈðÖ ÁÜÔ È éÔ ÃîÞå
ÇÃÖ ç Ë ÔÅÇðú éÆåÍÍ
éÅéÕ íÀ°Ü« êÅÇð êð Ë
ÜÀ° ×Åò Ë ê Ìí Õ ¶  ×ÆåÍÍ AMg- ECF

As he goes on contacting the company of the
saintly persons, and keeps hearing the divine gospel,
there is a stir in the layers of dirt (impurities or
sins) in his inner consciousness and the thick layers
of  dirt start to crack a little. The Guru gives him
help, gives him Guru-Mantra and arouses his
curiosity and tendency towards knowledge. As he
takes a turn in his life, according to the teachings
of  the scriptures and according to the sermons of
the great souls, he puts himself  in opposition to the
usual worldly ways and tries to secure his union with
Waheguru; all along makes readings of  the Holy
Bani and does the jap of his Guru Mantar (secret
Name of  God given to him by his Guru), then he
feels a struggle has started in his mind. Mind is
such a fine thing, that despite all one’s efforts, it
can’t be held, nor can it be stopped or controlled.

The birds of the beautiful trees fly & go in four
directions.
The more they fly (up) the more they suffer.
They ever burn and bewail.
ê ³ÖÆ ÇìðÖ Ã ¹ÔÅòó ¶
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À±âÇÔ ÚÔ ¹ ÇçÇÃ ÜÅÇÔÍÍ
Ü ¶åÅ À ±âÇÔ ç ¹Ö Øä ¶
Çéå çÅÞÇÔ å Ë ÇìññÅÇÔÍÍ AMg- FF

It flies in higher flights, still it gets caught. It
feels itself entrapped in the clutches of sensual
pleasures and passions. It cannot free itself. With his
tongue, he reads the Holy Bani; he tries to sing the
praises of the Everlasting God but as has been
ordained by Guru Maharaj :

Man’s mind wanders in ten directions : how
can he, then, sing God’s praise?
The body organs are greatly engrossed in
misdeeds and lust and wrath ever infest the
man.
îé ±ÁÅ çÔ ÇçÃ èÅòçÅ
úÔ ¹ Õ ËÃ ¶  ÔÇð × ¹ä ×Åò ËÍÍ
ÇÂ ³ç Ì Æ ÇòÁÅÇê ðÔÆ ÁÇèÕÅÂÆ
ÕÅî ¹ ´ ¯è ¹ Çéå Ã ³åÅò ËÍÍ AMg- EFE

It’s running never stops, since it is immersed
upto the top of its head in the quagmire of mud.
It has no means of freeing itself from it. Being
senseless, and caught in that quagmire, he goes on
suffering great troubles from life to life and is
unable to get out :

Mammon has spread out its net and in it has
placed the bait.
The avaricious bird is snared and cannot
escape, O’ my Mother!
îÅÇÂÁÅ ÜÅ« êÃÅÇðÁÅ íÆåÇð Ú ¯× ìäÅÇÂÍÍ
Çå ÌÃéÅ ê ³ÖÆ ëÅÇÃÁÅ ÇéÕÃ ¹ é êÅÂ ¶  îÅÇÂÍÍ

AMg- E@
This mind wanders in ten directions and
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duality consumes it.
The way-ward fool remembers not the God’s
Name and wastes his life in vain.
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ±ÁÅ çÔ ÇçÇÃ èÅòçÅ
ç ÈÜ Ë  íÅÇÂ Ö ¹ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
îéî ¹Ö î ¹×è ¹ ÔÇð éÅî ¹  é Ú ¶å Ë
ÇìðæÅ Üéî ¹ ×òÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg - F@@

Thus the mind, according to its nature, trots
and gallops and remains out of control. He does
not listen to the Bani, because in his mind dwell
five deceitful thieves, namely passion, anger, greed,
illusion and pride; also dwell therein five robbers,
namely sense of  power, property, beauty, family
pride and youth; also five sensations named
(pleasurable) sounds, touches, forms, tastes and
perfumes; also two sisters called hope and thirst (for
pleasures). There are any such fine comrades that
order him to perform sinful acts. Guru Maharaj
ordains thus :

The five evil passions dwell concealed within
my mind.
They remain not still and wander like a
deserter.
My soul remains not tied to the Merciful Master.
The avaricious, deceitful, vicious and
hypocritical soul is excessively linked with
worldliness.
íÆåÇð ê ³Ú × ¹êå îÇé òÅÃ ¶ÍÍ
Çæð ¹  é ðÔÇÔ Ü ËÃ ¶  íòÇÔ À °çÅÃ ¶ÍÍ
îé ° î ¶ðÅ  çÇÂÁÅñ Ã ¶åÆ Çæð ¹  é ðÔ ËÍÍ
ñ ¯íÆ ÕêàÆ êÅêÆ êÅÖ ³âÆ îÅÇÂÁÅ ÁÇèÕ ñ×ËÍÍ

AMg- CEI
Thus the presence of such sensual pleasures
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poses a great problem before the seeker. Countless
persons made great efforts to control the mind, by
making large sacrifices. For instance, Bharatarihari
renounced his kingdom, treasures, costly garments,
fairy like women and countless other pleasures; and
took to the life of a monk. But he tried to lift the
spit of the betel lying on the grass in moon light,
mistaking it to be a very valuable ruby. Why did
this happen? Mind, the enemy was present inside.

A great saint like Machhander Nath, who gave
to the world his disciple a great yogi like Guru
Gorakh Nath, entered the dead body of  Raja Amru
in order to enjoy sexual pleasures with his queens,
the beauties of sangal-dweep (an island). He
remained in his body for fourteen long years while
his own lifeless body was preserved secretly in the
cave. He was totally immersed in the sinful acts of
Maya (illusion). Similarly Raja Paras Nath, who had
conqured so many kings in the world not only that,
he subordinated many of the major deities of the
heaven, could not gain mastery over his mind,
despite innumerable efforts. At last he committed
suicide, by walking towards his funeral pyre; the
reason being that his mind was stuck in duality :

 This mind of many whims rests not for a
moment. It wanders about aimlessly in all the
ten directions.
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ±ÁÅ ÇÖé ° é ÇàÕ Ë ìÔ ¹  ð ³×Æ
çÔ çÔ ÇçÇÃ ÚÇñ ÚÇñ ÔÅã ¶ÍÍ AMg- AG@

The sense of duality engrosses the Self in other
mental states and makes him completely forget the
love of God, puts him to big punishments in the
shape of  very long circles of  births and deaths.
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This mind is extremely powerful and by no
endeavours, whatever, it leaves the man.
The mind affects man with the disease of
duality and inflicts severe punishment on him.
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ±ÁÅ ÁÇå Ãìñ Ô Ë
Ûâ ¶ é ÇÕåË À °êÅÇÂÍÍ
ç ÈÜ Ë  íÅÇÂ ç ¹Ö ¹  ñÅÇÂçÅ
ìÔ ¹åÆ ç ¶ ÇÂ ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍ AMg- CC

He is engrossed in the company of Maya
(illusion). So long as his intellect does not accept the
true nature of Maya that long his struggle against
the mind does not bear fruit. So long as he does
not get a perfect Guru of  Truth, and till he
formally receives Guru Mantar from him after
paying him the due offerings, till then his self  single-
handedly puts up the fight against him. He flies like
a piece of cotton before the power of the mind.
In solving this problem, Guru Maharaj indicates the
right path clearly stating that so long as a seeker
does not dedicate his personality at the feet of the
Guru, the mind can never be brought under
control. Guru Maharaj ordains thus :

This filthy mind remembers not the One Lord.
It is soiled within immense dust of duality.
The egoist repairs to river-banks, shrines, and
foreign lands and gathers still more filth of
pride.
If he serves the Sat Guru his dirt is removed
then.
One, who fixes his mind on God, remains dead
whilst alive.
Pure is the True Lord, and no filth attaches to
Him. He, who gets attached to the Truth, comes
to wash off his filth.
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ÇÂÔ ¹ îé ° î ËñÅ ÇÂÕ ° é ÇèÁÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
Á ³åÇð î Ë« ñÅ×Æ ìÔ ¹  ç ÈÜ Ë  íÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
åÇà åÆðÇæ ÇçÃ ³åÇð íò Ë ÁÔ ³ÕÅðÆ
Ô ¯ð ¹  òè ¶ð Ë  ÔÀ °î Ë î« ñÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð ¹  Ã ¶ò ¶  åÅ î« ÜÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
ÜÆòå ° îð Ë  ÔÇð ÇÃÀ ° ÇÚå ° ñÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
ÔÇð Çéðî« ÃÚ ¹ î Ë« é ñÅ× Ë
ÃÇÚ ñÅ× Ë î Ë« ×òÅòÇäÁÅÍÍ AMg - AAF

The mind cannot be brought under control by
reading the holy books, nor by the methods of
breath-control (by 3 methods of breathing in,
holding the breath and breathing out), nor by
raising the breath from the bottom place to piercing
all the centres of  energy and going into
contemplation. Only when the Guru out of  his
grace, bestows knowledge upon him, only then the
mind can be brought under control.

The mind of an apostate is adamant and is
attached to another.
He obtains not peace even in dream and passes
his life in extreme misery.
The Pandits grow weary of reading and
reciting from door to door and the adepts of
going into trance.
The mortals are tired of performing religious
rites, but their mind comes not under control.
The pseudo-saints grow weary of wearing false
dresses and bathing at sixty eight shrines.
They know not the state of their mind and are
misled by pride and doubt.
By Guru’s grace God’s fear is obtained and by
great good fortune God comes and abides in the
mind.
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When the Lord’s fear is obtained, the mind is
restrained and, through the Name, ego is burnt
down.
Pure are they, who are imbued with the True
Name and their light merges in the supreme
light.
Meeting the True Guru, the mortal obtains the
Name and is absorbed in bliss.
îéî¹Ö î ³é °  ÁÇÜå° Ô Ë  ç ÈÜ Ë ñ×Ë ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÇåÃ é ¯ Ã ¹Ö ¹  Ã ¹êé Ë éÔÆ ç ¹Ö ¶ ç ¹ ÇÖ ÇòÔÅÇÂÍÍ
ØÇð ØÇð êÇó êÇó ê ³Çâå æÕ ¶
ÇÃè ÃîÅÇè ñ×ÅÇÂÍÍ
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ° òÇÃ é ÁÅòÂÆ æÕ ¶ Õðî ÕîÅÇÂÍÍ
í ¶ÖèÅðÆ í ¶Ö ÕÇð æÕ ¶ ÁÇáÃÇá åÆðæ éÅÇÂÍÍ
îé ÕÆ ÃÅð é ÜÅäéÆ ÔÀ °î Ë  íðÇî í ¹ñÅÇÂÍÍ
× ¹ð êðÃÅçÆ íÀ ° êÅÇÂÁÅ
òâíÅÇ× òÇÃÁÅ îÇé ÁÅÇÂÍÍ
í Ë êÇÂÁË îé ° òÇÃ Ô ¯ÁÅ ÔÀ°î Ë ÃìÇç ÜñÅÇÂÍÍ
ÃÇÚ ðå¶ Ã ¶ Çéðîñ ¶ Ü ¯åÆ Ü ¯ Çå ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹Çð ÇîÇñÁ Ë éÅÀ ° êÅÇÂÁÅ
éÅéÕ Ã ¹ ÇÖ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ AMg - FDD

Thus by means of the sayings of the great
Guru, we clearly understand that the mind is very
abstruse and unconquerable brave entity, which by
its original power, keeps the self wallowing in the
quagmire of  miseries. Without bringing the mind
under control, nothing can be gained, inspite of
any actions that may be performed by one :

Without subduing his mind no man attains
success.
Let any one see it through deep deliberation.
The Pseudo-saints grow weary of roaming at the
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holy places, but this mind is subdued not.
Çòä° îé ° îÅð ¶ ¶  Õ ¯ ÇÂ é ÇÃÞÂÆ
ò ¶ÖÔ ¹  Õ ¯  Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍ
í ¶ÖèÅðÆ åÆðæÆ íÇò æÕ ¶
éÅ Â ¶Ô ¹  îé ° îÅÇðÁÅ ÜÅÇÂÍÍ AMg - FE@

It is the nature of the mind that getting under
the control of Maya (illusion), it drags the soul into
the great troubles of  the hell. One can never trust
it (mind). It reduces to ashes all the acts performed
for the good of the people, or japa (repeating the
Name of  God), penances, restraints, charities, noble
deeds and going on the pilgrimages. Guru Maharaj
ordains thus :

Placing reliance on thee, O my mind, who is it
that has not fallen?
Thou art bewitched by the great mammon.
This is the way to hell.
O vicious mind, no faith can be placed in thee.
Thou art exceedingly inebriated with sin.
The feet-chain of the donkey is removed, only
then, when a load is first put on his back.
Pause.
Thou destroyest the merit of contemplation,
penance and self-mortification. Thou shalt suffer
the agony of the Yama’s rod.
O shameless buffoon, why rememberest thou
not the Lord? Thou shalt suffer the womb
pangs.
God is thy Comrade, Helper and the great
Friend. With Him thou art at variance.
Thou art in love with the five high way men.
An immense pain shall well up therefrom.
Õòé° Õòé° éÔÆ êåÇðÁÅ å °îðÆ êðåÆÇåÍÍ
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îÔÅ î ¯ÔéÆ î ¯ ÇÔÁÅ éðÕ ÕÆ ðÆÇåÍÍ
îé Ö¹àÔð å¶ðÅ éÔÆ ÇìÃÅÃ ¹ å ± îÔÅ À°çîÅçÅÍÍ
Öð ÕÅ ê ËÖð ¹ åÀ ° Û °à Ë  ÜÀ° À ±êÇð ñÅçÅÍÍ
Üê åê Ã ³Üî å °î Ö ³â ¶  Üî Õ ¶ ç ¹Ö â»âÍÍ
ÇÃîðÇÔ éÅÔÆ Ü ¯Çé ç ¹Ö ÇéðñÜ¶ í»âÍÍ
ÔÇð Ã ³ Ç× ÃÔÅÂÆ îÔÅ îÆå °
ÇåÃ ÇÃÀ ° å ¶ðÅ í ¶ç ¹ÍÍ
ìÆèÅ ê ³Ú ìàòÅðÂÆ À °êÇÜú îÔÅ Ö ¶ç ¹ÍÍ

AMg - HAE
Now what is the remedy of this? How should

the mind be our friend, so that we may realise the
purpose of  our life. Guru Maharaj ordains that so
long as a person does not offer himself under the
shelter of  the Guru, with extreme humility and
complete faithfulness, till he is ready to offer his
body, mind and wealth as his offering to the Guru,
till then this mind of  ours can’t be fully controlled.
It can be liquidated only with receiving the sayings
of  the Guru. Guru Maharaj ordains thus :

The ignorant ones, who go to deserts to
overcome their mind, can overcome it not.
Nanak, if this mind is to be subdued the mortal
must reflect on the Guru’s instruction.
By subduing this mind is subdued not, even
though everyone may so desire.
Nanak, if the True Guru is met with, the mind
itself overpowers the mind.
îÅð È  îÅðä Ü¯ ×Â ¶ îÅÇð é ÃÕÇÔ ×òÅðÍÍ
éÅéÕ Ü¶ ÇÂÔ ¹  îÅðÆÁ Ë × ¹ð ÃìçÆ òÆÚÅÇðÍÍ
Â ¶Ô ¹ îé ° îÅÇðÁÅ éÅ îð Ë  Ü ¶  ñ ¯Ú Ë  Ãí ¹ Õ ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ îé ÔÆ ÕÀ ° îé ° îÅðÃÆ
Ü ¶ ÃÇå×¹ð ¹  í ¶à Ë Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ AMg - A@HI
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Such great statements make it clear that mind
is such a power, to fight which one needs extreme
caution, also there is need for the company of the
great souls, establishing heartfelt love for those great
persons and giving 100% credence to their
teachings from the bottom of  one’s heart.

Secondly when this mind achieves the
knowledge of the supreme wisdom, it changes its
shape and becomes non-mind and gets inclined to
giving its ear and faith to the divine qualities such
as truth, contentment, mercy, feeling of
worthlessness of the world, discretion,
contemplation, intense desire for salvation and God-
worship. Also the five thieves or demoniac qualities
such as uncontrolled anger, desires, satanic intellect
and thirst for physical pleasures are brought under
control and thus is subjugated  the sovereignty of
mind, the king. Guru Maharaj states as under :

Making Divine love the fuse and meditation the
howitzer, I have fired the shell of Divine
knowledge.
The fire of the Lord is lit through poise, and
with one shot the fortress is captured.
Taking with me truth and contentment, I
began to fight and battered both its gates.
Associating with the saints and by the Guru’s
grace, I captured the king of the fortress.
Taking with me the army of God’s warriors,
and through the power of the Lord’s
meditation, I have snapped the noose of feat of
death.
Kabir, the Lord’s slave has mounted the fortress,
and obtained an imperishable empire.
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ê Ì ¶î êñÆåÅ Ã ¹ðÇå ÔòÅÂÆ
× ¯ñÅ Ç×ÁÅé° ÚñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ì ÌÔî Á×Çé ÃÔÜ ¶ êðÜÅñÆ
Â ¶ÕÇÔ Ú ¯à ÇÃÞÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
Ãå° Ã ³å ¯Ö ¹  ñ Ë  ñðé ¶ ñÅ×Å
å ¯ð ¶  ç ¹ÇÂ çðòÅÜÅÍÍ
ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå Áð¹ × ¹ð ÕÆ Ç´êÅ å ¶
êÕÇðú ×ã Õ ¯ ðÅÜÅÍÍ
í×òå íÆÇð ÃÕÇå ÇÃîðé ÕÆ
ÕàÆ ÕÅñ í Ë ëÅÃÆÍÍ
çÅÃ ¹  ÕìÆð ¹ ÚÇóú ×ó À ±êÇð
ðÅÜ ¹ ñÆú ÁÇìéÅÃÆÍÍ AMg - AAFB

Regarding your question as to why mind is not
concentrated in the Bani, it feels no attraction in
the remembrance of Gods Name, that shows that
you have got some understanding of the antics of
mind. Now listen with great attention. There are
some principles which have to be adopted internally,
only then the mind behaves aright.

1. Full faith in the Guru - Guru Maharaj has
ordained that so long as one does not develop
complete faith in one’s Guru (preceptor), and till
this faith stays at all times (it does not come and
go), till then you are able neither to perform the
jap of the Nam nor can you feel absorption in the
Bani. As Guru Maharaj has ordained :

He, whose heart has faith in the Guru, that
man comes to meditate on the Lord God.
ÜÅ Õ Ë îÇé × ¹ð ÕÆ êðåÆÇåÍÍ
ÇåÃ ¹ Üé ÁÅò Ë ÔÇð ê Ìí ¹  ÚÆÇåÍÍ AMg - BHC

Till the seeker recognises from the bottom of his
heart the Guru and God to be one (not different),
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he cannot feel the Guru’s words to be the world of
God, till then he cannot have full faith in the sayings
of  the Guru. With the ideas of  his imperfect wisdom,
unripe knowledge and under the influence of atheistic
idea, ignorance obstructs his path to God
achievement. Know the Guru and God to be one
and the same. As is Guru’s Command :

Deem thou the Guru and God as One.
×¹ð êðî ¶Ãð ¹ Â ¶Õ ¯ ÜÅä °ÍÍ AMg - HFD
The Luminous True Guru is manifestly the
embodiment of God, who utters the Nectar-
Word.
Nanak, sublime is the destiny of the man, who
fixes his mind with the Lord’s feet.
ÃÇå×¹ð ç¶À° êðåÇÖ ÔÇð î ÈðÇå
Ü¯ Á³Çî Ìå ìÚé Ã¹äÅòËÍÍ
éÅéÕ íÅ× íñ¶ ÇåÃ Üé Õ¶
Ü¯ ÔÇð ÚðäÆ ÇÚå° ñÅòËÍÍ AMg - ABFD
No one else is as great as the True Guru.
He, the Guru, is Himself the Supreme Lord
Master.
ÃÇå×¹ð Ü¶òâ° Áòð¹ é Õ¯ÇÂÍÍ
×¹ð ¹ êÅðì ÌÔî¹ êðî¶Ãð ¹ Ã ¯ÇÂÍÍ AMg - ABGA
I have churned the body ocean and I have seen
an enamouring thing come to view.
The Guru is God and God is the Guru, O
Nanak. There is no difference between the two,
my brother.
Ãî¹ ³ç ¹ Çòð¯Çñ ÃðÆð ¹ Ôî ç¶ÇÖÁÅ
ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍ
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×¹ð ×¯Çò³ç¹ ×¹ ¯Çò ³ç ¹ ×¹ð È Ô Ë
éÅéÕ í¶ç¹ é íÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - DDB
Nanak has scrutinized the Vedas and Simirtis.
Between the Transcendent Lord and the Guru,
there is no difference.
éÅéÕ Ã¯è ¶ ÇÃ ³ÇîÌÇå ì¶çÍÍ
êÅðìÌÔî ×¹ð éÅÔÆ í¶çÍÍ AMg - AADB
What praise of the Guru should I describe? The
Guru is ocean of Divine Knowledge and
truthfulness.
In prime and beginning of ages and all the ages
through, He is the Perfect Lord.
×¹ð ÕÆ îÇÔîÅ ÇÕÁÅ ÕÔÅ ×¹ð¹ Çìì¶Õ Ãå Ãð¹ÍÍ
úÔ ¹ ÁÅÇç Ü ¹×ÅçÆ Ü ¹×Ô Ü ¹× ê ÈðÅ êðî ¶Ãð ¹ÍÍ

AMg - CIG
O My soul, enter thou into the sanctuary of the
True Guru and meditate on thy Lord.
As iron is transmuted into gold by touching the
philosophers stone, so do the virtues of the
invaluable personality of the Guru enter into
his disciples. Pause.
The True Guru, the supreme person, is the
philosopher’s’s stone. Whosoever is attached to
him, he gathers the fruit.
Just as Prahlad was saved by the Guru’s
instruction, similarly the Guru protects the
honour of all his attendants.
îé° ÃÇå×¹ð ÃðÇé ÇèÁÅòË× ¯ÍÍ
ñ¯ÔÅ ÇÔðé° Ô ¯ò Ë Ã ³Ç× êÅðÃ
×¹é° êÅðÃ Õ¯ Ô ¯ÇÂ ÁÅòË×¯ÍÍ
ÃÇå×¹ð îÔÅ ê¹ðÖ¹ Ô Ë êÅðÃ¹
Ü¯ ñÅ×Ë Ã¯ ë« êÅòË×¯ÍÍ
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ÇÜÀ° ×¹ð À°êç¶ÇÃ åð¶ ê ÌÇÔñÅçÅ
×¹ð ¹ Ã ¶òÕ êËÜ ðÖÅòË× ¯ÍÍ AMg - ACAA

Thus till the seeker does not accept the Guru as
God Himself and till adopting the philosophy of the
Guru, he does not completely consecrate one’s own
intellect at the service of  the Guru, till then he cannot
tread the path of  spiritualism. To start with first of
all it is necessary to accept that my Guru is God
Himself, and there can be no greater than him in the
world. Keep this faith at all times.

The Guru is the boat to cross the dreadful
world-ocean.
By Guru’s service, man is released from the
clutches of the death’s couriers.
Guru’s instruction illumines the darkness.
In the Guru’s association all are emancipated.
By great good destiny the Perfect Guru is
attained.
Through Guru’s service pain befalls not the
mortal.
No one can undo the Guru’s order.
Nanak is the guru and Nanak himself is He,
the Lord.
×¹ð ¹  ì ¯ÇÔæ ¹ åÅð ¶  íò êÅÇðÍÍ
× ¹ð Ã ¶òÅ Üî å ¶ Û °àÕÅÇðÍÍ
Á ³èÕÅð îÇÔ × ¹ðî ³å Ì  À °ÜÅðÅÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë Ã ³ Ç× Ã×ñ ÇéÃåÅðÅÍÍ
× ¹ð ¹  ê ÈðÅ  êÅÂÆÁ Ë òâíÅ×ÆÍÍ
× ¹ð ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ç ÈÖ ¹ é ñÅ×ÆÍÍ
× ¹ð ÕÅ Ãìç ¹ é î ¶à Ë  Õ ¯ÇÂÍÍ
× ¹ð ¹  éÅéÕ° éÅéÕ ° ÔÇð Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ AMg - HFE

Then we accept Guru to whom we give all our
love and for whose word we are ready to sacrifice
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our all to dedicate one’s body, mind and spirit to
the Guru, and to own him as God Himself, is the
key of  achieving God. Intense love for the Guru
causes the presence of God within ourselves at all
times. The Guru finds such permanent lodgement
in our heart that wherever we look with open eyes,
we see his shape in all the beings. When we feel
Guru to be ever present within us, and we feel him
at all places, inside and outside, then there is no
(negative) power of the mind that could enter into
that holy sphere. Guru Maharaj ordains thus :

Reflect thou over the Guru’s image in thy mind
and by Guru’s instruction propitiate thy soul
with the Guru’s hymns.
Enshrine thou the Guru’s feet in thy mind.
Ever make thou obeisance unto the Guru, the
Supreme Lord.
No one should stray in doubt in this world.
Know, that without the Guru, no one can cross
the world-ocean.
×¹ð ÕÆ î ÈðÇå îé îÇÔ ÇèÁÅé °ÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë  ÃìÇç î ³å Ì  îé ° îÅéÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ ¶  Úðé Çðç Ë ñ Ë  èÅðÀ°ÍÍ
× ¹ð ¹  êÅðì ÌÔî ¹  ÃçÅ éîÃÕÅðÀ°ÍÍ
îå Õ ¯ íðÇî í ¹ñ Ë  Ã ³ÃÅÇðÍÍ
× ¹ð Çìé ° Õ ¯ ÇÂ é À °ÃðÇÃ êÅÇðÍÍ AMg - HFD

Thus by moulding our life according to the
commands of  the Guru, and acting according to
the likings of  the Guru, also by bringing the tune
of  our rabab (musical instrument) to harmonise with
the tune of  the Guru, we should regard the words
of  the Guru as gospel. God and Guru are
indistinguishable – one and the same. Guru’s shape
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which is visible to the eyes is the qualitative (visible)
form of  God. Whatever words of  the Guru we
receive in writing or orally, those words are the Writ
of God. Five illusions are completely liquidated; and
we are able to see the visible shape of God with
our open eyes; so much so that the seeker himself
assumes the form of  God. Guru Maharaj has thus
described the supreme greatness of the words of
the guru :

Through Gurbani my doubt is dispelled.
Through Guru’s Word, I have seen the Lord
everywhere.
Through Guru’s Word I have enjoyed secular
and spiritual sovereignty.
By the Guru’s company all the men are saved.
Through Guru’s Word my affairs are adjusted.
Through Guru’s Word I have received the
Name treasure.
Whoever has placed confidence in my Guru,
his death noose has been cut.
By Guru’s Word my good fortune has
awakened.
Through the Guru Nanak has met the Supreme
Lord.
×¹ð Õ Ë  ìÚÇé ÇîÇàÁÅ î ¶ðÅ íðî ¹ÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë  ìÚÇé ê ¶ÇÖú Ãí¹ ì ÌÔî ¹ÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë  ìÚÇé ÕÆé ¯ ðÅÜ ¹ Ü ¯× ¹ÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë Ã ³ Ç× åÇðÁÅ Ãí ¹ ñ ¯× ¹ÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë ìÚÇé î ¶ð ¶  ÕÅðÜ ÇÃÇèÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë ìÚÇé êÅÇÂÁÅ éÅÀ ° ÇéÇèÍÍ
ÇÜÇé ÇÜÇé ÕÆéÆ î ¶ð ¶  × ¹ð ÕÆ ÁÅÃÅÍÍ
ÇåÃ ÕÆ ÕàÆÁ Ë Üî ÕÆ ëÅÃÅÍÍ
× ¹ð Õ Ë  ìÚÇé ÜÅÇ×ÁÅ î ¶ðÅ Õðî ¹ÍÍ
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éÅéÕ × ¹ð ¹  í ¶ ÇàÁÅ êÅðì ÌÔîÍÍ AMg - BCI
When we read the words of pure love, and

when we are totally absorbed in love, then our
mind being fully pure would totally keep company
with the self (soul). In order to achieve this stage
it is necessary for us to have complete faith on the
greatness of  the Guru’s words.

The great Guru, the Seventh Master was once
giving a sermon to the congregation on the
supreme greatness of the Holy Bani. He said that
the Divine Name does not manifest itself till the
supreme importance of the Bani does not find a
lodgement in the heart. The Gurbani of  the Guru
is a fertile soil for the cultivation of  True Name of
God. Till we get the soil, which is not barren, not
full of  stony surface, nor it is water-logged, the tree
of  Sat Nam Waheguru cannot sprout, nor get green,
and strong. Gurbani (Holy Writ) is such an
auspicious soil where if  you sow the seed of  God’s
Name, it has the capacity by its own power to
grow into the tree. Thus Gurbani assuming the
shape of the fertile ground helps the tree of the
Name to grow to its full height. Without the help
of Gurbani, the soil loses its moisture and the tree
too for want of  sap dries up. Thus the auspicious
wind of Gurbani keeps the atmosphere favourable
and renders the fullest help to enable the tree of
Nam to grow to its full height. Also it saves the
tree of  Nam from the hot drying winds of
negative qualities and keeps it free from the
pollution of the atmosphere. Thus there is
unbreakable connection between the Gurbani and
God’s Name. The noble acts of  those persons who
recite the Gurbani with emotion fully understanding
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its meaning and import, exert a great influence on
the world. Also it destroys the miseries caused by
the two powerful forces of Maya (illusion) namely
passion and jealousy and it also destroys the sins.
The fundamentals taught in Gurbani are worthy of
the practice of  the best persons. When they lead
their lives in the light of  these fundamentals, they
receive honour from the world. There is glory of
them even after death. Gurbani completely cleanses
the mind of evil tendencies because it  clearly
highlights the evil effects of  the vices. As is the
Commandment :

As borax melts the gold, so lust and wrath waste
the body away.
ÕÅî ¹ ´ ¯è ¹ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ÕÀ° ×Åñ ËÍÍ
ÇÜÀ° Õ ³Úé Ã ¯ÔÅ×Å ãÅñ ËÍÍ AMg - ICB
It is not good to slander anyone. The foolish
apostates alone do it. The faces of those
slanderers are blackened and they fall into the
horrible hell.
Çé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ îéî¹Ö î¹×è Õð³ÇéÍÍ
î ¹Ô ÕÅñ ¶ Çåé Çé ¿çÕÅ éðÕ¶ Ø ¯Çð êò ³ÇéÍÍ

AMg - GEE
Regarding the food needed for the journey on

the path of  goodness, the orders are :
Farid, do thou good for evil and harbour not
wrath in thy mind.
Thy body shall be infested with no disease and
thou shalt obtain everything.
ëðÆçÅ ì ¹ð ¶  çÅ íñÅ ÕÇð
× ¹ÃÅ îÇé é ÔãÅÇÂÍÍ
ç ¶ÔÆ ð ¯× ¹  é ñ×ÂÆ
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êñ Ë Ãí ¹ ÇÕÛ ° êÅÇÂÍÍ AMg - ACHB
Gurbani inspires one to render service to the

Guru and makes clear the fruit thereof  :
In this world perform Lord’s service.
Then, (shalt thou) get a seat in Master’s Court,
and swing thy arm (happily) says Nanak.
ÇòÇÚ ç ¹éÆÁÅ Ã ¶ò ÕîÅÂÆÁ ËÍÍ
åÅ çð×Ô ì ËÃä ° êÅÂÆÁ ËÍÍ
ÕÔ ¹ éÅéÕ ìÅÔ «âÅÂÆÁ ËÍÍ AMg - BF

Thus it is ordained to keep the inner
onsciousness free of all blot :

Bear not enmity to anyone.
In every heart the Lord is contained.
òòÅ ò Ëð ¹  é ÕðÆÁ Ë ÕÅÔ ÈÍÍ
Øà Øà Á ³åÇð ì ÌÔî ÃîÅÔ ÈÍÍ AMg - BEI

Many such exhortations is the tigress with a
great power to destroy the evils. It liquidates all
desires that keep the mind moving and fiery at all
times and keeps the being in resolutions and
opposite thoughts, when he is sitting in prayer.
That is the very powerful tigress to kill this she-deer
of  evil tendencies, which constantly makes the self
forgetful of God and does not allow it to get out
of  the circle of  births & deaths, due to pride &
ignorance. To free this soul from its false
identification with body. Guru Maharaj ordains thus
:

My soul, thou art thee embodiment (image) of
Divine light, so know thy source.
îé å± ³  Ü ¯Çå Ãð Èê ¹ Ô Ë  ÁÅêäÅ î È« êÛÅä ¹ÍÍ

AMg - DDA
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The sun of knowledge dispels the deep darkness of
ignorance and reveals the reality that :

Everything is the Lord, everything is the Lord.
There is nothing but God, the world-sustainer.
As one thread holds hundreds and thousands of
beads, so is that Lord in warp and woof. The
water waves, foam and bubbles are not
distinct from water.
Ãí ¹ × ¯ Çì ³ç ¹ Ô Ë  Ãí ¹  × ¯Çì ³ç ¹  Ô ËÍÍ
× ¯Çì ³ç Çìé ° éÔÆ Õ ¯ÂÆÍÍ
Ã Èå °  Â ¶Õ °  îÇä Ãå ÃÔ ³Ã Ü ËÃ ¶
úÇå ê ¯Çå ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯Â ÆÍÍ
Üñ åð ³× Áð ¹ ë ¶é ì ¹çì ¹çÅ
Üñ å ¶ Çí ³é é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ AMg - DHE
As an actor stages a play and appears in many
characters and guises, similarly the Lord when
He abandons His guise and ends His play, then
the One alone remains, the One alone.
ìÅÜÆ×Çð Ü ËÃ ¶  ìÅÜÆ êÅÂÆÍÍ
éÅéÅ ð Èê í ¶Ö ÇçÖñÅÂÆÍÍ
Ã»× ¹ À °åÅÇð æ ³ Çîú êÅÃÅðÅÍÍ
åì Â ¶Õ ¯ Â ¶Õ ³ÕÅðÅÍÍ AMg - GCF

This Onkar is permeated on all sides. It gives
evidence of  the True Self  pervasing on all sides :

This entire world, which ye behold is the
Lord’s manifestation. God’s image alone is seen
in it.
Â ¶Ô ¹  ÇòÃ ¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç ¶Öç ¶ Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹
Ô Ë  ÔÇð ð Èê ¹  éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ

ê ³éÅ - IBB
Gurbani further reveals the expanse of the Invisible
and ordains thus :
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Wherever I see, there I see Him present. He, My
Master, is never far from any place.
O my soul, ever remember Him, who is
contained in everything.
He alone is accounted a companion, who
separates not here and hereafter.
ÜÔ ÜÔ ê ¶ÖÔ ¹  åÔ ÔÜ ÈÇð
ç È Çð ÕåÔ ¹ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
ðÇò ðÇÔÁÅ ÃðìåÌ î Ë îé ÃçÅ ÇèÁÅÂÆÍÍ
ÂÆå À±å éÔÆ ìÆÛ°óË Ã¯ Ã³×Æ ×éÆÁËÍÍ

AMg - FGG
All the places belong to the Supreme Lord.
In whatever houses, the Lord, places the
creatures, similar is the Name, they acquire.
The Lord Himself is able to act and cause
others to act.
Whatever pleases the Master, that ultimately,
comes to pass.
God has extended Himself by being in endless
waves.
The plays of the Supreme One cannot be
known.
êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ Ã×ñ¶ áÅÀ°ÍÍ
ÇÜå° ÇÜå° ØÇð ðÅÖË åËÃÅ Çåé éÅÀ°ÍÍ
ÁÅê¶ Õðé ÕðÅòé Ü¯×¹ÍÍ
êÌí íÅòË Ã ¯ÂÆ ë ¹Çé Ô¯×¹ÍÍ
êÃÇðú ÁÅÇê Ô¯ÇÂ Áéå åð³×ÍÍ
ñÖ¶ é ÜÅÇÔ êÅðìÌÔî Õ¶ ð³×ÍÍ AMg - BGE
Thou hast no form, outline and caste, and Thou
art without a colour.
These human beings deem Thee to be far, but
thou art pervading publicly.
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å°è ¹  ð Èê ¹  é ð ¶ ÇÖÁÅ ÜÅÇå å ± òðéÅ ìÅÔðÅÍÍ
Â ¶  îÅäÃ ÜÅäÇÔ ç È Çð å ±  òðåÇÔ ÜÅÔðÅÍÍ

AMg - A@IF
Thou art the tree, Thy branch has blossomed.
From being very minute Thou hast become very
big.
Thou art the ocean of water and Thou its foam
and bubble. Without Thee I see not another.
Of the rosary Thou art the thread and Thou its
beads too.
Thou art its knots and Thou its topmost chief
bead.
In the beginning, the middle and in the end
that Lord is. No one else comes to my view.
Thou art unqualitative, qualitative and the
peace-giver.
Thou art unaffected, the enjoyer and imbued in
affection.
Thine ingenuities Thou Thyself knowest. It is
thou who rememberest Thyself.
Thou art the Master and Thou again the
servant.
Thou, O’ Lord! art unmanifest and manifest
Thyself.
Serf Nanak ever sings Thine praises. For a
moment look on him with Thine gracious
glance.
å± ³  ê ¶â ° ÃÅÖ å ¶ðÆ ë ÈñÆÍÍ
å ± ³  Ã ÈÖî ¹  Ô ¯ÁÅ ÁÃæ ÈñÆÍÍ
å ± ³  ÜñÇéÇè å ± ³  ë ¶é ° ì ¹çì ¹çÅ
å °è ¹ Çìé ° Áòð ¹ é íÅñÆÁ Ë ÜÆÀ °ÍÍ
å ± ³  Ã Èå °  îäÆÂ ¶ íÆ å ± ³Ô Ë ÍÍ
å ± ³  × ³áÆ î ¶ð ¹  ÇÃÇð å ± ³Ô ËÍÍ
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ÁÅÇç îÇè Á ³Çå ê Ìí ¹  Ã ¯Â Æ
Áòð ¹ é Õ ¯ÇÂ ÇçÖÅñÆÁ Ë ÜÆÀ °ÍÍ
å ± ³  Çéð×¹ä ° Ãð× ¹ä ° Ã ¹ÖçÅåÅÍÍ
å ± ³  ÇéðìÅä ° ðÃÆÁÅ ð ³ Ç× ðÅåÅÍÍ
Áêä ¶ Õðåì ÁÅê ¶ ÜÅäÇÔ
ÁÅê ¶ å ¹è ¹  ÃîÅñÆÁË ÜÆÀ °ÍÍ
å ± ³  áÅÕ °ð ¹  Ã ¶òÕ ° ë ¹Çé ÁÅê ¶ÍÍ
å ± ³  × ¹êå ° êð×à ¹ ê Ìí ÁÅê ¶ÍÍ
éÅéÕ çÅÃ ¹ ÃçÅ × ¹ä ×Åò Ë
ÇÂÕ í ¯ðÆ éçÇð ÇéÔÅñÆÁ Ë ÜÆÀ °ÍÍAMg - A@B

Giving many such quotations, they completely
finish ignorance.

The Infinite Lord is both within and without.
The Auspicious Master is contained in every
heart.
He is in earth, sky and the under-world.
Of all the worlds, he is the Perfect Cherisher.
In forests, grass blades and mountains, the
Supreme Lord is contained.
As is His will so are His creatures’ acts.
The Lord is in wind, water and fire.
he is permeating the four quarters and the ten
directions.
There is no place without Him.
By Guru’s grace, Nanak has obtained peace.
Ã ¯ Á ³åÇð Ã ¯  ìÅÔÇð Áé ¿åÍÍ
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò ³åÍÍ
èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍ
Ãðì ñ ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñÍÍ
ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå Ô Ë  êÅðì ÌÔîÍÍ
Ü ËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ å ËÃÅ Õðî ¹ÍÍ
êÀ °ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍ
ÚÅÇð Õ ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍ
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ÇåÃ å ¶ Çí ³é éÔÆ Õ ¯ áÅÀ °ÍÍ
× ¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã ¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ °ÍÍ AMg  - BIC

Thus Gurbani by eradicating untold welfare.
The Bani produces fragrance in the heart, as

does the rose flower. The sweet smell of  that
flower permeates the oil, when sesame seeds are
crushed to make the oil. Thus the Bani, manifesting
through the heart, protects the person. So much so
is the power of the Bani that it can bring us the
Divine fruit of  this tree of  (God’s) Name in this
very life, achieving which it releases us from the
circle of births and deaths and merges us with the
Almighty and makes us enter the spheres of God
Himself. When we lodge such an exalted Bani in our
heart, the mind instead of jumping from object to
object becomes immersed in this divine sentiment
and having destroyed its mind feeling puts on the
shape of the non-mind.

Restraining his mind when man remains in the
state of beatitude, then, can he tell the secrets
of the three worlds.
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ñ ¶ ÜÀ° À °éîÇé ðÔ ËÍÍ
åÀ° åÆÇé ñ ¯Õ ÕÆ ìÅå Ë ÕÔ ËÍÍ AMg - CDB

Waheguru will manifest Himself  out of  this mind
itself.

He is in the soul and the soul is in His ownself.
Nanak, His worth cannot be told.
îé îÇÔ ÁÅÇê îé Áê ¹é ¶  îÅÇÔÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÕÆîÇå ÕÔé ° é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ AMg - BGI

God resides in all minds and all the minds are
centred in God. When the mind gives complete
companionship to God, then :
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There were millions of ills in the body.
They have turned into peace and calm
concentration.
åé îÇÔ Ô ¯åÆ Õ ¯Çà À °êÅÇèÍÍ
À °ñÇà íÂÆ Ã ¹Ö ÃÔÇÜ ÃîÅÇèÍÍ AMg  - CBG

One gets all the happiness of meditation after
shedding all the diseases and one feels supreme
peace. One realises oneself  and automatically, one
finds Waheguru present in all things :

When man himself understand his ownself, he
suffers not from illness and the three fevers.
ÁÅê ¹ êÛÅé Ë ÁÅê Ë ÁÅêÍÍ
ð ¯× ¹ é ÇìÁÅê Ë åÆé ½ åÅêÍÍ AMg - CBG

One gets rid of  all the sufferings of  body, mind
and spirit, and all the troubles due to delusion.

My mind has, now, reverted to its original
purity.
When I became dead in life, then alone I came
to know the Lord.
Áì îé ° À °ñÇà ÃéÅåé ° Ô ÈÁÅÍÍ
åì ÜÅÇéÁÅ Üì ÜÆòå î ÈÁÅÍÍ AMg - CBG

This Self, the element of God Himself, full of
complete peace and tranquillity, it was suffering due
to the illusion, regarding itself as the separate
individual entity, but when it meditated on Gurbani
(God’s Word), it achieved self-realisation by
recognising its real form, it becomes a part of  God
Himself, which it actually was. Such blessings result
from the chanting of the Bani, hearing the Bani,
accepting it and practising it in one’s life.

Now regarding your question as to why the
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mind does not get focused on Gurbani you have
yourself to consider whether you have got full faith
in the super greatness of the Gurbani. Those in
whose heart this faith has been developed, they
with the Grace of  the Guru, see God inside and
outside all over. Those who have not developed
such an intense faith, in the supremacy of Gurbani,
are only fulfilling a formality in chanting the
Gurbani. They are deprived of the love of their
Guru and the Guru’s form has not found a home
in their heart. For this reason, without the company
of a perfect saint, they do put in much effort, but
remain far removed from achievement. Hearing
these words, it should not happen that you should
altogether lose heart because to arrive at this stage,
you have to cross over many bars. You have to
keep the company of  such realised souls, who have
achieved this great stage :

Now I see the Lord, hear of the Lord and
narrate but the One Lord.
The Supreme Soul is the Creator of the world.
Without the Lord, I know no other.
ì ÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë  ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁ Ë Â ¶Õ °  Â ¶Õ °  òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍ
ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ
ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ AMg- HDF

and who see the shape of God in the world
with the open eyes and who with the knowledge
of God narrate the voice of the Almighty; who
expresses only the grandeur of God through his
words. By keeping loving company of  such saints
one’s inner relish is awakened and the earnestness
to achieve God becomes very strong. In the absence
of  attending the holy congregations, there is very
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little of  love for God in one’s heart.

2. The second stage of consideration arrives
when we consider the discrimination between Truth
and non-Truth; the difference between self  and
non-self. This magic mantra (secret spell) supplies to
the being (person) the inner light, which awakens
the intense desire to realise God.

3. We have already discussed in great detail
equanimity and restraint (Ãî å¶ çî), controlling the
mind, restraining the sense organs, never to indulge
in evil actions. Try to understand these points, by
meeting those devotees, who have made a note of
those sermons of  ours. The correct code of
conduct - both physical and mental prove very
helpful in achieving concentrating of mind.

4. When we make a reading of Gurbani in a
state of  consciousness while doing service to others,
without any sense of pride and adopt an awakened
mindset, many deep feelings would be awakened in
our mind and will merge the mind in deep ideas
and sentiments. They will bath our mind in the tank
of Amrit (nectar) of  the divine sentiments.

He, who calls himself a Sikh of the Great True
Guru, should rise early and meditate on God’s
Name.
He should make efforts, early in the morning,
take bath and have ablution in the tank of
Nectar.
By repeating Lord God’s Name under Guru’s
instruction, all his sins, misdeeds, and
accusations are wiped off. Afterwards, at sun
rise, he sings Gurbani and whilst sitting or
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standing he meditates on God’s Name.
The Guru’s disciple, who with every breath
and morsel contemplates over my Lord God, he
becomes pleasing to Guru’s mind.
×¹ð ÃÇå× ¹ð ÕÅ Ü ¯ ÇÃÖ ¹  ÁÖÅÂ ¶
Ã ¹ íñÕ¶ À °Çá ÔÇð éÅî ¹  ÇèÁÅò ËÍÍ
À °çî ¹ Õð ¶  íñÕ ¶ êðíÅåÆ
ÇÂÃéÅé ° Õð ¶  Á ³Çî Ìå ÃÇð éÅò ËÍÍ
À °êç ¶ÇÃ × ¹ð È  ÔÇð ÔÇð Üê ¹ ÜÅê Ë
ÃÇí ÇÕñÇòÖ êÅê ç ¯Ö ñÇÔ ÜÅò ËÍÍ
ÇëÇð ÚóË ÇçòÃ ¹ × ¹ðìÅäÆ ×Åò Ë
ìÔÇçÁÅ À °áÇçÁÅ ÔÇð éÅî ¹ ÇèÁÅò ËÍÍ
Ü ¯  ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ ÇèÁÅÂ ¶  î ¶ðÅ  ÔÇð ÔÇð
Ã ¯  × ¹ðÇÃÖ ¹  × ¹ð È  îÇé íÅò ËÍÍ AMg- C@E

For those devotees, who find this programme
beyond their capacity, we suggest to them a simpler
path. They can be called primary class students.
When they are reading the Bani, they should pay
full attention to the correct sounds and long and
short vowels of the text, then their mind will not
run away.

The second method is that one should try to
understand the inner meaning and ideas of Bani
and should lose oneself in understanding the deep
meaning of the Gurbani.

The third method is to lose (identify) onself in
the ideas and sentiments, which are expressed in
the holy text. When the mind is immersed in these
sentiments, that is the sign of  the nearness of
Waheguru; and it (mind) will experience bliss. Thus
the divine sentiments will awaken in the mind of
itself.
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You should get up at dawn. Start the jap

(repetition) of  Gurus mantra, after learning the
technique from some realised person. Those who do
not know the technique (of  the jap of  God’s
Name) have to put in extremely hard labour. You
can easily solve a sum of Algebra, if you use the
formula; without the formula, you have to put in
labour aimlessly; even then you often cannot arrive
at the answer. Bring your breathing under control,
make it fine, fix your attention on the breathing;
also with every breath, you should do the jap of
Name; according to the technique make the breath
slow; so that you hardly feel that the breath is
coming in and going out. Completely link your
consciousness with the music of  God’s Name, your
consciousness would go so deep as to make you
reach the exalted realms of the anahad (wordless
music), which stage has been described in very
great detail in the previous discourses.

Listening to Sant Maharaj’s words, there was
such a pin drop silence in the meeting, that if
someone breathed a thick breath (which produced
a slight sound) people greatly disliked it. Today there
was so much effect of  Sant Maharaj’s sermon on
audience that bending their head, the listeners
submitted that driven by their mental persistence,
they had been completely wasting their time so far.
We never realised the need of  learning the technique
of jap from any realised person even though the
Bani of Guru Granth Sahib Maharaj had advised the
devotees of  Guru (us) to take help from Gurmukhs
who have realised God. We cannot learn the
knowledge of  the true path, without the guidance
of the expertise who have realised God. Praising
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the Gurmukhs (men of  the Guru), Guru Maharaj
commands thus :

Servant Nanak asks for the dust of the feet of
that Sikh of the Guru, who himself contemplates
on God’s Name and makes others contemplate
thereon.
Üé° éÅéÕ° è È Çó î ³× Ë ÇåÃ ¹ × ¹ðÇÃÖ ÕÆ
Ü ¯ ÁÅÇê Üê Ë ÁòðÔ éÅî ¹  ÜêÅò ËÍÍ

AMg  - C@F
But intoxicated with our own ideas, we

attached no importance to these Words of  the
Guru. As a result, we have been able to achieve
nothing. Our age so far has gone waste; we feel the
regret that till the present age, we have achieved
nothing. Now we have got the firm belief  that
Guru Nanak the True Emperor of  the World has
sent you to Chandigarh to teach us to do the jap
of  Nam and also to make the others to do the jap.
Now take pity on us and confer the right
consciousness knowledge on us according to the
stage of our life; so that we should be now
determined to spend the rest of  our life, in the
quest of  God and in the love of  our divine Gurus.

Having these sentiments of the audience, Sant
Maharaj casting his glance of  mercy, announced that
it was very good that they are carrying on this
satsang in the right way. It is the fruit of  this
satsang that such ideas have awakened in your
hearts. Does not matter; the Guru would bring the
welfare of all. After sometime, you would learn the
technique of  advancing on the God’s path. After
stating this much, Sant Maharaj retired into his own
room.
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Dear devotees, how pleasurable were those days,

when there used to be rain of Amrit (nectar) from
the mouth of the great saint, a great soul and the
embodiment of God. Countless seekers used to
derive full advantage from his discourses. They felt
the coolness of the tank filled with the Amrit of
Bliss. Those days are passed and would never
return. But it is fortunate that the consciousness
(knowledge) of the path of life, which he preached
and of which he set a personal example by
practising in his own life that way of life, which
was according to the Bani, still continues to inspire
the devotees, and they are making a success of
their life even today.
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Divine Symphony & Divine Light
(Discourse III)

In 1961, the congregations in Chandigarh began
to draw very large audiences. We could not do
much publicity though; we could not even distribute
printed posters on a large scale. Nor could we
publish notices in the newspapers as we had no
experience in that field. But by degrees, the
information regarding these spiritual meetings spread
to far off cities and the seekers were attracted to
these congregations. People along with their families
converged to these functions in the grounds of the
sector 19 Gurdwara. They took their seats
punctually. Sant Maharaj used to come from the
bungalow of Sardar Ajmer Singh Ji, in sector 10 and
he reached the site of the meeting at exact 8. a.m.

Yesterday, after the large audience had listened
to his discourse, many persons had come to meet
Sant Ji. I sent the interview-seekers inside to meet
him, one by one. I wanted all waiters to get
sometime. I so arranged it within the limits of the
time available. Keeping in view their numbers. I did
not want any seeker to remain deprived, since
many of  them had come from distant towns. They
met Sant Ji by turns, S. Rala Singh many times
came to tell me that it was time for Sant Ji to take
his lunch and there after to take some rest. So I
was asked to finish these interviews as soon as
possible. But the queue of  the interview seekers did
not seem to end. It was now 1.30 p.m. and the
time for Sant Ji’s lunch was fixed at 12 noon. That
time too passed and still the interviews did not
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finish. I too was in a great hurry to finish these
meetings, but some how I could not do so. I gazed
at the face of Sant Maharaj, but he the
embodiment of grace did not find fault with me
for outstepping the time limit. At last, it was 1.45
p.m. We said, Sant Ji, today we have put you to a
lot of  inconvenience. Owing to our stubbornness,
your time to take lunch and rest is long past.

On hearing this, Sant Ji, the embodiment of
love smiled and remarked, “Today you have not
given time to all the interview seekers. Some are
still left out. Go and find out.’ I came out of  the
room and scanned the front and back verandas. I
could find none. All had left for their homes. There
were folds in the carpets that had been spread for
people to sit upon. I went back and reported,
“Great  Sir no one desirous of  having an interview
(with you) has been left out.” He was a perfect
saint; omniscience came natural to him. Someone’s
(silent) sound, some attraction was being felt by
him. He repeated, “Go and find out very carefully.’
I was having the rounds of the room. Only familiar
persons, who were daily comers were sitting here
and there. The important Sikh gentlemen, who were
part of the organisation, were resting on the first
floor, after taking their food. Baba Ji (Rala Singh)
was feeling very impatient and was readying the
food plate for Sant Ji; and was telling me, you
should care atleast for the (time of the) lunch of
Sant Ji. I pleaded, Baba Ji, what should I do? People
come from some far off places with the desire to
seek a meeting with Sant Ji, why should I act as a
wall between their intense love and the great saint?
You yourself  saw what a big congregation had
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turned up today to have a glimpse (darshan) of
Sant Maharaj. To each of  them, I got the
minimum time. Today, Maharaj Ji twice insisted on
me to say that some interview seekers had been
still left out. I have twice scanned the veradahs. I
could not discover any extra person. What should
I do now?

And thus, I once again went inside and made
the old submission (that there was no one left out).

Sant Ji remarked, “In the corner of the
verandah a devotee, wrapping himself in white
shawl was offering his prayers and saying, I must
have a meeting with Sant Ji, if only he himself
would grant me a little time.” In the outer
verandah, I heard a very faint sound of  someone’s
sobs. I brought him into consciousness by touching
him and prayed to him to come into the presence
of Sant Ji. That devotee, in a frenzy of God-
consciousness started weeping loudly and remarked,
“How merciful you are!” You have heard the prayer
of a poor person like me. At last, you have called
me into your presence; you have been sending
responses to me while I sat (hopeless) outside. I
have visibly seen that you are all divine light. I have
been making the mistake of looking on you as a
body (really you are all Light of God). My Master,
do not take away from me this glimpse of divine
Light, all through my life. You should always live
within me and I the lover of your holy feet should
dedicate all my life to your worship.

Maharaj Ji gave him his blessings and
commanded, the saints are not the body. They
regard the body as a sort of  garment, their
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existence is merged in the being of  the Almighty.
They live for a number of breaths as per their
destiny. They leave their body and become one
with the Eternal God. The saints never enter life,
nor do they quit it. The populance through delusion
celebrates their birthdays & also observe their death
anniversaries. They do not recognise the true
identity of  the saints. This devotee was working in
the Railway Workshop at Kalka. His name was S.
Mahinder Singh and the devotees in general who
knew him since the Lahore days used to call him
the Mastana (the intoxicated). When I came out, I
saluted this devotee, who was dyed in great
religious hue. I said, dear one, you are blessed; since
you remain linked to the great saint, recognising his
divine personality. Such like wonderful incidents used
to take place almost everyday at the saint’s
residence as well as on the occasion of holy
gatherings.

Today a learned Pandit, hearing the saint’s
reputation came from sector 10. At that time, the
great saint was delivering his sermon. That Pandit
was wearing long hair. His dress was that of  the
Brahmin, coming there he offered obeisance to the
saint and stood before him, folding both his hands.
He disclosed, Great Sir, all through the night, I kept
attending your congregation and kept hearing your
voice. Through the power of  my scholarship, I
experienced that your words pierced right through,
in all the persons. Your voice was spreading a great
force. It kept all spell bound and was teaching
concentration to all. The gathering across the road
had filled the whole school ground. Your words
were irresistible like the arrows of Arjun; or like the
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irresistible arrows of Bhisham Pitamah and
Dronacharya in the battle of  the Mahabharat. In
the same manner, every word of  yours uttered with
a powerful voice was illuminating the dark corners
of  the depths of  people’s hearts. Judging against
the background of my scriptures I felt that here
was a yogi who had crossed the limits of passion
and attachment, a knower of the Eternal, was
talking about the Divine, in his guise of divine light
who had come as a result of the great meritorious
earnings of the audience. I have heard your
sermon. Now my only request is that I seek some
clarifications form you.

This Brahmin was almost six feet tall. He had a
solid body and the wave of cheerfulness was visible
on his face. His eyes were reddish and his face was
completely at peace. Folding his hands, he humbly
made this submission :

1. It flashed on my sight but why was I not
able to see it?

2. It seemed audible to me, but why was I not
able to hear it?

He uttered only this much statement. We all
were wondering as to what was this question about.
This is a mysterious question, the like of which Raja
Janak put to all the sages, saints and Pandits of
Bharat.

“Is this the Truth or is that the Truth?
To give the answer to this question, a big

crowd of  India’s scholars, sages and saints stayed
at the court of  Raja Janak for eight years, for no
one could leave without giving the answer. In the
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end, a hunchback child of  8 years, whose body had
eight twists (his name was Ashtavakar) came and
said, O king, your question is secret, so I will give
a secret answer to it. It is like this : This too is
false, that too is false’. This sort of question was
put to Sant Ji Maharaj by that learned Brahman.
Sant Maharaj gave an immediate answer.
There is lack of practice.

At that time, he made obeisance to Sant Ji and
blessing him, said at the time of departure, “you
are a perfect great man, who has removed the
delusion of my mind and given the answer to my
secret question, in just one sentence. Great saint,
give me you blessing so that hence forth, I may do
more practice.” Pronouncing countless blessings, he
took his departure. The entire audience, that had
come to listen to the sermon of  the great saint
was wondering - we have not understood exactly
what the question was, nor have we got any hang
of  the answer. Most of  the daily visitors were men
of spiritual earning; they were the employees and
the officers of the Civil Secretariat. The followers of
Radha Soami came everyday in the shape of  a
batch. Generally they addressed the Sant Ji as uncle.
They had love for us all. Never was their any
argumentation between us. They too were there in
search of  truth. Many of  our congregations were
the followers of  Baba Jawala Singh Ji of  Harkhoval
or pupils of Baba Hari Singh Ji of Kaharpur or
disciples of Baba Ajit Singh of Nakhalpur; also
devotees of  Baba Vasakha Singh of  Amritsar; also
Dr. Veer Singh and some others had relationship
with other saints. They listened to the lectures of
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Sant Ji with great earnestness and they were full of
the deepest respect for him. They felt intoxicated
in the presence of Sant Ji. Listening regularly to the
discourses of  Sant Ji, many devotees, who had
relationship with Sant Randhir Singh also started
attending these meetings. Hearing about internal
states they felt full of  earnestness.

We all were looking at each other, wondering
what was that Pandits question and what was the
meaning of  the reply given by Sant Ji. We could not
understand it. Sant Ji understood the mental
conditions of all and remarked, what are you
considering. All put on very respectful smile and all
bent their heads. At that time, I submitted thus,
Great Sir, the Pandit who came from Hoshiarpur
neither took his seat, nor did he partake of any
Parshada (holy food), or even water. He came and
put a question and you gave the reply. We neither
understood his question nor did we understand your
reply. At that time, Sant Maharaj taking pity on us
explained thus : Dear ones, he asked a very secret
question. That Pandit was not only very learned,
but also full of  spiritual practices. He had said that
he had a glimpse of a light, but it soon vanished.
His second question was that he heard in his mind
the celestial music, but it too soon dimmed. My
reply was that it was due to lack of practice that
such a state arrived, but soon disappeared.

Hearing the entreaty of  all of  us, His Holiness
said, he had explained in very great detail about the
internal lights and about the divine music, played in
one’s heart. Those devotees who took notes of
these conditions, may go over their notes once
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again. In their absence, there are many
knowledgeable practitioners among you, you may
make mutual consultations. In that connection I
want to make it clear that the divine music in five
tunes, which is heard at the time of  prayers during
the initial stages are initially tolerable and stay inside.
When you go into the deepest meditation, then you
touch the tune of the Invisible (God), but that
music (harmony) is so powerful that the physical
body cannot stand it. The body gets trembling
sensation. In some cases one loses one’s balance and
flies upwards. Some have a feeling that my body will
vanish into thin air, bit by bit. It is intolerable. That
divine tune can be heard now by the advanced
seekers. In that music you hear the symphony of
many instruments together. Guru Maharaj has hinted
at that in the Gurbani :

There one hears the resounding of strings of the
musical instruments and sees the True Throne of
the sovereign Lord.
Hear thou the music of the home of mental
peace and be attuned to the celestial stillness.
Reflecting on the ineffable discourse of God,
man’s desire is dissolved in the very mind.
Turning away from the world, the heart lotus is
filled with Nectar and this mind, then goes not
anywhere.
åÅð Ø ¯ð ìÅÇÜ ³å Ì åÔ ÃÅÇÚ åÖÇå Ã ¹ñåÅé °ÍÍ
Ã ¹Öîé Õ Ë ØÇð ðÅ× ¹ Ã ¹ Çé
Ã ¹ ³ Çé î ³âÇñ Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍ
ÁÕæ ÕæÅ ìÆÚÅðÆÁ Ë îéÃÅ îéÇÔ ÃîÅÇÂÍÍ
À °ñÇà Õî« Á³Çî Ì Çå íÇðÁÅ
ÇÂÔ ¹  îé ° ÕåÔ ¹ é ÜÅÇÂÍÍ AMg  - ABIA
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This divine tune is very unique indeed, as is
ordained in Gurbani :

The celestial music of Guru’s hymns resounds in
the unique place (of the tenth gate).
With the melody thereof, the Cherisher of the
Universe is fascinated.
ÁéÔå ìÅäÆ æÅé ° ÇéðÅñÅÍÍ
åÅ ÕÆ è ¹Çé î ¯Ô ¶  × ¯êÅñÅÍÍ AMg- AHF

Those who are practitioners of the spiritual
programme, observing with firm perseverance, all
the moral rule and restraints, generally attain such
a state. His second question was: I was able to
catch a glimpse of it, but why did that not last?
That was the divine light appearing in all its purity.
It was filled with so much excessive energy that the
body could not stand it. It is a few fortunate ones
to whom this Light is manifest. With constant
practice, that Light comes to be seen constantly.
These are the states of advanced spiritual
practitioners. Only the person to whom these have
been manifest, knows their secret.

If you are able to hear the Divine Symphony
for a second or two, its intoxication does wear off
for a long time. If you have a glimpse of that
Divine Light, its intoxication does not go off for
months and years. One begins to feel strange divine
sensations in one’s body. These are the states of
supreme bliss, about which that Pandit had put the
secret question. Though these practices are exalted
states, they are not the ultimate goal. So long as a
being does not rise above the consciousness of
triplicate body (physical, mental and spiritual), above
the state of  three Gunas (qualities, good, bad and
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indifferent), also above the state of five sense
organs (eyes, ears etc) and five work organs (hands,
feet etc.), till one lives beyond five elements, till his
mind, consciousness and intellect crosses the
normal sphere and enters the sphere of  soul-
consciousness, till then one is not freed from the
circle of  births and deaths. Achievement of  true
knowledge is a visible spiritual state. This does not
consist in the ovetical knowledge of mere talk. The
world is crowded with people who talk about True
Knowledge (with little practical application). As Guru
Maharaj has ordained :

Divine Knowledge is not sought by mere words.
To explain it is hard like iron.
Ç×ÁÅé ¹ é ×ñÆÂÆ ã ÈãÆÁ Ë ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð ¹ÍÍ

AMg  - DFE
Till one’s devotional programme is completed

and one feels himself as a spectator (not an actor)
till then one’s knowledge is only talk-centred).
Knowledge implies knowing the Truth. No purpose
is served by mere verbal knowledge. These are
extra ideas, which fill the mind with the material of
more knowledge. About receiving the true Light of
knowledge, Guru Maharaj ordains as under :

Then gnosis wells up within the mortal and his
evil intellect departs, the core of his mind’s sky
is drenched with the immortalising ambrosia.
He who realises the secret of this contrivance;
him meets the supreme Guru-God.
À°êÜË Ç×ÁÅé ° ç ¹ðîÇå ÛÆÜ ËÍÍ
Á ³Çî Ìå ðÇÃ ××é¿åÇð íÆÜ ËÍÍ
Â ¶Ã ¹  ÕñÅ Ü ¯  ÜÅä Ë í ¶À °ÍÍ
í ¶à Ë åÅÃ ¹ êðî × ¹ðç ¶À °ÍÍ AMg  - IGD
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When one achieves true knowledge, then the
Amrit of Naam pervades the Tenth Gate and one
feels supreme peace. If you want any further
consideration on this topic, then make a thoughtful
study of  Veni’s Bani in Ram Kali, specially the text
:

The left wind-pipe, the right wind-pipe and
the central one; These three abide in one place.
ÇÂóÅ Çê ³× ¹ñÅ ÁÀ°ð Ã ¹ÖîéÅ
åÆÇé ìÃÇÔ ÇÂÕ áÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - IGD

So knowledge is not a mere of knowing; it is
a matter of personal experience when there is a
complete destruction of  I and Mine feeling. Guru
Maharaj ordains thus :

Divine Knowledge is not sought by mere words.
To explain it is hard like iron.
If one become the recipient of Lord’s grace, then
alone he obtains it. Other devices and orders
are but ruinous.
Ç×ÁÅé ¹ é ×ñÆÂÆ ã ÈãÆÁ Ë ÕæéÅ ÕðóÅ ÃÅð ¹ÍÍ
ÕðÇî Çîñ Ë åÅ êÅÂÆÁ Ë
Ô ¯ð ÇÔÕîÇå Ô ¹Õî ¹  Ö ¹ÁÅð ¹ÍÍ AMg  - DFE

In the world, there are many masters of talk,
who go on crying ‘knowledge, knowledge’, but that
is not manifested, till one is completely devoted and
completely absorbed in Nam Nectar. True
Knowledge can’t be achieved till one receives the
Grace of  the Guru :

Everyone talks of Divine knowledge and
Divine knowledge.
Talking and talking one enters into
controversies and suffers pain.
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No one can help arguing and talking of the
Lord’s knowledge.
Without being imbued with the Name-Nectar,
emancipation can be obtained not.
The Lord’s knowledge and meditation are all
obtained from the Guru.
Through the true mode of life, He, the True
Lord, abides within the mind.
The perverse person preaches piety, but himself
practises it not.
Forgetting the Name, man obtains not place of
rest.
Ç×ÁÅé ¹ Ç×ÁÅé° Õæ Ë Ãí ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÕÇæ ÕÇæ ìÅç ¹ Õð ¶  ç ¹Ö ¹  Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÕÇæ ÕÔä Ë å ¶  ðÔ Ë  é Õ ¯ÂÆÍÍ
Çìé ° ðÃ ðÅå ¶ î ¹ÕÇå é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
Ç×ÁÅé° ÇèÁÅé ° Ãí ¹ × ¹ð å ¶ Ô ¯Â ÆÍÍ
ÃÅÚÆ ðÔå ÃÅÚÅ îÇé Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍ
îéî ¹Ö ÕæéÆ Ô Ë  êð ¹  ðÔå é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
éÅòÔ ¹ í Èñ ¶ æÅÀ ° é Õ ¯ÂÆÍÍ AMg  - HCA

About this world Gorakhnath once asked Guru
Maharaj, O Nanak you assert that only One
Waheguru in different shapes is playing the game
of life, then how did this world come into
existence? It was only Waheguru. Guru Maharaj
said: before the creation of the world, there was
no existence of the fly of Maya (illusion), also there
was no nature in any shape or form of  Maya in
God. There was no possibility of duality in Him;
He was sporting in His own pleasure. In his own
bliss, He manifested Himself  and assumed many
shapes; from the Invisible, He assumed the Visible
Forms. But Waheguru along with creation, created
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another element named Haume (I-ness or Pride).
This (Haume) has covered the entire creation like
the amar creeper. As a result of  Haume, the whole
mass of people was divided into small groups and
individual consciousness. (Each person feels himself
to be separate from all others). This is Maya, this
is ignorance. They may have separate names, but
they are manifestations of the element of Haume.
Guru Maharaj ordained :

In what, what way the world comes into being,
O man?
By what, what ills does it perish?
Says the Guru -
Through self-conceit the world comes into
being, O Sire.
Forgetting the Divine Name, it suffers pain &
perishes.
ÇÕå¹ ÇÕå ° ÇìÇè Ü× ¹ À °êÜË ê ¹ðÖÅ
ÇÕå° ÇÕå ° ç ¹ ÇÖ ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
ÔÀ °î Ë  ÇòÇÚ Ü× ¹ À °êÜË ê ¹ðÖÅ
éÅÇî ÇòÃÇðÁ Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  êÅÂÆÍÍ AMg  - IDF

There should be complete destruction of  the
feeling of ‘I’ and ‘mine’. All the desires should be
liquidated. Mind should be finished and one should
get into the state of non-mind. One should realise
one’s real form as self  or God - being in sphere
of  divine Reality. This is the final state, but it can
never come without the grace of  the Guru.
According to the convention of Sikhism as
established by great men, the Panj Piaras (Five
Beloveds of  Guru Ji) give initiation of Guru Mantar
(to disciples) in the presence of  Guru Granth
Sahib. They are dedicated to the Guru Granth
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Sahib. When we consider the text of  Guru Granth
Sahib, it tells us the characteristics of  the true saint.
It also puts us in the knowledge of  the glory of
the Saint. It explains that the saint and Ram (God)
are both one and the same thing. There is no
difference between the two. The function of  the
saint is to make people repeat the Name of Ram.

Kabir, for performing service, only the two
personalities are sublime, one the saint and
another the Lord.
The Lord, who is the Giver of salvation and
the saint, who makes man utter the Name.
ÕìÆð Ã ¶òÅ ÕÀ ° ç ¹ ÇÂ íñ ¶
Â ¶Õ ° Ã ³å °  ÇÂÕ ° ðÅî ¹ÍÍ
ðÅî ¹ Ü ¹  çÅåÅ î ¹ÕÇå Õ ¯ Ã ³å °  ÜêÅò Ë éÅî ¹ÍÍ

AMg  - ACGC
The status of  the saint is very exalted indeed.

What are they like, who forget not the Name?
They are like the Lord. Know that there is
absolutely no difference between the two.
ÇÜéÅ é ÇòÃð Ë éÅî ¹  Ã ¶  ÇÕé¶ÇÔÁÅÍÍ
í ¶ç ¹  é ÜÅäÔ ¹ î ÈÇñ Ã»ÂÆ Ü ¶ ÇÔÁÅÍÍ

AMg  - CIG
Those saints who have completly dedicated

themselves in meditation and have mastered the
true knowledge, they become indistinguishable from
God. They never for a moment forget God. Their
I-ness has been totally washed away. They are put
by their Guru in the service of  people for their
welfare.

Who with every breath and morsel of theirs,
forget not God’s Name and within whose mind
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is this spell, they alone are the blessed and they
alone are the perfect saints, O Nanak.
ÇÜéÅ ÃÅÇÃ Ç×ðÅÇÃ é ÇòÃð Ë
ÔÇð éÅî» îÇé î ³å °ÍÍ
è ³é °  ÇÃ Ã ¶ÂÆ éÅéÕÅ ê Èðé °  Ã ¯ÂÆ Ã ³å °ÍÍ

AMg - CAI
By keeping company of  such saints, and

performing the meditation, the efforts of  the
devotees soon fructify. As is commanded :

Load thy merchandise and set out with the
saints.
Abandon other entanglements of deadly sins.
ñÅÇç Ö ¶ê Ã ³åÔ Ã ³ Ç× ÚÅ«ÍÍ
Áòð ÇåÁÅÇ× ÇìÇÖÁÅ Ü ³ÜÅñÍÍ AMg  - BHC

Keeping company with such saints, thanks to
their grace, one achieves illumination of  True
Knowledge.

The Guru has given me the collyrium of divine
knowledge, by which the darkness of ignorance
is dispelled.
By God’s grace, I have met the Saint (Guru)
and my mind, O Nanak, is enlightened.
Ç×ÁÅé Á³Üé ° × ¹Çð çÆÁÅ
ÁÇ×ÁÅé Á ³è ¶ð ÇìéÅÃ ¹ÍÍ
ÔÇð ÇÕðêÅ å ¶ Ã ³å í ¶ ÇàÁÅ
éÅéÕ îÇé êð×ÅÃ ¹ÍÍ AMg- BIC

The saints never assume the role of  the Guru;
they only carry out the duty assigned to them by
Guru Maharaj. They destroy the false outlook of
the beings and enable them to enter the sphere of
Truth. For this reason, it becomes our duty to
accord respect to such personalities. When one sees
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the light of  True Knowledge, and the worldly
outlook is completely changed, then one sees the
same one (God) at all places and in all beings
performing all the actions Himself. He is himself  the
seer and also the sight.

The Infinite Lord is both within and without.
The Auspicious Master is contained in every
heart.
He is in earth, sky and the under-world.
Of all the worlds, he is the Perfect Cherisher.
In forests, grass blades and mountains, the
Supreme Lord is contained.
As is His will so are His creatures’ acts.
The Lord is in wind, water and fire.
He is permeating the four quarters and the ten
directions.
There is no place without Him.
By Guru’s grace, Nanak has obtained peace.
Ã ¯ Á ³åÇð Ã ¯  ìÅÔÇð Áé ¿åÍÍ
ØÇà ØÇà ÇìÁÅÇê ðÇÔÁÅ í×ò ³åÍÍ
èðÇé îÅÇÔ ÁÅÕÅÃ êÇÂÁÅñÍÍ
Ãðì ñ ¯Õ ê Èðé ê ÌÇåêÅñÍÍ
ìÇé ÇåÇé êðìÇå Ô Ë  êÅðì ÌÔî ¹ÍÍ
Ü ËÃÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ å ËÃÅ Õðî ¹ÍÍ
êÀ °ä êÅäÆ ì ËÃ ³åð îÅÇÔÍÍ
ÚÅÇð Õ ° ³à çÔ ÇçÃ ¶ ÃîÅÇÔÍÍ
ÇåÃ å ¶ Çí ³é éÔÆ Õ ¯ áÅÀ °ÍÍ
× ¹ð ê ÌÃÅÇç éÅéÕ Ã ¹Ö ¹ êÅÀ °ÍÍ AMg - BIC

With this speech the time was up and Sant
Maharaj got up and proceeded to his residence.
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Guru Arjan, the God Manifest
×¹ðÈ ÁðÜé êðåÖ¹ ÔÇð

The first meeting between Guru Nanak Dev,
the True Emperor of  the world and King Babur
took place at Aminabad. At that place, Babur had
made all people prisoners and put them to forced
labour. After a terrible massacre and the horrible
blood bath of the war, there was a kind of death
like atmosphere over the hearts of the people of
India. Being a witness to that great calamity, people
everywhere almost shuddered and became speechless.
Guru Ji witnessed the helpless Indian people, who
looked like lifeless beings. He stated this in his bani
:

The body cloth shall be torn into pieces .......
ÕÅÇÂÁÅ Õêó ° à ¹Õ ¹  à ¹Õ ¹  Ô ¯ÃÆ. .. . .. . . .. . .ÍÍ

AMg - GBC
The scene of the battlefield was horrifying in

the extreme. Women were being dragged out of
their houses. They were being raped. It looked like
the most contemptible aspect of the human nature.
At that time, Guru Nanak the sovereign, addressed
Babur as under :

So much beating was inflicted that people
shrieked. Didst not Thou, O God, feel
compassion?
Â ¶åÆ îÅð êÂÆ ÕðñÅä ¶
å Ë º  ÕÆ çðç ¹ é ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg  - CF@

Babar was given a severe warning that he will
have to suffer the consequences of these horrible
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atrocities, of  these oppressions. When the war was
being waged by both the sides, there was no hatred
or anger in our hearts. O Babur, when one of  the
warring armies is defeated, from that very moment
onward, the rule of  the victor king starts. You have
committed horrible atrocities on the people, who
had become your own subjects. You assumed the
form of  ferocious tiger and entered the barn of
unarmed people, who were like the meek cows and
covered them all with blood. You have become the
ruler of  these helpless people. On the day of
judgement, explanation will be demanded from you
for this heinous crime.

If a mighty man smites another mighty man,
then the mind feels not anger. Pause.
If a powerful tiger falling on a herd, kills it,
then its Master is to be questioned.
Ü¶ ÃÕåÅ ÃÕå¶ ÕÀ ° îÅð ¶
åÅ îÇé ð ¯Ã ¹  é Ô ¯ÂÆÍÍ
ÃÕåÅ ÃÆÔ ¹  îÅð ¶
ê Ë ò× Ë ÖÃî Ë ÃÅ ê ¹ðÃÅÂÆÍÍ AMg  - CF@

You are feeling no heartache after hearing the
moanings and cries of  these people. You have
dragged into dust, those people, who were leading
peaceful comfortable life. You have reduced the
happy persons into life-long weeping. You are a
sinner. God is the lord of  this creation. He is the
God of Hindus and Muslims also and of the good
people and also of  the sinners.

Thou, O Maker, art the equal Master of all.
ÕðåÅ å ± ³  ÃíéÅ ÕÅ Ã ¯ÂÆÍÍ AMg  - CF@

This Lord will demand an answer from you on
the Day of Judgement As a result of these heinous
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crimes, you will be thrown into hells, as a
punishment for these sins.

Hearing this roar of  truth, Babur was shaken.
He called for forgiveness. He paid obeisance at
Nanak’s feet and entreated. He could not stand the
resplendent glory of  the Guru. He shuddered from
the bottom of his heart. He appealed as under :

O you, mendicant God. Take pity on me. My
eyes are visualizing that hell, where explanation would
be demanded for my foul deeds. I am face to face
with that hell, which is ablaze with fire. Kindly
pardon me. Truly I have committed wrong. As soon
as the army of  Ibrahim Lodhi was defeated, at that
very time, my rule began. But I having lost my way
in the darkness of my mind, I could not realize my
duty. And I ordered for general massacre. O divine
mendicant, you have opened my eyes. I am under
your disposal. Kindly show me the right path. I will
obey your command bending my head before you.
The Guru’s command was : release all the prisoners.
Return the goods of all, confiscated by you. Provide
homes for those, whose houses have been destroyed
by your army. Return the goods of  those, whose
goods have been looted and earn their gratitudes.
Repent of  your sins. What harm had the general
public done to you, that you inflicted such terrible
punishments on those without any fault of theirs?

The Guru’s orders were immediately complied
with. People freed from bonds started happily
returning to their homes. The goods  looted by the
armymen were returned to their owners, after
identification. Sovereign Guru Nanak, noticing the
joys of  the populace, gifted that kingdom to Babur.
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But he divided the kingdom into two parts; giving
worldly rule to Babur while the Guru Baba ruled
over the spiritual kingdom.

The Guru will rule the spiritual world & Babur,
the temporal.
ìÅì ¶ Õ ¶  ìÅìð Õ ¶ ç ¯À ±ÍÍ

Babur got his sins pardoned by Guru Nanak,
the True Emperor. He kept cordial relations with
the house of  the Gurus. Babur’s son was defeated
by Sher Shah Suri and he came to Guru Angad
Dev. The Guru was immersed in meditation & did
not notice his arrival. Standing before the Guru,
Humayun was to ask for Guru’s favours. But even
now there was pride in the heart of the defeated
king (Humayun). He thought Guru Ji had ignored
his arrival. He lifted his weapon against Guru
Maharaj. Guru Maharaj remarked, “Where had gone
your bravery, when you were facing Sher Shah Suri?
He felt ashamed of  his mistake and begged pardon
for that, and begged for the return of  his lost
kingdom. Guru Maharaj, being the embodiment of
mercy, gifted that lost kingdom to him and he
became a king thereafter.

After 14 years, Humayun once again returned
here as the King of  Bharat Varsh (India). After
him, his son Akbar was the most outstanding
personality. Though he was quite illiterate, yet his
inner eye was full of light. It is said that under his
rule, the lion and the sheep could drink water from
the same place (there was absolute security for all).
He came to the shelter of  Guru Maharaj and
obtained the Guru’s blessings. During Akbar’s
regime, India experienced much prosperity. After
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him, his son Jahangir occupied the throne of  India.
During that period the Fifth Master, Guru Arjun
the true emperor, was scrapping the falsehood and
the ignorance of  the masses. The Punjab, rather the
whole of  India worshipped at the feet of  the Guru
receiving True Knowledge of  the spiritual path. He
w a s  t h e  e m b o d i m e n t  o f Bani, the sacred hymns. He
was the Sun of  pure glory. His discourses equally
influenced the Hindus and the Musalmans. This is
one side of the picture. On the other side, the
fanatical Mullas and Maulanas were dreaming of
establishing Islamic kingdom but they had little
influence during the reign of  Akbar.

As soon as Akbar died the fanatical parties
raised their head and came to occupy the country’s
stage. These included high caste members of both
the religions – Hindus as well the Musalmans –
people like Birbal, who were proud of  their family,
who looked on religion as a business and made
bargains over it. Among them, blazed the fire of
jealousy. The so-called Acharyas (religious leaders) and
other bogus philosophers became the contractors of
taking the people across the ocean of the world.
They made a fool of the people and started
amassing huge wealth from them. They were
absolutely not fond of the popularly loved personality
of  Guru Arjan Sahib complaints were made against
Guru Granth Sahib, charging that in this (Holy
Scripture) there was the censure of Prophets and
apostles of  the Vedas and Quran Sharif .  The
Emperor heard the Bani of  Guru Granth Sahib
and made an offering of  gold coins. Bhai Budhha
Ji and Bhai Gurdas were offered Saropas (robes of
honour). This was a humiliating defeat for the
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complainants. The conditions during the reign of
Jahangir were different. Though he had declared
that in the matter of giving justice, he would inflict
punishment even on his beloved Queen Noor Jehan.
But the other hand, hostility against the Guru’s
family was increasing day by day in his mind,
because these detractors, which included Prithia,
Chandu Shah and other Pandits of  this category
were all in league with Mujaddad Alfsani and Sheikh
Farid Bukhari, were all the time pursuing
conspiracies against the Guru’s Divine Kingdom.
They made so many false accusations against the
Guru that Jahangir without giving much thought to
the matter, turned against the Guru’s regime. As a
result; he seemed bent upon completely crushing
this movement of peace (the Sikh Movement). So
much contemptible hate for Gurus had been
injected into his mind that he started issuing major
proclamations, on the basis of  the minor, excuses.
Sheikh Mujaddad Alfsani fully understood that if
there was any major obstacle to the establishment
of Islamie kingdom, it was the Voice of  Truth,
raised by the Fifth Sovereign Guru Arjun Dev. The
Hindus and the Musalmans started sitting together
at the same platform. He wanted to inflame Jehangir
against the Guru. When Khusro raised the banner
of revolt and was defeated, he crossed River Beas
to meet the Sovereign Guru Arjun Dev at Taran
Taran Sahib. According to the convention of  Guru’s
langar (community kitchen) his hungry army men
were fed in the langar; which was served to all
without any distinction of caste or creed. This
incident was very important which could be
exploited to poison the mind of  Jehangir. Prince
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Khusro was arrested, his companions were put
under harsh punishments, and Jahangir’s
collaborators were given rewards. These opponents
could get no peace of mind till they had inflamed
Jahangirs mind against Guru Arjan Dev. Guru
Maharaj was summoned to Jehangirs Court at
Lahore and without any enquiry capital punishment
was announced against him under the ‘yaasa’ rule.
Such punishments are inflicted on the saints and
the mendicants, so that their blood should split on
the earth, so that their soul would not allow the
king to have a comfortable sleep and always created
fear in his heart.

Our historians record a large number of causes
for this event, the chief of which is supposed to
be the non-acceptance of the marriage proposal of
Chandu’s daughter for Guru’s son, Guru Hargobind
Sahib. This seems right, because Chandu had turned
against Guru Maharaj over this very issue. Puffed
up with pride, he was unmindful of his own
insolence. He had said that he belonged to a high
caste Khatri family, he held a big position and was
a very honourable person. As against this, Guru
Arjan Dev was only a wandering faqir, he had no
property, he had no Govt. Office, addressing the
priests who had returned after fixing the marriage
with Guru Hargobind Sahib, he said, you have
done a low act. You tried to put the brick of  the
superior room into the dirty water drain. His mind
was filled with boundless hatred for Guru’s family.
This can be one of  the reasons, but not all the
reason.

There were many political reasons as well.
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Akbar was a devotee of  Guru Maharaj beyond
limit. Many of  his officer’s of  the high rank both
Hindu and Muslim had the best regards for Guru
Maharaj; specially the Subedar (Provincial boss) of
Lahore, Wazir Khan was one such. Also Faquirs
(mendicants) of the exalted rank such as Mian Mir
who wielded a vast influence on both the Hindu
and the Musalmans, had the fullest faith on Guru
Maharaj.

When the epidemic raged in Lahore the whole
work of the burial of the dead and their obsequies
was done without any distinction of caste or creed
in the presence of  Guru Maharaj. The needy were
helped with clothes and food items. They were all
ready to sacrifice themselves over Guru Maharaj. In
addition the farmer class of  Punjab looked upon
Guru Maharaj as their Messiah; as when the famine
broke out and they had no money to pay the land
revenue, Guru Maharaj interceded on their behalf
with the king and got their land revenue remitted.
In this way, Guru Maharaj wielded a great influence
in Punjab and also all over India. Jahangir was well-
informed about all these facts; and he did not want
any break with the Guru’s establishment but the
harsh fearful punishments inflicted (by the king) on
the occasion of  Amir Khusro’s rebellion sent a
shudder through the hearts of the people. So this
was the occasion when the people would stay
speechless, if  the king entered into confrontation
with the Guru’s organisation. The opponents
lodged a complaint that Guru Arjan Dev had helped
Amir Khusro with money, that the Guru gave him
food at his langar and had made a prayer on his
behalf. These incidents were enough for him to
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have confrontation with Guru Ji, according to the
preconceived scheme. This has been described in
the book Tuzke Jehangiri (autobiography of  Jehangir)
as follow :

“In the town of Goindwal on the bank of
River Beas, there lived a Hindu named Arjan. He
claimed to be a prophet and a saint. He had made
a large number of simple-minded Hindus and low
class Musalmans as his disciples. For a long time, it
was in my mind to close down this shop of
falsehood, or else to join Arjan Dev in the Muslim
fraternity. In those days, Khusro passed by way of
Goindwal. This simple-minded person served him
and put him up at his abode. When I (Jehangir)
heard of  this event, I was confirmed in my mind
of  the falsehood and heresy of  Arjan Dev, I gave
orders to summon him into my presence. I also
ordered him to make over his residence, his family
members and children to Murtazahhan (Sheikh
Bukhari who was the obedient assistant of Sheikh
Ahmed Sarhindi Mujadded Alfasani). All his property
was confiscated I ordered that he be tortured to
death under the rule of ‘yasa’.

When Chandu sent his priest to arrange for the
engagement of  his daughter, he confirmed
matrimonial proposal with Guru Hargobind Sahib.
At the time of the betrothal ceremony held at
Delhi, Chandu also invited some prominent Sikhs.
There he spoke words of great pride. He said, O
priest, you have not acted with full consideration.
My daughter is related to a very high class aristocratic
family. She was the brick of a (palatial) room you have
filed that in the drain of dirty water.
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ÕÇéÁÅ ÂÆà Ú ¹ìÅð ¶ ÕÆ
îî î ¯ðÆ Ãî Õ °ñ îÇÔ çÆ Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ

The devout Sikhs could not tolerate this slander
of  Guru Maharaj. They sent a letter to Guru
Maharaj :

Chandu, the villain considers himself a high
palace.
And places Guru’s house as drain.
He has used slanderous language for Guru’s
institution.
Therefore this marriage should not be
selemonised.
ÁÅê Ú ¹ìÅðÅ ìÇéú êÅêÆÍ
× ¹ð ÕÅ Øð ÇÂé î ¯ðÆ æÅêÆÍ
Çé ¿çÆ ïÅ ÇìÇè À °é × ¹ð×ÅçÆÍ
ÕÆÂ ¶  é ÚÅÔÆÂ ¶ ÇÂé Õ ¶ ôÅçÆÍ ê ³æ ê ÌÕÅô

This letter was sent through one of  Guru’s followers.
It was read out to Bhai Buddha Ji, Bhai Gurdas Ji and
other Sikhs, who were invited for the purpose. It was
decided not to accept the engagement. They would prefer
relationship with someone who was not haughty.

ìÅì ¶  ì ¹ ¼ã ¶  Áð × ¹ðçÅÃÍ
ÇÂÇåÁÅÇçÕ ÇÃ ¼Ö æ ¶  Ü ¯  êÅÃÍ
ÇÚ ¼áÆ Ãí Õ ¯ × ¹ð È  Ã ¹äÅÂÆÍ
Ãí é ¶ ÇÕÔ ¯,  é ñ ¶Ô ¹ Ã×ÅÂÆÍ ê ³æ ê ÌÕÅô

According to Suraj Prakash (book).
We will not accept daughter of a non-believer,
the one who has no love and consideration for
the institution of Guru.
ÃÅÕå Ã ¹åÅ é ñ ¶ÇÔ ³× ¶,  éÇÔ ôðèÅ × ¹ð í ½éÍ

The shagan (engagement articles) was returned.
Chandu, in pride said, we are known as high class
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family of  the royal Khatris. They are sarins; being
inferior to us, they dare to return (reject) our
engagement. Muhammad Latif  writes, Chandu sent
rupees one lakh, if  they would accept the
engagement. Guru Maharaj replied, even if  they give
the kingdom as a dowry, we cannot go against the
verdict of the fraternity (Sikhs).

Chandu turned hostile. Prithi Chand had already
been thinking very ill about Guru Arjan Dev
because he (Prithi) had not been given Guru-gaddi
(the position of  the Guru). On the other hand, the
fanatical religious lunatics (extremists) both Hindu
and Muslim, absolutely disliked the Gurus sunlight;
they looked at this sunlight with the eye of the owl
(owl can’t see under sunlight). They entered into
conspiracies to make people such as Sulahi Khan to
attack the Guru’s organisation. All these got an
opportunity to malign Guru Ji after the revolt of
Khusro. A very powerful lobby always surrounded
Jehangir, their objective being to harm Guru
Maharaj. Guru’s establishment which in the light of
Guru Granth Sahib preached perfect unity between
the Hindus & Muslims as the Guru was presented
by devotees as having been born out of  the Glory
of  Allah. Guru’s high class knowledge – which
shattered the bonds of Sharah (Muslim Gospel) and
rejected its code of conduct – preached that man
had not come to this world to be bound in the
chains of religious sectarianism; his real purpose was
to realise the God within, which could be achieved
by accepting Gurbani (words of  the Guru) and by
making spiritual earnings. As the Guru ordains :

This body, in whose heart is the light of the
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True One, is wholly meant to practise virtue.
Within it are hid the mysterious jewels. Some
rare slave, through the Guru, mines them out.
When the mortal realises the All-pervading
soul, then, does he see the One Lord contained
everywhere and the only One, interwoven like
warp and woof.
He sees the One Lord, he believes in the One
Lord, and with his ears, he hears the tidings of
the Lord alone.
Praise thou the Lord’s Name, O slave nanak.
This is thy service of the Truest of the true.
ÇÂÔ ¹  ÃðÆð ¹  Ãí ¹  èðî ¹ Ô Ë
ÇÜÃ ¹  Á ³çÇð ÃÚ ¶ ÕÆ ÇòÇÚ Ü ¯ÇåÍÍ
× ¹ÔÜ ðåé ÇòÇÚ «ÇÕ ðÔ ¶
Õ ¯ÂÆ × ¹ðî ¹ ÇÖ Ã ¶òÕ ° Õã Ë Ö ¯ÇåÍÍ
Ãí ¹ ÁÅåî ðÅî ¹  êÛÅÇäÁÅ
å» ÇÂÕ ° ðÇòÁÅ ÇÂÕ ¯ úÇå ê ¯ ÇåÍÍ
ÇÂÕ ° ç ¶ÇÖÁÅ ÇÂÕ ° î ³ ÇéÁÅ
ÇÂÕ ¯ Ã ¹ ÇäÁÅ Ã Ìòä Ãð ¯ ÇåÍÍ
Üé éÅéÕ éÅî ¹ ÃñÅÇÔ å ±
ÃÚ ¹ ÃÚ ¶ Ã ¶òÅ å ¶ðÆ Ô ¯ ÇåÍÍ AMg  - C@I

Guru Maharaj’s teachings broke the black chains
of superstitions and false ideas and unwanted
ceremonies and practices, which the fanatics, have
wound round man. These teachings brought out
the light of  truth, gave the right direction to life
and tell us that Waheguru (God) is steeped inside
man and we can realise Him with the grace of the
Guru. As is the Guru’s commandment :

Within the body-village, is the castle of the
mind.
Within the city of the Tenth Gate, is the abode
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of the True Lord.
Ever stable and immaculate is this place. The
Lord Himself has created it.
Within the fortress are balconies and bazars.
The Lord Himself takes care of the goods.
The admantine doors of the Tenth Gate are
knowingly closed and shut. Through the Guru’s
word, they are wide-opened.
Within the fortress, is the cave of Tenth Gate,
the Lord’s Home place.
By His order, the Lord of will has established
nine apertures to the body-house.
The Incomputable and Infinite Lord abides in
the Tenth Gate.
The Unseable God of Himself reveals His
ownself.
ÕÅÇÂÁÅ é×ð¹ é×ð ×ó Á³çÇðÍÍ
ÃÅÚÅ òÅÃÅ ê ¹ Çð ××é¿çÇðÍÍ
ÁÃÇæð ¹ æÅé °  ÃçÅ ÇéðîÅÇÂ«
ÁÅê ¶ ÁÅê ¹ À °êÅÇÂçÅÍÍ
Á ³çÇð Õ ¯à ÛÜ ¶ ÔàéÅñ ¶ÍÍ
ÁÅê ¶  ñ ¶ò Ë  òÃå ° ÃîÅñ ¶ÍÍ
ìÜð ÕêÅà Üó ¶ ÜÇó ÜÅä Ë
× ¹ð ÃìçÆ Ö ¯ñÅÇÂçÅÍÍ
íÆåÇð Õ ¯à × ¹ëÅ Øð ÜÅÂÆÍÍ
éÀ° Øð æÅê ¶  Ô ¹ÕÇî ðÜÅÂÆÍÍ
çÃò Ë ê ¹ðÖ ¹  Áñ¶Ö ¹ ÁêÅðÆ
ÁÅê ¶ ÁñÖ ¹ ñÖÅÇÂçÅÍÍ AMg  - A@CC

Guru Maharaj was not in favour of  going to
the jungles and practising very sever penances, thus
reducing the body to a very weak state. He
ordained that by means of a healthy body and by
keeping it disease-free and by following the rules of
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Moderate food and moderate sleep.
Áñê ÁÔÅð Ã ¹ñê ÃÆ Çé ¿ç Ì Å .. . . .. . . .. . . ..ÍÍ

êÅåôÅÔÆ A@
we can search for God, who is immersed in

every atom inside our ownself.
Enshrine within thy mind the Lord’s lotus feet
and with thy tongue repeat the Lord’s Name.
Contemplate over that Lord’, O Nanak, and
nurture this body of thine.
ØÇà òÃÇÔ ÚðäÅðÇì ³ç ðÃéÅ Üê Ë × ¹êÅñÍÍ
éÅéÕ Ã ¯ ê Ìí ¹ ÇÃîðÆÁ Ë ÇåÃ ¹ ç ¶ÔÆ ÕÀ ° êÅÇñÍÍ

AMg  - EED
Guru Maharaj’s teaching was common for all

humanity. He inspired us to be fearless by doing the
jap of  the Fearless (God); and he popularised this
dictum :

Nanak, God’s Name is ever exalting and may
all prosper by Thy Grace.
éÅéÕ éÅî Úó·çÆ ÕñÅ
å ¶ð ¶  íÅä ¶ Ãðì ¼å ÕÅ íñÅÍ
Bear not enmity to anyone.
In every heart the Lord is contained.
òòÅ ò Ëð ¹  é ÕðÆÁ Ë ÕÅÔ ÈÍÍ
Øà Øà Á ³åÇð ì ÌÔî ÃîÅÔ ÈÍÍ AMg- BEI

Guru Maharaj termed this outward universe as
the visible shape of God. Also he fixed the
complete Avaita philosophy of Non-duality in the
heart of man, who was engrossed in ritualism.

Now I see the Lord, hear of the Lord and
narrate but the One Lord.
The Supreme Soul is the Lord, I know no other.
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ì ÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë  ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁ Ë Â ¶Õ °  Â ¶Õ °  òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍ
ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ
ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ AMg- HDF

He termed as meaningless, the rituals of  each
community for the attainment of God. He
ordained that so long as there is no liquidation of
moral deformities and so long as you do not cut
the web of desires that enmesh you, till that time
you can’t achieve Waheguru. That is impossible. The
deep path that the Guru showed us to keep
company with the saints who have realised the
Truth and who have the capacity to reach us to
God, without binding us with any meshes. If  we
give careful consideration to the following
commandment, the fundamental idea of  the Gurus
philosophy becomes very clear :

The man reads holy texts and studies the Vedas.
He practises inner-washing and breath control.
But he escapes not from the company of the five
evil passions and is all the more tied to
haughty disposition.
My dear, by these methods, the Lord is met not,
and I have performed many such rituals.
I have dropped down weary at the Lord’s door
and pray for the grant of discerning intellect.
Pause.
Man may remain mum, make his hands the
leaf-plate and wander naked in the forest. He
may visit river banks, shrines and the whole
earth, but duality leaves him not.
With his mind’s desire he may go and abide at
a place of pilgrimage and place his head under
the saw but his soul’s purity departs not thus,
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even though he may make lakhs of efforts.
He may be a man of bounty and give gifts of
many sorts, like gold, women, horses and
elephants.
He may offer corn, clothes and lands in
abundance, but he arrives not at the Lord’s
door.
He may remain attached, in love, to worship,
adoration, prostrate salutation and six rites.
He takes pride, nay, excessive pride and falls
into entanglements. By these means, he can meet
not God.
The knowledge of the Yoga modes of union
with the Lord and of the eighty four sitting
postures of the men of miracles; He grows weary
practising these as well.
He may attain long life, but without obtaining
association with God, he is born again and
again.
He may enjoy royal sports, indulge in the
Kingly ostentations, and issue unchangeable
orders;
He may have beauteous couches perfumed with
the sandal aloewood scent. Such things lead him
to the door of terrible hell.
Singing of God’s praise in the saints’ society is
the highest of all the deeds.
Says Nanak, he alone obtains it, who is pre-
destined to receive it.
Thy slave, O Lord, is inebriated with this love
of Thine.
The Destroyer of the anguish of the moek has
become merciful unto me and this soul of mine
is imbued with the Lord God’s praise. Pause.
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êÅá ¹ êÇóú Áð¹ ì ¶ç ¹  ìÆÚÅÇðú
ÇéòÇñ í ¹Á ³×î ÃÅè ¶ÍÍ
ê ³Ú ÜéÅ ÇÃÀ° Ã ³× ¹ é Û °àÇÕú
ÁÇèÕ ÁÔ³ì ¹ Çè ìÅè ¶ÍÍ
ÇêÁÅð ¶ ÇÂé ÇìÇè Çîñä ¹ é ÜÅÂÆ
î Ë  ÕÆÂ ¶  Õðî Áé¶ÕÅÍÍ
ÔÅÇð êÇðú Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ Õ Ë  ç ¹ÁÅð Ë
çÆÜ Ë ì ¹Çè Çìì ¶ÕÅÍÍ
î ¯Çé íÇÂú ÕðêÅåÆ ðÇÔú
é×é ÇëÇðú ìé îÅÔÆÍÍ
åà åÆðæ Ãí èðåÆ í ÌÇîú
ç¹ÇìèÅ Û °àÕ Ë éÅÔÆÍÍ
îé ÕÅîéÅ åÆðæ ÜÅÇÂ
ìÇÃú ÇÃÇð Õðòå èðÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
îé ÕÆ î Ë« é À °åð Ë
ÇÂÔ ÇìÇè Ü ¶ ñÖ Üåé ÕðÅÂ ¶ÍÍ
ÕÇéÕ ÕÅÇîéÆ Ô Ëòð × Ëòð
ìÔ ¹ ÇìÇè çÅé ° çÅåÅðÅÍÍ
Á ³é ìÃåÌ í ÈÇî ìÔ ¹  Áðê ¶
éÔ ÇîñÆÁ Ë ÔÇð ç ¹ÁÅðÅÍÍ
ê ÈÜÅ ÁðÚÅ ì ³çé â ³âÀ°å
Öà ¹ ÕðîÅ ðå ° ðÔåÅÍÍ
ÔÀ ° ÔÀ ° Õðå ì ³èé îÇÔ êÇðÁÅ
éÔ ÇîñÆÁ Ë ÇÂÔ Ü ¹×åÅÍÍ
Ü ¯× ÇÃè ÁÅÃä ÚÀ°ðÅÃÆÔ
Â ¶ íÆ ÕÇð ÕÇð ðÇÔÁÅÍÍ
òâÆ ÁÅðÜÅ ÇëÇð ÇëÇð Üéî Ë
ÔÇð ÇÃÀ° Ã ³× ¹  é ×ÇÔÁÅÍÍ
ðÅÜ ñÆñÅ ðÅÜé ÕÆ ðÚéÅ
ÕÇðÁÅ Ô ¹Õî ¹  ÁëÅðÅÍÍ
Ã ¶Ü Ã ¯ÔéÆ Ú ³çé° Ú ¯ÁÅ
éðÕ Ø ¯ð ÕÅ ç ¹ÁÅðÅÍÍ
ÔÇð ÕÆðÇå ÃÅèÃ ³×Çå Ô Ë
ÇÃÇð Õðîé Õ Ë ÕðîÅÍÍ
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ÕÔ¹ éÅéÕ ÇåÃ ¹ íÇÂú êðÅêÇå
ÇÜÃ ¹ ê ¹ðì ÇñÖ ¶ ÕÅ ñÔéÅÍÍ
å ¶ð ¯  Ã ¶òÕ ° ÇÂÔ ð ³ Ç× îÅåÅÍÍ
íÇÂú Ç´êÅ« çÆé ç ¹Ö í ³Üé °
ÔÇð ÔÇð ÕÆðåÇé ÇÂÔ ¹ îé ° ðÅåÅÍÍ

AMg - FDA-DB
The Guru directed us to bathe in the inner

pool of nectar, instead of going to take dip in the
places of pilgrimage. Explaining the reality of
wearing the sacred thread, he ordained that so long
as mercy lives in one’s heart, till contentment does
not appear to take complete control of the mind,
till one learns the habit of  leading the life of  truth,
till one is able to establish complete restraint on all
the sense organs, till then the sacred thread (janeue)
has no capacity to expel the internal moral defects.
Only the sacred thread worn with the word of the
Guru and taking a dip in the pool of  (God’s)
Name has the power to remove the filth of the
inner mind. Guru Ji ordained that the biggest
disease of  all humanity is one’s consciousness that
he is separate from Waheguru. This is called haume
(I-ness). This disease of haume can’t be shattered,
till one’s consciousness to the sphere of Nam. The
cure for the liquidation of Haume has been placed
by God within our body itself.

The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord’s
Name.
Within the human body itself is its seat.
There in deep meditation and melody of
celestial music there.
The wonder and marvel of it can not be
narrated.
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éÀ¹ ÇéÇè Á ³Çî Ìå ° ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍ
ç ¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃ Ì Åî ¹ÍÍ
Ã ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍ
ÕÔé ° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ AMg  - BIC
The medicine of God’s Name is in every heart,
O brother.
Except the Perfect Guru, no one knows the
method to prepare it.
When the Perfect Guru administers the
medicine after giving the directions, then, man
sickens not again, O Nanak.
ÔÇð ÁÀ°Öè ¹  Ãí Øà Ô Ë íÅÂÆÍÍ
× ¹ð ê Èð ¶  Çìé ° ÇìÇè é ìéÅÂÆÍÍ
× ¹Çð ê Èð Ë  Ã ³Üî ¹ ÕÇð çÆÁÅÍÍ
éÅéÕ åÀ° ÇëÇð ç ÈÖ é æÆÁÅÍÍ AMg  - BEI

Thus this ideal of  the Path of  Light was
understood by people who were caught in the
mesh of  superstitions and false customs. They were
coming into the protection of  the Guru, like the
honey bees that come in swarms attracted by the
fragrance of  the flowers. All the so-called Muslim
priests and preachers, also the Pandits who taught
old time rituals, as also the governing circles were
much disturbed by the awakening that was coming
as a result of  the teachings of  the Guru. Guru was
the sun that put to flight all darkness and those
dark circles sought to cover that sun. The people
were being made conscious of their own rights and
the desirability to lead a life of  self-respect. Today
these are called human rights. This consciousness of
their rights by the people was widening day by day.
The rulers were worried that if  this organisation of
awakened people rose to give battle to injustice and
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might is right, it would become very difficult to deal
with them. In a way, it was a natural fight going
on between truthful men and between the group,
that stood for rule by force, for superstitions and
false ideas, that was the real reason for the rulers
opposition to guru’s organisation. The Guru’s writ
of Light bestowed so much superiority on the
faithful persons that their consciousness had
coalesced with the divine as equal. Its significance
was as under :

He, who in his heart loves Lord’s ordinance, is
said to be the man having Salvation while
alive.
As is joy, so is sorrow for him.
In that state, there is everlasting happiness and
no separation from God.
As is gold, so is dust for him.
As is nectar, so is sour poison for him.
To him as is honour, so is dishonour.
As is the pauper, so is the king.
He, who deems that what God puts in vogue, is
the proper way; that man, O Nanak, is said to
be emancipated while still alive.
ê Ìí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅò ËÍÍ
ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ±  ÕÔÅò ËÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ÔðÖ ¹ å ËÃÅ À °Ã ¹ Ã ¯× ¹ÍÍ
ÃçÅ Áé¿ç ¹  åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍ
å ËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé ° å ËÃÆ À °Ã ¹  îÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ Á ³Çî Ìå ¹  å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ ¹ ÖÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ îÅé °  å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé °ÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ð ³Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé °ÍÍ
Ü ¯  òðåÅÂ ¶  ÃÅÂÆ Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍ
éÅéÕ úÔ ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹  ÕÔÆÁ Ë ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇåÍÍ

AMg - BGE
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The man, who in pain, feels not pain, who is
affected not by pleasure, love and fear and
deems gold as dust.
Ü¯ éð ¹ ç ¹Ö î Ë ç ¹Ö ¹ éÔÆ îÅé ËÍÍ
Ã ¹Ö Ãé¶Ô ¹  Áð ¹  í Ë  éÔÆ
ÜÅ Õ Ë Õ ³Úé îÅàÆ îÅé ËÍÍ AMg  - FCC

Man suppressed for centuries was encouraged to
lead a life of  ideals, getting beyond the boundary
of the fearful death. Freed from creeds and
superstitions, he was imagining the setting up of  a
kingdom of humility in the world. In that set up
no one would be miserable, no one would be under
another’s domination, no one would cause fear to
another, nor feel any fear from anyone else. The
feeling of commonalty and brotherhood would
blossom in one’s heart, no one should be
considered alien, who should be one’s enemy, who
could be exploited and who should be forcefully
converted :

All are called partners in Thy grace. Thou art
seen alien to none.
Ãí Ë ÃÅÞÆòÅñ ÃçÅÇÂÇé
å ± ³  ÇÕÃ Ë  é ÇçÃÇÔ ìÅÔðÅ ÜÆÀ °ÍÍ A Mg  - IG

Nor could the evil groups or preachers of
ritualism or the organisation that kept the populace
in the false labyrinth of false shara (Muslim codes)
tolerate that such a new creed should be born,
which is a live organisation in the light of  Truth
and that leads to clean and virtuous living, ending
their loot and exploitation. So these were the
reasons, which were growing inwardly against the
establishment of  the Guru’s religion. They never
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wanted that purity and originality of the Bani
(Gurus teachings) that had shown the right path to
humanity should gather strength. They sought to
adulterate it with the element of  darkness, which
they could not effect under any condition. For some
reasons the time had come when Jehangir, due to
his own contemptible religious fanaticism began to
think of  most hateful punishments, in order to
make Guru Ji a martyr. It was a virtuous act to
give food to Khusro at Guru’s langar (community
kitchen) when he was hungry, at the time of  his
revolt. But this act of  the Guru intensely pinched
him and provided him with an excuse to torture
the Guru to death. The historians have expressed
their own opinions.

Orders were issued to arrest the Guru. It was
on May 15, 1606, when the Guru Gaddi was given
to Guru Hargobind Sahib, who was yet in his
childhood physically. He was told that there was a
limit to peaceful tolerance and now that limit had
been crossed and it was an auspicious and sacred
act to go in for martyrdom by making a sacrifice
of  his body. At such a juncture it is not the right
but also imperative duty of a person to lift the
weapons. The rulers never could ignore the idealism
born out of pure life; they are all for their own self-
interest. They carry on their administration by
keeping the subjects in ignorance and also by
keeping them in the grip of confusion and false
statements and by creating misunderstanding
between the public.

Jehangir was not a religious man. According to
the Quran, taking liquor is a heretical act, but
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Jehangir was all the time tipsy with wine. He made
an excuse of  this people’s religion (Islam), and
converted the evils on this score into the deeds of
virtue and did what he pleased. On this score his
acts were looked upon as a royal highway of
religion. How could he remain ignorant of the
rising sun of  the Guru’s religion and of  the
consequences that could flow out of the life of
purity preached therein? So Jehangir expressed his
contemptible feelings by calling this great, holy
idealism (Sikh way) as the shop of falsehood. Thus
his jealousy – that was full of inner filth and hatred
– became the cause of the martyrdom of the Fifth
Master.

Orders had been passed for the arrest of  Guru
Maharaj. After arrest, he was brought to Lahore.
Before departure, Guru Maharaj ordained :

Convinced was he of his Supreme Sacrifice;
It was ordained for him to be with Turaks,
muslim rulers, who would advance excuses;
I have to sacrifice my body,
There is no doubt about it.
It is the Supreme Will of God.
ÃÅâÅ ñ ¾× ¶×Å ÃÆÃ, ÇÂÔ ÇéôÚÅ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍ
ÁÃ» Ô ¯ÁÅ å °ðÕ» ÇòÚ ÜÅäÅ,
À °é · »  ÕðäÆ Ô Ë  Ô ¹ ¼Üå,
ÃðÆð Ô Ë  Û °àäÅ Ã ³ÃÅ éÔÄ Õ ¯ÂÆ,
ðÜÅÇÂ ÖÅò ³ç çÆ Ô Ë , ÇÂÃ åð ·»  Ô ¯ÂÆÍ

Guru Ji was accompanied by Bhai Langhaha,
Bhai Bidi Chand, Bhai Jetha, and Bhai Parana. He
was presented before Jehangir. He was charged with
giving shelter to thieves, dacoits and rebels like
Khusro, and that he was disturbing the peace of
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the country, “You have compiled a Granth which
has hurt the current beliefs of the Hindus and of
the Musalmans. This has caused pain to the leaders
of  both the communities. So delete all such
statements and in their place record the holy life of
Prophet Muhammad Sahib. You are being awarded
capital punishment under ‘yasa rule’, to be tortured
to death. The only way to escape that sentence is
for you to embrace Islam. Guru Maharaj tried to
explain the facts. But in their lives there was no
element of intellect left. Instead the darkness of evil
intellect pervaded them. Nor had they any respect
for any law. There was only one idea uppermost in
their mind, namely to stop the river of light flowing
so cooly; and to make a martyr of  Guru Maharaj,
under the Muslim rule ‘yasa’.

The order of execution law began to be carried
out. Guru Maharaj was taken to a haveli (large
building). He was given neither water to drink nor
any food to eat. He was made to stand in the sun
in the scorching heat of  June. On the second day,
a large cauldron was requisitioned. The order was
given that the Guru should be lifted and thrown
inside the cauldron. The water in the cauldron was
boiled and the Guru’s body was being fried. All these
punishments were being inflicted under the
supervision of  that Chandu. It is recorded in Suraj
Parkash :

The water of the cauldron was boiling and it
was ordered :
“Lift the Guru and put him in.”
The Guru himself got up and seated himself in
the boiling water.
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ÕÇÔ ÚÅÕð Ã ¯  ç ¶× À °ìÅðÆÍ Ò
êÕð ¯ ç ¶Ô ¹  ÇåÃÆ îÇÔ º  âÅðÆÓÍÍ
åÇì ÃÇå× ¹ð ¹  À ° Çá ÁÅê ¶  ×Â ¶Í
åêÇå éÆð îÇÔ º  ì ËáÇå íÂ ¶Í

Ã ÌÆ Ã ÈðÜ ê ÌÕÅô × Ì ³æ, ê ³éÅ - BCFD
There was not a sign of harshness on the face

of  Guru Ji. Rather his consciousness, woven into
the love of God, had become one with God. It
was proclaiming :

Wherever Thou seatest me, there do I sit and
whithersoever Thou sendest me, thither go I, O
Lord.
In the entire world-village, there is but one
King and all the places being Thine, are pure,
O Lord.
ÜÔ ì ËÃÅñÇÔ åÔ ì ËÃÅ Ã ¹ÁÅîÆ
ÜÔ í ¶ÜÇÔ åÔ ÜÅòÅÍÍ
Ãí é×ðÆ îÇÔ Â ¶Õ ¯  ðÅÜÅ
Ãí ¶ êÇòå ° ÔÇÔ æÅòÅÍÍ AMg  - IIC

Being the store house of  all spiritual powers,
Guru Ji did not ask for any punishment for the
misguided Chandu. In its stead he was perfectly calm
and was completely united with God. Pranaji could
not bear to see this sight. He lifted both his arms and
was going to clap (to pronounce punishment on the
king or his agent). Guru Maharaj in a loud voice
stopped him, and said, “Here you are not to show
your power. Whatever is happening now is taking
place with the will of  Waheguru. We look upon God’s
Will as sweet. Facing his God, he ordained :

We are ordained to do this act.
You cannot grasp this act of God.
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Ôî é ¶ ÇÂî ÔÆ ÕÅðé ÕðéÅÍ
å ± ³  éÇÔ º  ñÖ Ë º  Â ¶ò ÁÅÚðéÅÍ

Ã ÌÆ Ã ÈðÜ × Ì ³æ ê ÌÕÅô, ê ³éÅ - BCFE
The body was suffering unbearable pain, but his mind

was in rising bliss. Just as no storm can shake a mountain,
in the same way, not all these atrocities could shake the
equipoise of Guru Ji :

åé êÆðÅ å ¶  Çâ×Æ é Ã ¯ÂÆÍ
î ¶ð ¹  ÇÔñÅÇÂ é ÇÜî éð Õ ¯ÂÆÍ

The boiling water was boiling out of the
cauldron. Guru Maharaj was sitting in the cauldron.
There was no (adverse) thought in his mind. He
was taken out. The bodily pain was unbearable.
Next day fire was lighted under a large cooking
pan. It was burnt red hot and Guru Ji was ordered
to sit on it. Effortlessly he sat on the red hot
cooking pan. The flesh began to burn. Mian Mir
came to know of it. He felt extremely troubled and
in great haste come to Guru Ji and said, True
Emperor, we cannot tolerate this insult of  yours. If
you give a command, I could cause utter ruin to
Agra and Lahore. Mian Mir was a great man with
supernatural powers. Realising Mian Mir’s exalted
position, Guru Maharaj had invited him to lay the
foundation stone of the most holy temple
Harmandir Sahib (the Golden Temple), with his lotus
hands. Guru Maharaj stated as under :

Great saint, this universe is the extension of
self & the visible world is false. The soul is always
non-attached. Except God, there is nothing else in
the world. This outlook was read by Mian Mir in
Sukhmani Sahib :
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He, within whose mind is the True Name, who
with his mouth utters the True Name and who
beholds no other but the unique Lord, Nanak,
these are the qualities of the man who knows
God.
îÇé ÃÅÚÅ î ¹ ÇÖ ÃÅÚÅ Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
Áòð¹ é ê ¶Ö Ë  Â ¶ÕÃ ¹ Çìé ° Õ ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇÂÔ ñÛä ì ÌÔîÇ×ÁÅéÆ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ

AMg   - BGB
The knower of God has even patience, like the
earth, which one man digs and another smears
with sandal.
ì ÌÔî Ç×ÁÅéÆ Õ Ë  èÆðÜ¹ Â ¶ÕÍÍ
ÇÜÀ° ìÃ ¹èÅ Õ ¯À ± Ö ¯ç Ë Õ ¯À ± Ú ³çé ñ ¶êÍÍ

AMg   - BGB
He, who in his heart loves Lord’s ordinance, is
said to be the man having Salvation while
alive.
As is joy, so is sorrow for him.
In that state, there is everlasting happiness and
no separation from God.
As is gold, so is dust for him.
As is nectar, so is sour poison for him.
To him as is honour, so is dishonour.
As is the pauper, so is the king.
He, who deems that what God puts in vogue, is
the proper way; that man, O Nanak, is said to
be emancipated while still alive.
ê Ìí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅò ËÍÍ
ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ±  ÕÔÅò ËÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ÔðÖ ¹ å ËÃÅ À °Ã ¹ Ã ¯× ¹ÍÍ
ÃçÅ Áé¿ç ¹  åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍ
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åËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé ° å ËÃÆ À °Ã ¹  îÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ Á ³Çî Ìå ¹  å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ ¹ ÖÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ îÅé °  å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé °ÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ð ³Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé °ÍÍ
Ü ¯  òðåÅÂ ¶  ÃÅÂÆ Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍ
éÅéÕ úÔ ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹  ÕÔÆÁ Ë ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇåÍÍ

AMg  - BGE
The Guru said, Saint Mian Mir Ji tell me, is

there anything in the world other than Allah
(God)? You are great man, who has achieved the
divine sight. All this that is happening is the unreal
spectacle of the dream. No one can kill the soul,
no one can burn it or dry it, no one can shatter
it into bits. It is always immovable, non-attached
and is the form of  the meditation of  the mind.
God is immanent in every pore of  the round plate
of iron on which I am sitting and the fire that is
burning under it; God is Himself in the shape of
fire; at the moment He is also in the shape of the
executioners. He is Himself  the giver of  order and
Himself  the carrier out of  that order. So whom
would you curse? Whatever is taking place is the
Will (pleasure) of my God.

Uplifting himself from the body existence
janana he maintained full equipoise and
immersed in Brahm,
Whatever he had expressed in Sukhmani he
demonstrated it practically.
He bore happily the unbearable and never
showed any sign of malice inspite of serious
tortures.
Indra and other gods in heaven were totally
astonished to watch this unique event.
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Everybody lauded the brave acts of Guru Ji
and admitted that none else than Guru Ji
could do it.
ðÔ ¶ ìç ¶ÔÆ Ô ¯ÇÂ Çç Ìó ·  ì ÌÔîÇ×ÁÅé éÆÕÍ
Ü¯ ìðÇéú îè Ã ¹ÖîéÆ êÅñ ÇçÖÅÇÂú áÆÕÍ
ÁÜð ÜðÇé ÕÆ Á ½Çè ÜéÅÂÆÍ
ÇÂå¶ Õôà å ¶ éÔÄ ÇçÖÅÂÆÍ
ÇÂ ³ç Ì  ÁÅÇç Ü ¶ÇåÕ Ã ¹ð ÃÅð ¶Í
Ú ¼Ç´å ÇÚå × ¹Çð ÚÇñå ÇéÔÅð ¶ÍÍ
Òè ³é ²Ý è ³é ²ÝÓ Ãí ÕðÇÔ ìÖÅéÅÍ
ÒÇÂé å¶ ÇìéÅ é Á ËÃ ¯  ÁÅéÅÍÓ

Ã ÌÆ Ã ÈðÜ ê ÌÕÅô × Ì Ì ³æ, ê ³éÅ - BCFI
The Guru explained all to the saint (Mian Mir) in
brief :

Thine doings seem sweet unto me.
Nanak craves for the wealth of God’s Name.
å¶ðÅ ÕÆÁÅ îÆáÅ ñÅ× ËÍÍ
ÔÇð éÅî ¹ êçÅðæ ¹ éÅéÕ¹ î»× ËÍÍ AMg   - CID

Seeing the stable, unchanging state of the mind
of  Guru Maharaj, Mian Mir bent his head in
obeisance and he said, “It is only you alone who
can consider the present tragic circumstances in a
stable manner. No saint or Rishi Muni has the
patience to be so strong; no one can keep in his
mind the feeling for the good of all, under these
most cruel circumstances.

It is recorded in Suraj Parkash that Guru
Gorakhnath saw this whole scene by his power to
view distant events. Seeing this spectacle, he was
greatly upset. In his subtle form, he presented
himself  at the feet of  Guru Ji and entreated thus
:

I could destroy all these wicked persons, if  you
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give me permission. If  these persons are not taught
a lesson, these evil persons will continue to harass
and trouble the saints. They will grow bold and
fearless and the insults of holy men will start. If
you don’t want to show your powers, then give
permission to me.

If the tyrant is not stopped, he will become
haughty and he will inflict tortures on all the
saints.
é»ÇÔ å ç ¹ôà Ô ³ÕÅðÆ Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ ç ¶ ÇÔ Õôà
Ã ³åÇé ÃÇí Õ ¯ÇÂ¨

Ã ÌÆ Ã ÈðÜ ê ÌÕÅô × Ì ³æ, ê ³éÅ - BCG@
Guru Maharaj said Gorakh Nath, we are

teaching the lesson of patience and thanksgiving to
God by our personal example, to the future
generations of  seekers. The coldness of  the Nam
inside us does not allow the heat of the fire to
come near us. This is the one lesson that will show
the right path to the coming generations. It is very
easy to say that God is present inside and outside
both, but it is very very difficult to feel God in the
boiling waters. This is the one lesson that we are
teaching the world :

Everyone says that the Lord is, but One, but
each one is engrossed in ego and pride.
Let man know the One Lord within and
without; Like this shall he realise the Lord’s
presence in his very home.
Â ¶Õ ¯  Â ¶Õ ° ÕÔ Ë  Ãí ¹ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÔÀ°î Ë ×ðì ¹ ÇòÁÅê ËÍÍ
Á ³åÇð ìÅÔÇð Â ¶Õ °  êÛÅä Ë
ÇÂÀ ° Øð ¹  îÔ« ÇÃßÅê ËÍÍ AMg   - IC@

It is within the power of a godman, to keep
the body or to leave it. Some historians record that
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Guru Ji was bound and was made to drown in the
Ravi (river) which at that time flowed touching the
ramparts of the castle. His martyrdom is
extraordinary in the history of  the whole world,
because it was a unique example of humility of the
Guru, who though master of  all the supernatural
powers, submitting to the Will of  God set an
example of patience, thanksgiving to God and to
raise mankind to the true ideals to pass the life of
fearlessness. To say this is no exaggeration. A great
man may be related to any religion or to any
country, but truth has fully evolved in his life and
so his activities being rare and beyond
understanding of  the common are very difficult to
understand; because :

Satguru is the supreme person of The Beyond.
He is unique and totally fearless.
ÃÇå× ¹ð ê ¹ðÖ ¹ Á× ³î ¹  Ô Ë  Çéðò Ëð ¹ ÇéðÅñÅÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CD/A
Unfathomable is the person of the True Guru,
who has treasured up God within his heart.
None can equal the True Guru, on whose side
the Creator Himself is.
God’s meditation is the sword and armour of
the True Guru, with which he has destroyed
and cast off death, the torturer.
God Himself is the protector of the True Guru.
The Lord saves all who follow in the foot-steps
of the True Guru.
The Maker Himself smites him, who thinks evil
of the Perfect True Guru.
This word is of the court of the True God.
Servant Nanak utters this prophecy.
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ÃÇå× ¹ð ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹  Á× ³î ¹ Ô Ë
ÇÜÃ ¹  Á ³çÇð ÔÇð À °ÇðèÅÇðÁÅÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð È  é ¯ ÁêÇó Õ ¯ÇÂ é ÃÕÂÆ
ÇÜÃ ¹ òÇñ ÇÃðÜäÔÅÇðÁÅÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð È ÕÅ Öó× ¹ Ã ³Ü ¯À °  ÔÇð í×Çå Ô Ë
ÇÜå ° ÕÅ« Õ ³àÕ ° îÅÇð ÇòâÅÇðÁÅÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð È ÕÅ ðÖäÔÅðÅ ÔÇð ÁÅÇê Ô Ë
ÃÇå× ¹ð È Õ Ë  ÇêÛ Ë ÔÇð ÃÇí À °ìÅÇðÁÅÍÍ
Ü ¯ î ³çÅ ÇÚåò Ë ê Èð ¶  ÃÇå×¹ð È  ÕÅ
Ã ¯ ÁÅÇê À °êÅòäÔÅð Ë îÅÇðÁÅÍÍ
Â ¶Ô ×ñ Ô ¯ò ¶ ÔÇð çð×Ô ÃÚ ¶ ÕÆ
Üé éÅéÕ Á×î¹ òÆÚÅÇðÁÅÍÍ AMg   - CAB
Compassionate is the Great True Guru, for
whom all are alike.
He beholds all with the same eye, but with
mind’s faith he is obtained.
In the True Guru abides the Name Nectar. He
is sublime like God and holds Divine rank.
Nanak, by Guru’s grace, God is remembered. A
few Guru-wards obtain the Lord.
ÃÇå× ¹ð ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹  çÇÂÁÅ« Ô Ë
ÇÜÃ é ¯ Ãîå ° Ãí ¹ Õ ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
Â ¶Õ Çç ÌÃÇà ÕÇð ç ¶ÖçÅ
îé íÅòéÆ å ¶ ÇÃÇè Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹ð ÇòÇÚ Á ³Çî Ìå ° Ô Ë
ÔÇð À °åî ¹ ÔÇð êç ¹ Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ ÇÕðêÅ å ¶ ÔÇð ÇèÁÅÂÆÁ Ë
× ¹ðî ¹ ÇÖ êÅò Ë Õ ¯ ÇÂÍÍ AMg  - C@@

Establishing enmity with such holy Guru those
misguided persons brought infamy upon themselves
for all time. Martyrdom is not a sign of defeat, it
is the symbol of  victory for the coming generations.
Those who pick up enmity with those who have
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no enmity with anyone damn themselves. Where are
those criminal persons, who picked up enmity with
those, who had no enmity with anyone. But Guru
Maharaj has become immortal forever and forever.
His great martyrdom will give inspiration for all
time and will give to the succeeding generations to
fight for their rights.

Uninimical is the Divine True Guru, who in
his mind is ever attuned to the Lord.
Whosoever practises enmity with the uninimical
one, he sets his own home on fire.
Within him is wrath and ego, wherewith he
burns night and day and ever suffers sorrow.
They who eat the poison of another’s love, utter
and tell lies and ever continue barking.
For the sake of poisonous riches they wander
from house to house and thus lose their honour.
They are like the prostitute’s son, the name of
whose father is known not.
They contemplate not the Lord God’s Name
and the Creator, of Himself, ruins them.
God shows mercy unto the Guruwards and
unites the separated ones with Himself.
ÃÇå× ¹ð ê ¹ðÖ ¹  Çéðò Ëð ¹ Ô Ë
Çéå ÇÔðç Ë ÔÇð Çñò ñÅÇÂÍÍ
Çéðò Ëð Ë  éÅÇñ ò Ëð ¹  ðÚÅÇÂçÅ
ÁêäË ØÇð ¬ÕÆ ñÅÇÂÍÍ
Á ³åÇð ´ ¯è ¹ Á ³ÔÕÅð ¹ Ô Ë
ÁéÇçé° ÜñË ÃçÅ ç ¹Ö ¹ êÅÇÂÍÍ
Õ ±ó ° ì ¯ Çñ ì ¯Çñ Çéå íÀ°Õç ¶
ÇìÖ ¹  ÖÅè ¶  ç ÈÜ Ë íÅÇÂÍÍ
ÇìÖ ¹  îÅÇÂÁÅ ÕÅðÇä íðîç ¶
ÇëÇð ØÇð ØÇð êÇå ×òÅÇÂÍÍ
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ì ¶Ã ¹ÁÅ Õ ¶ð ¶  ê Èå ÇÜÀ ° ÇêåÅ éÅî ¹ ÇåÃ ¹ ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî ¹  é Ú ¶åéÆ ÕðåË ÁÅÇê Ö ¹ÁÅÇÂÍÍ
ÔÇð × ¹ðî ¹ ÇÖ ÇÕðêÅ èÅðÆÁé °
Üé ÇòÛ °ó ¶  ÁÅÇê ÇîñÅÇÂÍÍ AMg   - ADAE

Contemplating on the great event, we should
look upon the whole world as our own. Keeping
aloof  from false forms and superstitions, breaking
the shackles of  delusion-worship, we should throw
ourselves heart and soul in the service of  the whole
humanity. The greatest service is to pray for the
good of the world by cultivating an inner sentiment
by repeating the Name of God. Our prayer is O
God!

O Lord, the world is on fire. Sbowering Thy
benediction save it Thou.
Through whichever way it can be delivered,
deliver it that wise.
The True Guru shows the path of peace, in the
meditation of the True Name.
Without the Lord, Nanak sees no other
Pardoner.
Ü×å° Üñ ¿çÅ ðÇÖ ñ Ë ÁÅêäÆ ÇÕðêÅ èÅÇðÍÍ
ÇÜå ° ç ¹ÁÅð Ë À °ìð Ë  Çåå Ë ñ ËÔ ¹ À °ìÅÇðÍÍ
ÃÇå× ¹Çð Ã ¹Ö ¹  ò ¶ÖÅÇñÁÅ ÃÚÅ Ãìç ¹ ìÆÚÅÇðÍÍ
éÅéÕ Áòð ¹ é Ã ¹ÞÂÆ ÔÇð Çìé ° ìÖÃäÔÅðÍÍ

AMg   - HEC
Guru Maharaj is immortal for all time. He is

present everywhere. Everyone has to leave this
world. There are some, whom the world never
forgets after their death; they are immortal; they are
Omnipresent, they live in the love of  their beloveds.

There are others who thought ill of  the True
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Guru, who made enmity with those who were the
enemy of none. Who knows in what hells those
sinners must be rotting.

Say, Blessed is Guru Arjan Sahib Ji Maharaj, the
crown of  all the martyrs.

O Mathura, think thou this as the quintessence,
that to emancipate the World, Lord has
incarnated Himself.
Whosoever meditates on Guru Arjan Dev, he
passes not again through the pain of births and
womb.
åå° ÇìÚÅð ¹ ïÔ Ë îæ ¹ðÅ
Ü× åÅðé ÕÀ° ÁòåÅð ¹  ìéÅïÀ°ÍÍ
Üê ·À °  ÇÜé· ÁðÜ ¹é ç ¶ò × ¹ð È
ÇëÇð Ã ³Õà Ü ¯ Çé ×ðí é ÁÅïÀ°ÍÍ

AMg  -AD@I
He is fully contained in the earth, the sky and
the nine regions as the embodiment of the
Lord’s Light.
Says Mathura, there is no separateness between
the Guru and God. Guru Arjan is manifestly
the Lord himself.
èðÇé ××é éò Ö ³â îÇÔ
Ü ¯Çå Ã Éð ÈêÆ ðÇÔú íÇðÍÍ
íÇé îæ ¹ðÅ ÕÛ ° í ¶ç ¹  éÔÆ
× ¹ð ¹  ÁðÜ ¹é ° êðåÖ · ÔÇðÍÍ AMg  - AD@I
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Destroyer of  Evil Forces, The valiant
Warrior & the Benevolent Guru

(çñ í¿Üé ×¹ð ÃÈðîÅ òâ Ü¯èÅ ìÔ¹ êðÀ°êÕÅðÆ)

When the True Emperor (Guru) Arjan Dev
was bestowed the position of  the Guru, Prithi
Chand, who was his elder brother, was always
making plans to have the Gurudom for himself  by
fair means or foul, but according to the Command
of  Guru Ramdas, Guru Arjan Dev alone was
entitled to Gurudom. Prithi Chand took Guru
Arjan’s appointment very ill and he put many
obstacles in the propagation of  Guru’s message.
The one tenth part of  the income (which every
Sikh is expected to give for the spread of his
religion & its activities) which normally came to the
treasury of  the Guru, after being collected by the
Massands was now being realised by Prithi Chand
through his own agents. His method was to stop
the congregations from attending Guru Arjan’s
meetings, but later on sent them to partake of  the
langar of  Guru Maharaj. When Bhai Gurdas arrived
in Amritsar from Agra, he found that coarse food
was being served at the langar and understood the
matter from Mata Ganga Ji (Guru’s wife). He
alongwith some other Sikhs tried to bring Prithi
Chand on the right path, by telling him that
Gurudom was not the hereditary right of  anyone.
This blessing is bestowed by Akal Purakh Himself.
But Prithi Chand did not accept any of such
advice. Bhai Gurdas, taking eminent Sikh devotees
with him intimated the true position to the Sikh
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masses. The religious people crowded to get a
glimpse (darshan) of  the Fifth True Emperor.

Guru Maharaj’s marriage was 14 years old, but
so far there was no issue. Once Mata Karma, wife
of Prithi Chand severely taunted Mata Ganga Ji,
when after Mata Ganga Ji had washed her Kesha’s
(long hair) some drops of water got sprinkled on
Mata Karma. She had said, you yourself  are a barren
woman and you want to uproot my family line too
(by this sprinkling of water from your hair). Prithi
Chand too consoled his wife by saying Guru Arjan
would have no child. All the property belongs to us.
We are going to inherit the whole thing. Guru
Arjan’s family has neither a son nor daughter; no kin,
no army. Mata Ganga Ji intimated the whole incident
to Guru Arjan Dev and begged for the boon of  a
son. Guru Ji pointed towards Baba Buddha Ji, who
was a holy man of realization having acquired
perfect knowledge. Guru Ji ordained that he had
already said in Sukhmani Sahib :

He, who prays for four cardinal boons, should
apply himself to the service of the holymen.
ÚÅÇð êçÅðæ Ü ¶ Õ ¯  îÅ× ËÍÍ
ÃÅè ÜéÅ ÕÆ Ã ¶òÅ ñÅ× ËÍÍ AMg   - BFF

So you should serve the Guru’s Sikh and
receive his blessings. You are sure to get the gift of
the son. Mata Ganga Ji, with the deepest faith
carried the basket food on her head and went to
Baba Buddha Ji walking all the distance on foot.
Baba Ji was pleased and pronounced his blessings
:

From your womb a great warrior will be born.
His valour and virtues nobody will equal.
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å°îð ¶  × Ì ÇÔ ê Ì×à ¶×Å Ü ¯èÅ,
ÜÅÕ ¯ ìñ × ¹é ÇÕéÔ È ³  é Ã ¯èÅÍ

Baba Ji said, just as I have crushed the onion,
similarly the son (to be born) would shatter the
skulls of  the Mughals. He will be a leader of  both
spiritual power and worldly power. He will conquer
countless enemies on the battlefield. Guru Maharaj
felt very happy, on hearing Baba Buddha Ji’s
predictions to Mata Ganga. Prithi Chand made
many attacks on the family with the help of magic
and witch craft but with no result. The birth of
the, Guru Hargobind took place on 9th June, 1595,
at a place called Wadali. Prithi Chand resorted to
very contemptible steps. The mid wife wished to
poison the baby by making him drink poisoned
milk. The midwife applied poison to her nipples;
but Mata Ji heard the sound of  child’s weeping and
reached there in time to stop the poisoning of the
child. The poison was very strong and the midwife
died of  that very poison. She confessed that she
had been sent to poison the child by Prithi Chand.

Also Prithi Chand hatched a conspiracy to take
the help of  the snake-charmer. The serpent was
dropped on Guru Hargobind; but he held the neck
of  the serpent in his hand and crushed it to death.
In the same way, Prithi Chand arranged to kill the
child, by sending poisoned curds through a
Brahman. This Brahman felt a fetal pain in his
stomach, of which he died. When that curd was
given to a dog to eat, the dog died. It is recorded
in history, that during his childhood, the child
received the knowledge of the alphabet from Bhai
Gurdas. In addition, he received training in the art
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of  astrology, farming, the knowledge of  political
affairs, horsemanship, handling the spear and the
gun. Military training was given to him by Jetha Ji.

When the Fifth Master was about to leave for
Lahore to offer martyrdom, he exhorted Baba
Buddha Ji to follow the traditional method of
giving Guru Gaddi. He remarked that his end was
near. According to Bhai Kesar Singh Chhibber :

Guru Arjan Dev made Bhai Gurdas sit besides
himself and handed over to him the charge of
(Guru) Hargobind Sahib.
He was convinced of his ultimate sacrifice.
He said, “I am moving to the court of Turks,
Who will extend lame excuses. You will make
Duaba region as your abode; I have to make a
sacrifice, there is no doubt about it as this seems
to be the Supreme Will.”
He bowed before sangat and left.
He was now surrounded by degenerated cruel
people.
After series of questions & answers, he was
imprisoned and tortured.
ÔÇð× ¯Çì ³ç çÆ ìÅÇÔ êÕóÅÂÆÍ
íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ù ì Ëá ÃîÞÅÇÂÁÅÍ
ÃÅâÅ ñ× ¶×Å ÃÆÃ ÇÂÔ ÇéÃÚÅ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍ
ÁÃ» Ô ¯ ÇÂÁÅ å °ðÕ» ÇòÚ ÜÅäÅÍ
À °é · »  ÕðéÆ Ô Ë  Ô ¹ÜåÍ
å°Ã» ç ¹ÁÅì ¶ ÇòÚ ÕðéÅ ÇàÕÅä»Í
ÃðÆð Ô Ë  Û °àäÅ, Ã ³ÃÅ éÔÄ Õ ¯ÂÆÍ
ðÜÅÇÂ ÖÅò ³ç çÆ Ô Ë , ÇÂÃ åð ·»  Ô ¯ÂÆÍ
ÃÅÇÔì îæÅ à ¶Õ ÇòÇçÁÅ Ô ¯ÇÂ ×Â ¶Í
ç ¹ôà-Ú ½ÕóÆ ÇòÚ ÁÅòå íÂ ¶Í
Ü ¹ÁÅì Ã ¹ÁÅñ ìÔ ¹å ÔÆ Ô ¯ ÇÂÁÅÍ
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íÔ¶ Õ Ëç ç ¹Ö êÅÇÂÁÅ, Ã ¹Ö Ö ¯ ÇÂÁÅÍ

(ì ³ÃÅòñÆ éÅîÅ)
While departing for Lahore, he guessed the

seriousness of the occasion, and advised the child
Guru Hargobind thus : Dear son, hard times are
coming. The forces of  evil are bent on uprooting the
fundamental human rights. The house of  Guru
Nanak teaches the world : Live with truth, deal with
love with all, and to protect human dignity as well
as freedom. From True Emperor Guru Nanak, right
upto our time, we have been leading a life of full
peace and equanimity. We removed from the heart
of man the fear of death and united him with Akal
Purakh . We have made man cross death.
Understanding the purpose of life has been started
among the Sikhs of  the Guru; they neither cause
fear to anybody nor do they feel the fear from
anyone. Dear son, one can feel peace and happiness
in one’s life, only if  he neither causes fear to anyone
nor suffers illegitimate fear of anyone. The highest
purpose of life is that you live a life of happiness
and playfulness, and enable the world to live a life
of  joys. The duty of  a ruler is to protect one’s
fundamental rights, by meeting out justice to all.
These Moghal rulers have forgotten this golden rule.
They have bade farewell to justice and are inflicting
various kinds of  atrocities on people. To meekly
suffer them is cowardice. We have taught the Sikhs
of  the Guru the knowledge to lead a life of  purity.
They have realised their Self. That (soul) can be cut
neither by the sword, nor drowned in water, nor can
it be burnt by fire, nor can it be killed by any other
way. Guru’s Sikhs leading the life according to Divine
law are desirous of bringing happiness to people.
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Now these rulers have assumed the role of  the
butchers. By axing their basic rights, they have made
the people very weak. Till now, these basic rights
have been protected by love, affection and auspicious
exhortations. But today’s ruler is blind and deaf. He
is not ready to hear this counsel of  law.

So there are only two alternatives before man;
one that he allows himself to be butchered like
sheep and goats; and second, to practise force as
an organisation against these rabid rulers, to teach
them right thinking. People with self  respect should
be brought into prominence; and they as an
organisation should employ their power to end such
injustices. Till now, we have been preaching the
lesson of  peace; now it has become necessary to
teach the lesson of  force also, along with it; so you
have yourself  to bear arms and also create the Sikhs
as a valiant community. Its spiritual aspect would be
of a saint, but its worldly aspect should be that of
a great warrior. Before now, a large number of  great
personalities, after acquiring the life of  sanyas have
moulded themselves into active selfless workers
(Karam Yogis). Shri Krishan Maharaj and Shri Ram
Chander were totally unattached. They took arms to
give punishment to the evil persons in order to
remove the troubles of the world and end the evil
practices. When we go to Lahore, we will sacrifice
our head, because we are not going to submit to
unprincipled things. As a result of  this, we will have
to offer martyrdom.

And so it happened. Guru Ji was made to sit
on burning round iron plate; he was boiled in
boiling waters. The Sixth Master, when ascending
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the seat of  Gurudom, wore the two swords – one
of  spiritualism & the second of  a warrior. He wore
a plume over his head dress and started sitting on
the throne (to give the demonstration of being a
true king). Mr. Cunningom states that this
martyrdom of the Fifth master made a profound
impression on the thinking of the Sikhs and
instead of just advancing the devotional
programme, they began embracing the way of
martyrdom. In a short period, Guru Hargobind
emerged as a military leader. While he was an
eminent spiritual Guru, alongwith that, he also
preached taking up arms and even offering
martyrdom for achieving the success of the body
(life). Mr. Scott writes that these worshippers of
Waheguru were bestowed one common Gospel (Guru
Granth Sahib), one central place of pilgrimage
(Amritsar) and one set of  rules of  conduct
(maryada) for all.

After the martyrdom of  the Fifth True Master,
Guru Arjan, the sentiment to give battle to the
rulers also emerged in the hearts of  the Sikhs. The
Sikhs began to wear arms and determined to wipe
out the evil forces. Whereas Guru Maharaj helped
the Sikhs to enter exalted stages of martyrdom,
alongwith that, he gave them the idea to conquer
bodily weaknesses in order to employ the body for
the welfare of the people, thereby making a success
of this life. Bhai Gurdas ordains the changed
situation thus, in his 39th var :

The first five Gurus held the hands of the
people and the sixth Guru Hargobind is
incomparable God-Guru.
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He is the king of spirituality as well as
temporality and is in fact irremovable emperor
of all the kings.
Assimilating the unbearable knowledge of the
earlier five cups (Gurus) in the inner core of his
mind he remains merry and wise mediator for
humanity.
In spite of the six philosophies and their sects in
the strung of one philosophy.
He has churned the essence of the lives of
celibate ascetics, the followers of truth, contented
people, the siddhs and naths (yogis) and the (so
called) incarnations of God.
All the eleven Rudrs remain in the ocean but
those (divers) who seek life in death get the
invaluable jewels.
All the twelve zodiac signs of sun, sixteen
phases of moon and numerous constellations
have provided a beautiful swing for him.
This Guru is omniscient yet he possesses a
childlike innocence.
çÃå×Æð Ô ¹ ÇÂ ê ³Ü êÆð
ÔÇð × ¹ð ¹  ÔÇð× ¯Çì ³ç Áå¯ñÅÍ
çÆé ç ¹éÆ çÅ êÅåôÅÔ
êÅåôÅÔ» êÅåôÅÔ Áâ¯ñÅÍ
ê ³Ü ÇêÁÅñ ¶ ÁÜð¹ ÜÇð Ô ¯ÇÂ
îÃåÅé Ã ¹ÜÅä ÇòÚ ¯ñÅÍ
å °ðÆÁÅ ÚÇó · ÇÜÇä êðîå ¼å °
ÇÛÁ òðåÅð ¶ Õ ¯ñ ¯ Õ ¯ñÅÍ
ÇÛÁ çðôé ÇÛÁ êÆó · ÆÁ»
ÇÂÕÃ ¹çðÃé° Á ³çÇð × ¯ñÅÍ
ÜåÆ ÃåÆ Ã ³å ¯ÖÆÁ» ÇÃè éÅæ ÁòåÅð Çòð ¯ñÅÍ
Ç×ÁÅðÔ ð ¹ç Ì  Ãî ¹ ³ç Ì ÇòÚ
îÇð ÜÆò ¶ ÇåÃ ¹ ðåé Áî ¯ñÅÍ
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ìÅðÔ Ã ¯ñÅ î ¶ñ ÕÇð
òÆÔ ÇÂÕÆÔ Úó ·ÅÀ °  ÇÔ ³â ¯ñÅÍ
Á ³åðÜÅîÆ ìÅñÅ í ¯ñÅÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CI/C
This changed programme brought about a

revolution. He created courage in the heart of each
Sikh to live a life of self-respect. Now the
congregations started offering weapons of war,
military steeds, war materials in the service of  the
Guru. Congregations were held everyday, morning
and evening. At dawn, there was inauguration of
spiritualism in a full measure; and at the evening
congregations, brave accounts of  the warriors were
sung. The heards of  the cows were getting
converted into lions. For the protection of  the
religious crops, a hedge was being created. Many
devotees had doubts about this changed
programme. Bhai Gurdas records thus in the 24th
Pauri of  his 26th Var :

The earlier Gurus considered that to give
instructions and to preach to the people, one
has to sit at one place known as dharamsala,
but this Guru (Hargobind) does not stick to one
place.
Earlier emperors would visit the house of the
Guru, but this Guru has been interned by the
king in a fort.
The sangat coming to have his glimpse cannot
find him in the palace (because generally he is
not available).
Neither he is scared of anybody nor does he
scare any one yet he is always on the move.
Earlier Gurus sitting on the seat instructed
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people to be content but this Guru rears dogs
and goes out for hunting.
The Gurus used to listen to Gurbani but this
Guru neither recites nor (regularly) listens to
hymn-singing.
He does not keep his follower servants with him
and rather maintains nearness with the wicked
and the envious ones (Guru had kept Painde
Khan nearby).
But the truth is never concealed and that is
why on the lotus feet of the Guru, the mind of
Sikhs hover like a greedy black-bee.
Guru Hargobind has borne the unbearable and
he has not made himself manifest.
èðîÃÅñ Õð ìÔÆçÅ
ÇÂ ¼Õå æ» é ÇàÕ Ë ÇàÕÅïÅÍ
êÅåôÅÔ Øð Á»òç ¶
×ó· ÚÇó ·ÁÅ êÇåôÅÔ Úó·ÅïÅÍ
À ° µîå îÇÔñ é êÅòçÆ
éáÅ Çëð Ë é âð Ë  âðÅïÅÍ
î ³ÜÆ ìÇÔ Ã ³å ¯ÖçÅ
Õ ° ¼å ¶ ð ¼Ö ÇôÕÅð ÇÖñÅïÅÍ
ìÅäÆ Õð Ã ¹ä ×»òçÅ
Õæ Ë é Ã ¹ä Ë  é ×»ò Ã ¹äÅïÅÍ
Ã ¶òÕ êÅÃ é ð ¼ÖÆÁÇé
ç¯ÖÆ ç ¹ôà ÁÅ× È î ¹ÇÔ ñÅïÅÍ
Ã ¼Ú é «ÕË «ÕÅÇÂÁÅ
Úðä Õòñ ÇÃ ¼Ö íòð «íÅïÅÍ
ÁÜð Üð Ë é ÁÅê ÜäÅïÅÍÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - BF/BD
Around the agricultural field the bushes are
kept as fence and around the garden acacia
trees (for its safety) are planted.
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The sandalwood tree is entwined by snakes and
for the safety of treasure the lock is used and the
dog also remains awake.
Thorns are known to live near flowers and
during the holi revelry among the turbulent
crowd one or two wise men also remain
present.
As the jewel remains in the head of black cobra
the philosopher’s stone remains surrounded by
stones.
In the garland of jewels on both the side of a
jewel glass is kept to protect it and the elephant
remains tied with the thread of love.
Lord Krishna for his love for the devotees goes
to Vidur’s home when hungry and the latter
offers him beans of sag, a green leafy vegetable.
The Sikh of the Guru becoming black bee of the
lotus feet of the Guru, ought to attain good
fortune in the holy congregation.
He should further know that cup of the love of
the Lord is got after very hard labour.
Ö ¶åÆ òÅó Ã ¹ Çã ³×óÆ ÇÕ ¼Õ °ð ÁÅÃ êÅÃ ÇÜÀ ° º
ìÅ× ËÍÍ
Ã ¼ê ñê ¶à ¶  Ú ³éä Ë ì ÈÔ ¶ Ü ³çÅ Õ °åÅ ÜÅ× ËÍÍ
Õòñ Ë Õ ³â ¶  ÜÅäÆÁÇä ÇÃÁÅäÅ ÇÂÕ Õ ¯ÂÆ ÇòÚ
ëÅ× ËÍÍ
ÇÜÀ°º êÅðÃ ÇòÚ ê¼æð» îÇä îÃåÇÕ ÇÜÀ°º ÕÅñË
éÅ× ËÍÍ
ðåé Ã¯Ô Ë ×ñ ê¯å ÇòÚ î Ë×ñ ì¼èÅ Õ¼Ú Ë èÅ×ËÍÍ
íÅò í×Çå í ¹Ö ÜÅÇÂ Øð Çìçð ÖòÅñ Ë Çê ¼éÆ
ÃÅ× ËÍÍ
Úðä Õòñ × ¹ð ÇÃ ¼Ö íÀ °ð ÃÅèÃ ³×å ÃÔñ ¿×
ÃíÅ× ËÍÍ
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Çêðî ÇêÁÅñ Ë ç ¹ ¼åð ¹ ÞÅ× ËÍÍ
íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð - BF/BE

Bhai Gurdas recognised taking up the sword
against oppression, as a part of religion. Quoting
authority for it, he recorded that in order to break
a hard nut, strong hands are needed. In order to
take out water from the well, the bucket has to be
tied with a rope; also to get the jewel from the
black snake, you have to kill the snake. The snake
can never be ready to offer its jewel, of its own
accord.

The water is drawn out of well only when the
pitcher is tied from the neck (with rope).
The cobra does not happily give away the jewel
in the head (it gives only after getting killed).
The deer also gives musk only after its death.
The kernel of coconut can be got only when its
mouth is broken.
The apostate is such an iron that can be given
desired shape only with the strokes of hammer.
ÇÜÀ ° º  ÕÇð Ö ÈÔÔ ¹ ÇéÕñ Ë ×Çñ ì ¼è ¶  êÅäÆÍ
ÇÜÀ ° º  îÇä ÕÅñ ¶ Ã ¼ê ÇÃÇð ÔÇÃ ç ¶ÇÂ é ÜÅäÆÍ
ÜÅä Õæ ÈðÆ Çîð× åÇé îÇð î ¹Õ Ë  ÁÅäÆÍ
å ¶ñ ÇåñÔ¹ ÇÕÀ ° ÇéÕñ Ë Çòä° êÆó Ë ØÅäÆÍ
ÇÜÀ ° º  î ¹Ô í ³é ¶ ×ðÆ ç ¶  éñÆÂ ¶ð ¹  éÆÃÅäÆÍ
ì ¶î ¹Ö ñ ¯ÔÅ ÃÅèÆÁ Ë ò×çÆ òÅçÅäÆÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CD/AC
Pure self can never pull down the seeker into

the deep pit of  inferiority. Rather it leads to
blossomed life and creates enthusiasm for leading a
life of  self-respect and doing good to others. A self-
realised person, having crossed the limit of time,
achieves his true reality as a Soul, which neither the
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sword can cut, nor water can drown , nor fire can
burn, nor does it ever die; he achieves immortal life.
The I-ness of a realised person is completely wiped
out and the human body which Waheguru has
bestowed on man, is the highest one in all the
nature, so that he can make (spiritual) progress with
his body as a means to achieve immortal state. A
self realised person does not under-rate this body
or neglect it, rather by making use of his action-
organs and sense organs, also by making the pure
use of  mind, intellect and consciousness, he
distributes among people the gift of  true
knowledge and employs this holy body for doing
good to others and has no hesitation to do so. His
eyes of knowledge get opened. He neither causes
any fear to another, nor does he feel fear of
anyone. He regards his body as a blessing, given to
him by God and he moves in the world, making
the right use of  his body.

So long as we have this mindset of  I-ness, we
keepon wandering in the darkness of ignorance,
regarding ourselves as the body and we regard other
related beings such as the sons, daughters, relations
and the lifeless property as our very own.
Engrossed in thick darkness, we keep doing very
ignorant acts. But anyone who has taken the hard
act of  Jap (repetition of  God’s Name) and risen
many stages higher, and has crossed the sphere of
Time, he has recognised his true identity. At that
stage, even our body becomes pure and holy. As
Guru Maharaj has ordained :

If thou understandest one Thing, then, alone
thou shalt be pure.
Without knowing the Lord, thou shalt ever be
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impure.
Â ¶Õ òÃå° ì ÈÞ ÇÔ åÅ Ô ¯òÇÔ êÅÕÍÍ
Çìé ° ì ÈÞ Ë  å ± ³  ÃçÅ éÅêÅÕÍÍ AMg  - CGD

Many sadhus are of  the view, that when one
has achieved his goal, then after that there is no
use of  preserving the body and they leave it. But
this is not the approach of a Gurusikh. According
to the fundamental view of gurmat, when one’s I-
ness has been completely obliterated, and when the
inner soul shines in full light, and when one rises
to the lighted regions of  inner consciousness, then
the seeker should employ this body as the media,
to carry out the commandments of  God. To such
a seeker the Guru and God become one and the
same. God is Formless, while the Guru has a
physical form, God and the Guru assume one
shape.

I have churned the body ocean and I have seen
an enamouring thing come to view.
The Guru is God and God is the Guru, O
Nanak. There is no difference between the two,
my brother.
Ãî ¹ ³ç ¹ Çòð ¯ Çñ ÃðÆð ¹  Ôî ç ¶ ÇÖÁÅ
ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé ±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍ
× ¹ð × ¯Çò ³ç ¹ × ¹ ¯ Çò ³ç ¹ × ¹ð È  Ô Ë
éÅéÕ í ¶ç ¹  é íÅÂÆÍÍ AMg  - DDB

The command of  the Guru and the
commandment of God are both identical.

The Sixth Master felt that the world is being
ground under the rule of  tyranny, a very terrible
fear is oppressing the minds of  men, our very
existence is in danger, the rights of living have
been reduced to ashes. One has no breath of  self-
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fulfilment. In their place, there is fear, helpless lack
of self confidence and total lack of enthusiasm
have totally engrossed the life of man.

Human birth is a rare blessing for achieving
God. If this opportunity for inner evolution is
damned by deep and long sighs, then one is
deprived of spiritual progress in human life and he
has lost a golden chance. Why do all this happens?
Because blind royal power has come into the hands
of those, who have no character, no thinking
power, and who love wickedness, who have no high
thinking and who have no care for anything good
beyond their own personal life. They don’t recognise
anyone’s self-respect, nor do they value anyone’s
gentle-manliness. In place of  these good qualities
their minds are full of pride and the darkness of
self-seeking has completely penetrated their way of
life. The martyrdom of  Guru Arjan Dev was a
sight of  this very dense darkness of  their mind.
Whereas the Guru dissolves the dense darkness of
people’s minds and unites them with the Master. He
also removes the troubles of  the afflicted persons,
he feeling kinship with common humanity, because
he is no other than God Himself.

During the time of the Sixth Master, the
darkness had crossed all limits and wicked rulers like
the rabid dogs were thoughtlessly biting everyone.
At this juncture, there are only two courses open
to man – one that he should become the victim
of  these mad dogs, acting as a sub-human being,
without any courage; and two, he should so
strengthen himself to be able to face those mad
dogs. In this way, at that time, the Moghul rulers as
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well as the ruling click had become unbridled. They
became responsible for the most condemnable
martyrdom of the Fifth Master, without any fault
of  his. The Fifth Guru recognised the delicacy of
the time and set the class of God-realised great
men in the use of force and exhorted them to face
the tyrannical rulers like the brave lions in order to
safeguard fundamental human rights rather than
allow themselves to be butchered like sheep and
goats. When the ruler becomes blind and deaf, then
it becomes the sacred duty of the public to protect
themselves. Under such conditions, taking up arms
and protecting themselves becomes a part of  one’s
religion. Cowardice and feeling of inferiority become
sins. The Tenth Master (Guru Gobind Singh Ji),
addressing Emperor Aurangzeb ordained thus :

One should try all the methods (of persuading
the tyrant to the right path)
But when no alternative works, then putting
the hand on the hilt of the sword (taking up
the arms) is fully justified.
Ú¹ ÕÅð Á ¼÷ ÔîÔ ÔÆñå¶ çð × ¹÷ôå,
ÔñÅñ ÁÃå ì ¹ðçé-ì-ôîôÆð çÃåÍÍ

(ÜøðéÅîÅ BB é ¿: )
When all efforts to establish peace are ended,

then it becomes one’s highest religious duty to take
up arms in self-defence. This is the question that
arises in the minds of  all the spiritual persons, why
a class of spiritual people like the Sikhs had to take
up arms. We have considered this matter above; at
some future proper time, we shall consider this
question in details.

In these changed circumstances Guru Maharaj,
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alongwith the heights of spiritualism, encouraged
his followers to fully maintain one’s physical strength
and also to learn the use of  the weapons. In all the
wars which Guru the True Emperor had to fight,
never did the Guru provoke anyone to wage war
nor did he take possession of even one inch of the
land in the world. When there was a war between
people’s self  respect and the hauteur of  the ruling
power, and whenever they attacked Guru Maharaj
with their massive armies, Guru Ji welcomed them
with weapons of defence. At the end of the
fighting, Guru Maharaj took care of  all the
wounded and the hurt, not only of  the Guru’s
Sikhs, but also he took equal care of  the hurt and
the wounded in the enemies ranks of those who
had invaded his jurisdiction. He restored them to
health and then gave them full freedom to report
to their units, for military duty.

When the last battle of Malwa took place, at
that time Lala Beg attacked Guru Ji with a huge
army and a very fearful battle took place, in the
darkness of the night. The attackers were so much
affected by snowy cold that their weapons fell to
the ground (due to the numbness of their hands).
At that time, Sikh leaders like Bhai Bidhi Chand
entreated the Guru not to stop the fighting,
because the invaders were absolutely unable to fight,
due to chilly winds of  the month of  December.
“Please don’t stop us from fighting, for we can
send all of them to hell, by the power of our
swords, because they are quite unable to fight due
to intense cold. But Guru Maharaj ordained thus,
“My dear Sikhs! though this iron age has destroyed
all noble religious practices, but we have come here
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for the efflorescence of  true faith. We teach our
Guru’s Sikhs also to observe the golden principles
of  right conduct.” Lofty religion never permits one
to make an attack on one who is fallen, or one
who is weaponless; and also on the children and the
old, the sick one, or on one who has surrendered,
or on one who has yielded and seeks your
protection; nor on women. One who attacks these
seven categories of  persons loses his truth, dignity
and power. Such a valiant one loses his character,
and such an action is a blot on his bravery. For
these reasons we will not make any attack on them
at all. When the day dawns and when the sun
shines giving warmth, then these soldiers would be
in a fit fighting condition, then it will become our
duty to carry on the fight with them. This principle
has been practised in India, since very early days.

In the battle of Mahabharata, the warriors had
no personal enmity; they were fighting for the sake
of  fighting. Leaving aside an example or two, the
war of Mahabharat took the shape of a battle
between the forces of the good and the evil. Such
lofty principles are evaporating from the present
day world. True faith had fully flown away and
disappeared. The citizens of Hiroshima had
committed no fault; an atom bomb killed them en
mass. Even today the thinking persons regard this
act (atom bomb on Hiroshima) as a blot.

Guru Maharaj exhorts his followers to uplift
Dharma (righteousness) and to put away the
wickedness of the wicked. He gives auspicious
counsel to his Sikhs never to have enmity for
anyone. He ordains :
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Bear not enmity to anyone.
In every heart the Lord is contained.
òòÅ ò Ëð ¹  é ÕðÆÁ Ë ÕÅÔ ÈÍÍ
Øà Øà Á ³åÇð ì ÌÔî ÃîÅÔ ÈÍÍ AMg  - BEI

This most exalted mentality inspired benevolent
persons like Bhai Ghanayya in the play of life.
Guru Ji approved his nursing and bandaging of  the
wounded in the war (including of the enemy
soldiers), as he saw Waheguru in all (in friend as
well as in foe). Guru Ji blessed him (Ghanayya) with
his grace.

The Sixth Master was the master of Piri
(spiritualism) and Meeri (worldly righteousness). He
encouraged his followers to lead a life of self-dignity
and to safeguard fundamental human rights. The
Holy Guru was completely without any enmity for
anyone; his activities were unique. A true Guru is
the soil of  Dharma (righteousness) and is also the
embodiment to spread that Dharma among the
creation. The True Guru is like a mirror. Whatever
feeling one has is reflected in the mirror, as a result
of  one’s actions (good or bad).

The true Guru is inaccessible, without rancour
and extraordinary. Consider earth as the true
abode of dharma. Here karmas take care of the
fruits i.e. one reaps what he sows. He (the Lord)
is the mirror in which the world can see its face
reflected.
One would see the same face he will carry
before the mirror.
The servants of God remain red faced and
triumphant whereas the apostates keep their
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faces blackened.
ÃÇå× ¹ð È  ê ¹ðÖ ¹  Á× ³î ¹ Ô Ë Çéðò Ëð ¹  ÇéðÅñÅÍÍ
ÜÅäÔ ¹ èðåÆ èðî ÕÆ ÃÚÆ èðîÃÅñÅÍ
Ü ¶ÔÅ ìÆÜ Ë  Ã ¹  «äË ëñ Õðî ÃîÅñÅÍ
ÇÜÀ ° ÕÇð Çéðî« ÁÅðÃÆ Ü× ¹ ò ¶ÖÇä òÅñÅÍ
Ü ¶ÔÅ î ¹Ô ¹  ÕÇð íÅñÆÁ Ë å ¶Ô ¯  ò ¶ÖÅñÅÍ
Ã ¶òÕ çð×Ô Ã ¹ðÖð È ò ¶î ¹Ö ¹  î ¹Ô ÕÅñÅÍ

íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ, òÅð CD/A
When Guru Ji went to Delhi, he took up his

residence at a place called Majnu Tilla. There lived
a saint; whose body was shrivelled as a result of
harsh penances. People called him Majnu, (the
legendary lover). He came to Guru Maharaj and
submitted thus : Great Sir, is this world a truth or
a falsehood? If  it is the truth, then why don’t we
see the persons who are dead. If it is falsehood,
then why are all appearance visible and seemingly
real. If  both these contradictory statements are
true, then explain to me decisively how light and
darkness can co-exist together. Guru Maharaj
ordained thus :

Sant Ji, when we are seeing a dream and the
dream continues for long, then at that time the
dream seems a visible reality. If  a snake attacks us
in the dream, then we kill it (in the dream). If
someone makes love to us then he appears very
dear to us. If  we are married in the dream, then
we have sons and daughters and our affection for
them has its effect. For instance, there is an
anecdote about a king. He was ruling in peace. The
neighbouring prince invaded his territory. There was
a grim battle; the king went on fighting for four
days and for four nights. He defeated the invading
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king. He returned to his capital and spoke to his
chief  Minister thus, I have become dead tired. I
would (now) sleep and nobody must awaken me.
If anyone violates this order, I will inflict
punishment of death upon him. He went to his
bedroom and went to sleep there. His Prince (heir
apparent) was terribly wounded. After sometime,
the Prince expired while the king had been asleep.
Because of that royal order, no one dared to
awaken the king. They took the decision and
preserved the Prince’s dead body. ‘They thought,
when the king wakes tomorrow, we will perform
the Prince’s funeral.’ The second day dawned and
still the king slept on. Came the third day, and still
the king did not awaken. Thereafter Chief Minister
personally went in and awakened the king. Not
caring for the fact that this step could bring the
sentence of death on him. When the king was
disturbed in his deep sleep, he started shouting
loudly, because in that long dream, he saw that he
had four sons who had been sufficiently grown up.
Two of  them were playing before the king, while
the remaining two were sitting in his lap and
receiving fondling. When awakened he could see
none of  them and he started crying for their love.
The Chief Minister realised that the king had not
come out of the sphere of dream land and
awakened in the world of  reality. With folded
hands, he informed the king, “Sire you were fast
asleep. We made you awake because your son the
Prince who got wounded in the battle is dead. The
king said, Dear Minister, you did something very
wrong. I was fondling my four children (in dream).
Now you talk of one son, who is dead. I tell you
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about my four royal princes and my fairy like
queens, which constituted my darling family, just a
little while ago. I was sitting in bliss seeing them
playing and making love. You are telling me about
my one (dead) son. I am talking about my four
Princes and talking about the queens who were
beauties, I had a very darling family. I felt like the
king of the whole universe. All the kings of the
world were my underlings and the whole world was
shouting victory to me. The minister said, Sire, you
say the truth. But that was only a dream. Then the
king said, Vazir Sahib, what do you take this world
to be? At that time (in dream), I had no
consciousness of this world. That was one dream
and this (waking state) is another dream. At that
time, the dream world looked to me to be the full
reality. How can you tell how much effect the
dream world had on me. The effect of that world
still continues on mind, so that I am weeping (over
its loss). Dear Minister, this world is also not a
reality; this too is a long dream. Guru Maharaj
ordains thus about the matter :

As is the night’s dream, so is this transient
world.
ÜËÃÅ Ã ¹êéÅ ð ËÇé ÕÅ å ËÃÅ Ã ³ÃÅðÍÍAMg  - H@H

Putting us on our alert, he ordains thus :
The fool attaches his mind with the dream.
When he wakes, forgotten are the power,
revelments, pleasures and he suffers
disappointment.
His life passes away in running after worldly
affairs.
His affairs are accomplished not, because he is
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fascinated by mammon.
What can the helpless creature do, when the
Lord Himself strays him?
Ã ¹êé ¶ Ã ¶åÆ ÇÚå ° î ÈðÇÖ ñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÇìÃð ¶  ðÅÜ ðÃ í ¯× ÜÅ×å íÖñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÁÅðÜÅ ×ÂÆ ÇòÔÅÇÂ è ³è Ë  èÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ê Èðé íÂ ¶ é ÕÅî î ¯ÇÔÁÅ îÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÇÕÁÅ ò ¶ÚÅðÅ Ü ³å °  ÜÅ ÁÅÇê í ¹ñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ

AMg  - G@G
Guru Ji continued addressing, Sant Ji, “The

Maya (delusion) created by God is indescribable.
Nothing definite can be said about it. There are
four states of the human being; one, the waking
state, when one acts in the world awakened, he is
caught between attachment and excitement; the
second state, almost recurrent every day is what is
called the dream state. All things seen in the dream
seem completely true. But when he wakes up, all
these become unreal things seen in the dream. The
third state is deep dreamless sleep; which is called
a higher state. At that time, it is the self that
watches the state of  sleep. Because of  that self, he
remembers deep sense of pleasure (after awakening),
feeling, today I enjoyed very sound sleep. The
witness to this state is man’s own self, which is
called the soul; who is above the three qualities
(good, bad and indifferent). That (fourth one) is
the real Turiya state (the transcendental state).

Guru Ji said, Sant Ji, this world rests on the
power of  God. He is beyond form and name.
When a person repeats His Name and offers
prayers and works for self-realisation, his delusion is
shattered. One achieves Truth. When the illusion is
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obliterated, and the false ego disappears in the light
of  Truth, then the whole world would appear to
him as the Form of  God, which is the Supreme
Reality. Hence don’t look on this multi-formed world
as a collection of  separate beings, know it to be a
single entity (though giving the illusion of different
persons), that is God. You too have no separate
existence. It is all the spread of One God. Through
the Grace of God and through the medium of
self-seeking, freeing oneself from the meshes of
illusions, one becomes one with Infinite God, having
attained Truth, Consciousness and Bliss. The Third
Master has ordained thus :

This entire world, which ye behold is the
Lord’s manifestation.
God’s image alone is seen in it.
Â ¶Ô ¹ ÇòÃ ¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹  å °î ç ¶Öç ¶
Â ¶Ô ¹  ÔÇð ÕÅ ð Èê ¹ Ô Ë
ÔÇð ð Èê ¹  éçðÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ AMg- IBB

Hearing this sermon of  the Guru, Sant Manju
was assured and his five-fold actions were
destroyed. Guru Maharaj gave him the gift of
Godly knowledge by quoting the great hymns from
the gospel. Thus he obliterated his individual
existence and achieved the bliss of salvation. Thus
Guru Maharaj rescued many seekers from the
cyclone of illusion and enabled them to enter the
sphere of the Self. He made them experience the
state of non-mind and Divinity :

Now I see the Lord, hear of the Lord and
narrate but the One Lord.
The Supreme Soul is the Creator of the world.
Without the Lord, I know no other.
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ì ÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë  ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁ Ë Â ¶Õ °  Â ¶Õ °  òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍ
ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ
ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ AMg  - HDF

There were many strange happenings in the life
of  Guru Maharaj. If  we meditate upon them, then
a new type of experience comes to light. He felt
enmity towards no one. Chandu’s family members
were arrested. He ordered their release with the
remark that there was no fault of  Chandu’s family
as well all others. Those who were responsible for
Guru’s martyrdom, they will suffer the consequences
of  their actions. There are many fables about his
miracles of love; there are many spectacles of his
battles and wars. He was loved by all. He had no
jealousy for any caste or with any group. At
Kartarpur, he got constructed a big mosque for the
Muslims to offer prayers. Many prominent warriors,
Ranas, Rajputs, kings and princes had faith in Guru
Ji. Many of  them received instructions in the path
of  spiritualism from Guru Maharaj. Many Muslim
mendicants such as Mian Meer, Sikandar, Auliya
recognised Guru Ji as the form of  Allah (God).

Once Jehangir enquired from Pir Mian Meer the
characteristic of  Saints and sages. Pir Mian Meer
clarified that a sage is one who is without any
defect, who has liquidated all his desires and is
himself desireless and has devoted all his attention
to God and who never has thoughtful waves in his
mind. Such a one enjoys spiritual bliss at all times.
Such a one is a person, with all spiritual knowledge,
a great soul; he is a prophet and a seer. He is the
visible form of  God. When Jehangir enquired if
there was living any such man of God, then Pir
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Mian Meer replied, ‘Yes, there is one, named Guru
Arjan Dev Ji, Chandu imprisoned him in his own
house at Lahore and inflicted many atrocities on
him. When I heard about him, then I went to
Lahore to have the glimpse of  Guru Ji. I was taken
aback when I saw him sitting (being made to sit)
on the red hot burning iron plate. The Guru sat
on this horrible seat, as if he had a soft seat of
cushions under him. His body was burning, but his
countenance was flashing with light with divine
effulgence. Red hot sand was being poured over his
head. Even in that terrible condition he was feeling
the bliss of  Godliness – namely Truth,
consciousness and bliss. He was completely without
rancour and was at perfect peace.

If ever idea of revenge entered his mind, he
had the capacity to destroy the whole world. But
he was fully patient. He was martyred. Now his son,
who sat on the sixth high seat of  Guru Nanak had
manifested himself  as the Sixth Master. He too is
the Form of  God. Hearing this praise of  Guru Ji,
a doubt arose in the mind of  Jehangir. He said,
Meer Ji in Islam, the praise of a Hindu is
prohibited. It is considered a sin. Why are you
giving such high praise to the Guru? Pir Mian Meer
replied, the reason why we praise the Guru to the
skies is that all the saints, sages, mendicants and
great souls who have achieved God (Allah),
ascending stage by stage in meditation, have their
ultimate goal as the Guru. When they reach the
door of  God, they find that all talk is about Guru
Nanak. They see Guru Nanak emerging out of  the
invisible Form of  God and appearing in a distinct
shape (personality). His present form is that of
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Guru Hargobind whom you have made a prisoner
in the Gwalior Fort. Jehangir, bring yourself  to
believe that Guru Hargobind is the special visible
Form of  the Great God. That very shape is visible
to all in highest meditation. Jehangir said, why didn’t
you tell me all this earlier? I should have given him
respect and released him and earned his blessings
by setting him free. Pir Mian Meer said, Guru Arjan
the Fifth Master, who was fully merged with God
did not want that anyone should interfere with the
Will of  God. Hearing this, Jehangir very much
repented. Influenced by this Meer’s talk, Jehangir not
only ordered the release of  Guru Maharaj from the
fort, but also ordered according to the Guru’s wish
the release of  52 rajas, who for a long time had
been caught in the struggle between life and death.

Thus the glory of  Guru Maharaj is endless. I
also remember Guru Ji in one connection. He
would reach anywhere to fulfil the wishes of his
devotees; for instance Bhai Rupa and Bhai Sandhu
prayed that Guru Ji may drink the cold water that
they had with them. Guru Ji travelled the distance
of 40 kohs in no time to partake cold water and
also to provide them cold water to save their lives.
The Guru granted them several boons.

Guru Ji reached Kashmir in order to give his
darshan (glimpse) to Mother Bhagbhari. And at the
time of her death, out of his great Grace, made
her merge with God.

We appeal to all the devotees of  God’s Naam
that they must have total faith in the Guru, who
is revealing himself  in the Bani of  Guru Granth
Sahib. Gurbani is his message. Our greatest objective
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is to live that Gurbani in our life. Our politician
brethren should not sink into the mud of  politics.
While they play this game of  politics, they should
keep the teachings of  Guru Granth Sahib at the
highest in themselves & lead the life of  Truth and
high spiritual state. Then the world will honour
them. They will be kings of the whole universe. As
Guru Maharaj has ordained :

He is yet the King of the whole world, if his
soul is absorbed in the Lord’s name.
ðÅÜÅ Ã×ñÆ ÇÃ ÌÃÇà ÕÅ
ÔÇð éÅÇî îé ° Çí ³éÅÍÍ AMg  - G@G

The ordainment about the worldly kings is :
All these lords of the world are but for four
days. They make false display.
Â ¶ í ÈêÇå Ãí ÇçòÃ ÚÅÇð Õ ¶
Þ Èá ¶  Õðå ÇçòÅÜÅÍÍ AMg  - HEF
Burn thou in fire thy dominions, property and
overlordship.
ðÅÜ ÇîñÖ ÇÃÕçÅðÆÁÅ Á×éÆ îÇÔ ÜÅ«ÍÍ

AMg- HAA
True kingdom is bestowed on the devotee of

Naam, by Nature herself.
He, to whom (the Lord) grants praising and
eulogizing Him, O Nanak! is the king of kings.
ÇÜÃ é ¯ ìÖÃ ¶ ÇÃëÇå ÃÅñÅÔÍÍ
éÅéÕ êÅÇåÃÅÔÆ êÅÇåÃÅÔ ¹ÍÍ AMg  - E
Nanak false are other empires. They alone are
the true kings, who are imbued with the Lord’s
Name.
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éÅéÕ Ô ¯Çð êÅåÃÅÔÆÁÅ Õ ±óÆÁÅ
éÅÇî ðå¶ êÅÇåÃÅÔÍÍ AMg  - ADAC
He alone is the great king, within whose mind
the Lord’s Name abides.
ÇÜÃ ¹ éÅî ¹  Çðç Ë Ã ¯ÂÆ òâ ðÅÜÅÍÍAMg  - AAEE

Guru Maharaj has blessed Guru’s Sikh with the
first position of a Gurmukh, which (position) no
worldly king can reach :

Amongst the scholars, warriors, canopied Kings
and others, there is no one equal to the Lord’s
devoted slave.
ê ³ ³ Çâå Ã Èð Ûå ÌêÇå ðÅÜÅ
í×Çå ìðÅìÇð ÁÀ°ð ¹  é Õ ¯ ÇÂÍÍ AMg  - HEH

Those who being only warriors are engrossed
in winning kingship, even if  they have great
achievements at their credit but if they miss their
faith in Naam, they are losers on all fronts – so
ordains Guru Maharaj :

Thou mayest have lacs of armies, lacs of bands
and lances, and lacs of men may rise to pay
homage to thee;
Thy dominion may extend over lacs of miles
and lacs of men may rise to do thee honour;
but if thy honour be of no account to thy Lord,
then, all the ostentations are futile.
ñÖ ñÃÕð ñÖ òÅÜ¶ é ¶Ü ¶
ñÖ À °Çá ÕðÇÔ ÃñÅî ¹ÍÍ
ñÖÅ À °êÇð ë ¹ðîÅÇÂÇÃ å ¶ðÆ
ñÖ À ¹Çá ðÅÖÇÔ îÅé °ÍÍ
Ü» êÇå ñ ¶Ö Ë éÅ êò Ë å» ÃÇí ÇéðÅëñ ÕÅîÍÍ

AMg  - CEH
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Also Guru Maharaj further ordains as under :
They are not said to be kings who die in strife
and then go round in existences.
Nanak, without the Name, they wander about
nose-shorn in disgrace and receive not honour at
all.
ðÅÜ ¶ úÇÂ é ÁÅÖÆÁÇÔ
ÇíÇó îðÇÔ ÇëÇð Ü ÈéÆ êÅÇÔÍÍ
éÅéÕ Çòä° éÅò Ë éÕº Î Æ òãº Î Æ
ÇëðÇÔ Ã ¯íÅ î È Çñ é êÅÇÔÍÍ AMg  - EI@

Guru Maharaj has nowhere recommended the
attainment of  worldly kingship. On the other hand
he severely reprimands the worldly kings :

That King alone sits on the throne, who is
worthy of the throne.
They, who realise the True Lord; They alone
are the True Kings.
These Lords of earth are not called kings.
Through love of delusion, they come to grief.
åÖÇå ðÅÜÅ Ã ¯  ìÔ Ë  ÇÜ åÖåË ñÅÇÂÕ Ô ¯ÂÆ¨
ÇÜéÆ ÃÚ¹ êÛÅÇäÁÅ ÃÚ ¹ ðÅÜ ¶  Ã ¶ÂÆ¨
Â ¶ÇÔ í ÈêÇå ðÅÜ ¶ é ÁÅÖÆÁÇÔ
ç ÈÜ Ë  íÅÇÂ ç ¹Ö ¹ Ô ¯ÂÆ¨

In this way, Guru Maharaj has awarded the
first position to the disciple of  the Guru. The Sixth
Sovereign has encouraged those great souls who
have attained the state of Gurmukh and when their
vanity (I-ness) has been totally destroyed, they
should take up the duty of administering the worldly
affairs efficiently. Our politicians have created a great
false notion that political achievement is our
supreme goal; and that there is no need for
meditation. Such an ideal is found nowhere, while
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studying the details of  the life of  the Sixth Guru
who was the Master of Meeri plus Peeri (earthly
power combined with spiritual power). Guru is
always present in his shabad. Shabad (Word) is the
True Guru :

The True Guru is the word and the word is the
True Guru. The holy word shows the way to
emancipation.
ÃÇå× ¹ð ìÚé ìÚé Ô Ë  ÃÇå×¹ð
êÅèð ¹ î ¹ÕÇå ÜéÅò Ë× ¯ÍÍ AMg  - AC@I

Hence our present day need is to offer our
fullest and total regard to Guru Granth Sahib and
mould our lives in the light of the knowledge
imparted by the Holy Bani. The Tenth Master had
ordained as under :

Khalsa is the army of Akalpurakh.
Khalsa has been created by the Divine Will.
õÅñÃÅ ÁÕÅñ ê ¹ðÖ ÕÆ ë ½ÜÍÍ
ê Ì×Çàú õÅñÃÅ ê ÌîÅåî ÕÆ î ½ÜÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
Only those can join the army of  the Khalsa

about whom it is ordained in Sarab Loh Granth :
The One who has tasted the embrosial nectar,
he alone is deemed exalted Khalsa.
Between God, me and him, there exists no
difference at all.
ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯  Ô Ë õÅñÃ ç ¶òÍÍ
ê Ìí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
When a person, who has tasted spiritualism,

plays the game of  politics, he has no duality in his
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mind. He has no care for any loss nor any
allurement for gain. To him, the world is the form
of  Waheguru and he is wandering therein, working
for the good of the world. His politics is for the
people, for the good of  others, and full of  self-
sacrifice. He is not caught in scandals. He is for the
service of  the country, nay of  the whole world,
which he regards as the holiest temple of
Waheguru. To him all seem to be his own; and all
regard him as their own. Such a combination of
spiritualism (miri) and political power (piri) would be
a guarantee for world peace. The atom bombs lying
in stores become expired. Instead of spending
(Govt.) monies on them, he builds lovely roads,
colleges, and the universities. In the establishments.
of  Guru’s men (Gurmukhs), there is absolutely no
need for hospitals because all worries which cause
all diseases vanish. The feelings of  fear, enmity, lack
of confidence, the spirit of revenge, the hopes and
fears are gone; and inside and outside, there is the
light of  beauties and happiness. Eighty percent of
the diseases are caused by our forgetting God,
resulting in strain. All these diseases can be cured
by the medicine of  God’s Name. The remaining 20
% diseases too do not come off  because man’s
mind is engrossed in the spiritual sentiment of
God. The power of resistance to disease in man
stays in full force. Sadness and wrinkles do not
appear to destroy the beauty of an ever-happy-
looking face.

You may play the game of  politics to your
heart’s content but play it while practising mercy,
forgiveness, peace, contentment, purity, service and
working for the welfare of all. No one will doubt
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you. You will be able to rule over the hearts of  the
people. The sum total of the above-mentioned
virtues is called Dharma (righteousness). Don’t build
communal walls, adopt the life of  Dharma. Then in
the light of the combination of political power
(miri) with spiritualism (piri) will make the world
without suspicions; it will bless your companions
with true thinking. Then your practice of
combining political power with spiritualism would be
a big success. Else it would remain a hypocrisy. A
life of hypocrisy can never be victorious in the long
run.
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Himself  The Guru,
Himself The Disciple

(ÁÅê¶ ×¹ð Ú¶ñÅ)
India has been the land of the saints and

sages, of  thinkers and persons of  right deeds, of
those brave warriors who were ever-ready to
sacrifice their life for the sake of  Dharma
(Righteousness), of  the householders, who fully
carried out their duties. Hence this country has
been eulogised as the Land of Righteous action. In
this country there always has been the pre-eminence
of  good conduct and of  spiritualism. Its kings ruled
in peace, but then started attacks on them by the
rulers of  Afghanistan, Iran. Arabs and of  Baghdad.
At the start, their objective were political (to
conquer new lands). When a king was defeated, his
kingdom under treaty was merged in the victor’s
kingdom, to expand it. Since the eighth century, the
peace of  India has been in doldrums. By slow
degrees, these invading rulers, in order to save their
excesses (on our people) from the hatred of the
people started mouthing religious slogans.

Islam is one such religion, which teaches
justice, mercy and love of God & also the
sentiment of devotion to God. This religion
recognised Allah-Tala (God) as all powerful. It paid
no attention to the worship and eulogies of the
gods and goddesses & this faith stood for the pure
love of God and it taught man to submit to the
Will and commands of God. In order to keep God
in permanent lodgement in one’s heart, they had
the institution of five Namazas (Muslim Prayers),
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five times in a day. Harsh penances were practised
in the search of  Truth. In order to realize Truth
in the inner consciousness, a life of  good conduct
according to rules was led. The Arabs and other
idolatrous people had a great enmity for these
people. Many wars were fought by the followers of
the new religion (Islam) against the adherents of
other religions to protect their identity and the
existence of heir faith. They won many victories
and established many kingdoms based on justice
and righteousness. This religion produced many Sufi
sects, which spread the message of  human
brotherhood, love and faith in God. These Sufis
believed in harsh penances; they worshipped their
Pirs (saints) accorded the status of God to their
saints and served them and obeyed their orders as
very holy commandments. By slow degrees this new
religion won the favour among the people who
were full of ignorance and many of them adopted
the good points of this religion. Many large
kingdoms were established by it.

The pride of power never allows anyone to
continue in the same old state of mind. Even the
best among the best religions brings its adherents
under its fanaticism. As the times changed, the
followers of this religion in their pride resorted to
most hateful atrocities, as a programme of  their
religion. They became the devils disciples and
committed heinous crimes against humanity, by
studying and learning about these even the mind of
the noblest of persons begins to feel deep regret.
A ruler immersed in the pride of  power turns a
complete embodiment of Satan. Instead of obeying
the commandants of Allah (Muslim’s God), he
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turns an agent of Satan. These tyrannous rulers
earned extremely contemptible acts, feeling the sinful
belief that all these acts would please God (as they
wrongly thought). They inflicted such wild-animal
treatment on their religious enemies, that even
Dharamraj (God whose justice punished sinners and
rewards saints) was baffled as what to do with
these kings who had committed such abominable
crimes in the name of God and to which hell, he
should condemn them.

Before the light of  Guru Nanak Sahib shone
on the world, there was such an atmosphere of
suppression and atrocities created by the rulers of
that time that Guru Maharaj had to condemn them
in these words :

The dark-age is the scalpel, the kings are the
butchers, and righteousness has taken wings
and flown.
In this no-moon night of falsehood, the moon of
truth is not seen to rise anywhere.
ÕÇñ ÕÅåÆ ðÅÜ ¶  ÕÅÃÅÂÆ
èðî ¹ ê ³Ö ÕÇð À °âÇðÁÅÍÍ
Õ±ó ÁîÅòÃ ÃÚ¹ Ú³çÌîÅ çÆÃË éÅÔÆ ÕÔ ÚÇóÁÅÍÍ

A Mg- ADE
These butcher kings perpetrated unspeakable

atrocities on the people, in the name of religion.
Even though at countless places the Indian’s made
innumerable sacrifices to protect their self-respect
and glory; the well-entrenched rulers, saw their
beloved daughters & wives commit jauhar – burn
themselves to ashes and they themselves sacrificed
their lives on the battlefield, but these small efforts
could not cry a halt to the great flood of  atrocities.
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The True Emperor Guru Nanak centralized

different kinds of faiths of India on one point, the
love of God; and seeing the same God in all,
preached through his discourses the doctrine of
mutual love among all citizens of India. During
Guru Nanak Sahib’s life itself, the followers of  both
the religions (Hinduism and Islam) accorded a place
of  honour to Guru Nanak Sahib among their
hearts. At the end, the Guru’s person was called a
Pir (Muslim saint) by the Musalmans while the
others called him their own Guru. On the opposite
side, the royal buthcers also suffered an eclipse.
Writing about their contemptible cruelties is equal to
creating restlessness in our mind.

The Fifth Guru and the Ninth Guru by
offering their most sacred martyrdom tried to
awaken their half dead harsh conscience, but the
rulers of  the time through repeated doings of
hateful sins, had made their hearts so stony that
they looked upon these sacrifices as great acts of
religious merit for them. Also these had made
tremendous influence on the hearts of the common
men too. Among the Hindus, this heartlessness had
reached such dimensions that they thought it better
to suffer them, regarding their grief as a result of
the evil deeds of  their previous lives. Those
belonging to Islam looked upon their ownselves as
very special people and never thought fit to offer
true counsel to those fanatical kings, in favour of
any of  the Gurus. Though many religious men felt
bad about the atrocities, yet they did not muster
courage to extend good counciling to these men of
animal instincts. As for the Sikhs of  the Gurus,
from the time of  Guru Nanak Dev till the time of
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the Ninth Guru; they were full of  self-respect,
tolerance, fraternity, and the exalted maxim :
recognise the race of man as only one, and doing
good to all (without distinction of caste or creed).
This way of  life made them into Karma Yogis (saints
of  duty) and into Tattva Gyani (Realisers of  Truth)
by making them see the same Self (soul) in all and
by this commonalty made themselves feel common
to all humanity. The Tenth Master in order to teach
the right ideology to these wild kings waged a holy
war. He addressed the Guru’s Sikhs as the soldiers
of God. These preparations started with the
dawning of the year 1699. The religious-minded
Sikhs in large numbers reached there, by the end
of March. One day before Baisakhi a golden cream-
coloured awning was spread over the Takhat (seat
of the Gurdwara). Nearby a new camp was pitched.
The devotional singing of Asa Di Vaar (morning
prayer) finished at dawn. Guru Maharaj himself  sat
on the Takhat (throne). Addressing the vast
congregation and throwing light on the current
events, he ordained, “Dear Sikhs of  the Gurus, this
tyrannical rule of  the Moghuls has been continuing
since the time of  Guru Nanak Dev. The Gurus
have always made efforts to spread the feeling of
fraternity among the Hindus and the Musalmans
and to create  the feeling of common brotherhood
among all, the Gurus made many sacrifices. The
Fifth Master gave the pride of  place in the Guru
Granth Sahib to the Bani (hymns) of  all the saints,
devotees and sadhus, born in India. But this love
of  the common people for the Gurus was not to
the liking of  Moghul rulers.
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Emperor Guru Arjan was martyred, Guru

Hargobind Sahib was imprisoned in the Gwalior
Fort. The Ninth Master was also made a martyr,
thousands of temples were demolished, their holy
books was burnt. Lakhs of people living in India
were either forced to embrace Islam and become
the followers of Muhammad or they were killed.
You have adopted to be the Sikhs of  the Gurus.
You have crossed the limits of  death and death is
nothing very horrible for you.

Kabir, death, of which the world is terrified, is
pleasing unto my mind; it is in death alone,
that one is blessed with the perfect supreme
bliss.
ÕìÆð ÇÜÃ ¹ îðé ¶ å ¶  Ü× ¹ âð Ë
î ¶ð Ë  îÇé ÁÅé ¿ç ¹ÍÍ
îðé¶ ÔÆ å ¶  êÅÂÆÁ Ë ê Èðé ° êðîÅé ¿ç ¹ÍÍ

AMg - ACFE
You are leading a life of  the living and the

awakened. The death-like state of your being is
finished with your love for Bani and God’s Name.
The world is suffering misery. To get rid of  these
troubles it is necessary to offer some great souls as
martyrs. Life according to higher principles and of
self-respect has become a dream. Man is
committing the heinous sin of passing his whole life
in fear. To stop the flood of  killings, let some
Guru’s Sikh offer to me his head to sacrifice his life
for the noble cause. By turns many offers were
voiced. The Five Beloveds offered their heads. In
the whole gathering, the atmosphere of fear
prevailed; because most of the Sikhs had seen the
Guru’s shining sword soaked in blood with their
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own eyes. (With this sword, he was to cut the
heads of those who made the offer to give their
life). But the wonder of the holy gathering knew
no bounds, when they saw (the slanghtered Panj
Piaras) appear alive in the new clothes. Different
writers have written their own account about this
incident.

Aurangzeb sent a special spy with the
instruction to give him very true and accurate eye
witness account of this event describing, how the
Guru cut off  the heads of  the Five Beloveds and
later brought them back to life by his supernatural
power, also the correct report whether the right
(cut) heads were put on the body of the correct
persons or were those heads put on the wrong
shoulders (were the heads exchanged). Thus the
writer of  Ramgarhia History Bakshi Singh Aadal
says that the correct heads were fixed on the right
trunks (of  the person). Each body carried his own
body. The dead ones stood up on hearing the
command of  the Guru. Some others are of  the
opinion that Guru Maharaj did not chop off  their
heads, but slaughtered the sheep instead. Both these
controversial accounts have been current since the
very start. Even now those whose ideas are
moulded according to the text of  Guru Granth
Sahib assert that there is no difference between the
Guru and God (meaning that Guru had God’s
powers to make the five dead men come alive). It
is their belief :

I have churned the body ocean and I have seen
an enamouring thing come to view.
The Guru is God and God is the Guru, O
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Nanak. There is no difference between the two,
my brother.
Ãî ¹ ³ç ¹ Çòð ¯ Çñ ÃðÆð ¹  Ôî ç ¶ ÇÖÁÅ
ÇÂÕ òÃå° Áé ±ê ÇçÖÅÂÆÍÍ
× ¹ð × ¯Çò ³ç ¹ × ¹ ¯ Çò ³ç ¹ × ¹ð È  Ô Ë
éÅéÕ í ¶ç ¹  é íÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - DDB

Those who regard Guru Maharaj as
Omniscient and Omnipotent find nothing
impossible in the fact that at first Guru Ji cut off
their heads and later brought them back to life.
That is nothing impossible. They take this incident
as a matter of  routine, because the True Guru is
capable of all arts (he can do the impossible). There
is nothing that can’t take place. According to Guru
Granth Sahib, the story of  the Saint Namdev
shows that a dead cow was placed before Namdev;
and he was told, either bring back this dead cow
to life or give up your Ram (as God) and embrace
the religion of Allah. Otherwise, you will be killed
here and now. Namdev offered prayer and God
made the (dead) cow alive.

In the same way, there is a mention of  an
incident in the history of  the Gurus. Baba Atal Ji
was playing some game with his companions. The
day ended and Mohan had yet to play his turn.
Next day, Mohan did not come for play; Baba Atal
reached his house and said loudly, Mohan, get up
and give us your turn (but he was dead). He
became alive. Guru Ji, the sixth Guru, did not like
this wonder. Baba Ji shuffled off  his mortal coil
(invited death) according to the adage : A Guru’s
Sikh moves fearlessly between life and death (Baba
Ji died of his own accord).
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In the same manner, Baba Gurditta killed a
cow, thinking it to be a leopard. His arrow pierced
the cow through and through; the intestines were
cut. When the mountaineers (to whom the cow
belonged) raised a hue and cry, he (Baba Gurditta
Ji) brought the cow back to life, by uttering Satnam
Waheguru.

A Pandit came to the Seventh Master, bringing
with him his dead son. He said, either bring back
my dead son to life or I will burn myself to death
in a funeral pyre. At that time, Bhai Jiwan Ji gauged
the situation made his son alive, but himself died
of his own accord (giving life for life). He bestowed
life on the son of Brahman. There is a similar event
mentioned in the religious history of Samshatbraze
that he brought such Nawab’s dead son to life by
uttering the words, Boy, get up, these are the orders
of  a mendicant. True Emperor Guru Nanak graced
with his presence an elephant shed on the bank of
river Jamna. At dawn, one elephant died. The family
incharge of the keep of the elephant began to
weep and cry. There voice reached Guru Nanak
Dev king; he sent Mardana Ji to tell the Mahavat
that the elephant is alive, nor dead. When seen, the
dead elephant became alive in reality. Next day,
when this fact was known the King of Delhi
came and said, you saint, have you brought up the
dead elephant to life? Guru Nanak replied, it is
Khuda (God) who is the master of life and death.
The king said, now make the elephant dead. Guru
Maharaj said, the elephant is already dead. At these
words, the elephant fell down with a thud and
breathed his last. When the king once again asked
Guru Sahib to bring back the elephant to life Guru
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Sahib said, one killed by God can be brought back
to life, but none can put life in any being made
dead by the saint. As is ordained :

My saint can release one bound by me, but I
can release not one bound by my saint.
If, at any time, my saint seizes and binds me,
then even I can raise not any objection.
î ¶ðÆ ì»èÆ í×å¹ ÛâÅò Ë
ì»è Ë  í×å° é Û ±à Ë î ¯ ÇÔÍÍ
Â ¶Õ Ãî Ë î ¯ ÕÀ° ×ÇÔ ì»è Ë
åÀ° ë ¹Çé î ¯  ê Ë ÜìÅì ¹  é Ô ¯ ÇÂÍÍ AMg - ABEB

In this way, Namdev brought back to life a
Brahman’s dead son who was being taken to the
cremation ground. Hearing such an incident, the
King (of Delhi) killed a cow and asked him to
revive it.

In today’s world, there is a magician named
Professor Ahmad Husain in Bombay, who can
work such miracles - as hanging an adult human
being in the air, laying one on the sharp edge of
the sword, cutting a head and then re-fixing it on
the trunk alive, also sawing someone with the saw.
He showed these miracles to President Zakir Husain
and got a certificate from him.

Dr. Swami Ram says recounting an incident, “I
was giving a lecture to my students on the subject
of death. An ascetic entered my class and started
laughing. I flew into anger. After the class was over,
I showed my great displeasure to the ascetic; as to
why he kept laughing. He replied, “You are just a
child, you have no knowledge about death.” He told
me to bring any living creature. I caught a big
worm and placed it before him. He cut the worm
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into two and placed the two parts at some distance
from each other. My wonder knew no bounds
when I found that the two parts (of the cut
worm) were coming nearer to each other. They
were joined and the worm began crawling as
before.”

Such happenings are natural in the spiritual
world, as a result of a thought wave. So to say that
Guru Maharaj rejoined the cut heads with the
trunk and made the men alive is no great wonder
as the Tenth Guru was the Master of  infinite
powers. When to give a demonstration of  those
powers or and when not to give that depended
entirely upon him. We are quite unable to comment
on this. This incident wielded a tremendous effect
on the congregation. Some persons had some
doubt a little time ago, as to why Guru Maharaj
went on cutting the heads of  killing his own Sikhs.
That doubt was removed. Next day, 20,000 persons
collected to be baptised (to receive the Amrit) or
Holy Wata. This was for the first time, that there
was practised no distinction of caste, creed or
colour. Truly there is boundless power in the Bani
(Holy hymns), which is beyond measuring or
weighing by the power of the mind of man. When
Amrit was prepared by passing the Kirpan in the
water in the utensil and administered to the Sikhs
its great effect was visible. There was endless
enthusiasm, among the Amritdhari Sikhs. There was
a sentiment of self-pride, sacrifice, intense desire to
do good to all. These noble feelings were bursting
in the hearts of  Amritdhari Sikhs, as if  a spring of
speedy flow burst through the arid land to quench
the thirst of  the dry soil.
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Baisakhi is a historic day. On this day, Guru

Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj started his long journeys for
the reform of  the world. On this very day the
water started flowing out of Baoli (deep well) at
Gobindwal Sahib. On this very day Rajani’s leper
husband was cured by the Dukhbhanjani Beri (a holy
tree & water in the Golden Temple which can cure
all diseases). Also on that day, the sacred centre of
pilgrimage of Amritsar made its appearance. On the
Baisakhi Day. Guru Harkishan Maharaj made his
announcement of Baba Bakala (he said that the
next Guru would be found in the village of  Baba
Bakala). Also on this day, in the history of
mankind appeared Saint Soldier in the form of  the
Ideal Khalsa.

Guru Maharaj has clarified this Khalsa’s
fundamental in the following words.

The one who partakes spiritual Nectar, is true
Khalsa.
There is no difference between God, me (Guru
Ji) & him (Khalsa).
ÁÅåî ðÃ ÇÜÔ ÜÅéÔÆ, Ã ¯  Ô Ë õÅñÃ ç ¶òÍÍ
ê Ìí îÇÔ, î ¯ îÇÔ, åÅÃ îÇÔ, ð ³ÚÕ éÅÔé í¶òÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
The designation of Khalsa is applied to one,

who is immersed in the sentiment of self spirit,
who has an exalted personality; and one who is an
idealist. Guru Sahib has described him as his own
self, own image :

Khalsa is my very self.
I abide always in Khalsa.
õÅñÃÅ î ¯ð ¯  ð Èê Ô Ë  õÅÃÍÍ
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õÅñÃ ¶ îÇÔ Ô ½  Õð ½  ÇéòÅÃÍÍ
(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ  Ú ¯ º )

After Guru Maharaj had administered Amrit to
the Five Beloveds, he received Amrit from these
very five beloveds with the same procedure. He
merged his Divine Personality, full of  all powers, in
the person of Khalsa. Thus has been ordained :

Khalsa Brotherhood is my field.
I will always take care of it.
ê ³æ ÖÅñÃÅ Ö ¶åÆ î ¶ðÆÍÍ
ÕðÀ ° Ã ³íÅñ îÇÔ ÇåÃ Õ ¶ðÆÍÍ

(Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ¿æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
Guru Maharaj gave the injection of  vital life

among the dead persons. Knowing that with their
duties, they changed the history of  the whole
country. Today’s great peace and welfare is the great
gift of  those idealist personalities, in whose every
fibre of the being the vibrations of the Name of
Waheguru keep ringing at all times. They always
walked in the world having become one with
Waheguru. The Perfect Sikh of  Gurus is thus
united with God’s Name as ordained in Bani :

How can a fish maintain life without water?
How can a sparrow hawk be satisfied without
rain drops?
As the deer, fascinated by music runs straight
towards the huntsman, as the bumble-bee
greedy after the flower’s fragrance, finding it,
enmeshed itself into it, so do the holy men love
their God and are sated by seeing His vision.
ÇÜÀ ° îÛ ¹ñÆ Çìé ¹ êÅäÆÁË ÇÕÀ ° ÜÆòä ° êÅò ËÍÍ
ì È ³ç ÇòÔ ÈäÅ ÚÅÇå ÌÕ ¯ ÇÕÀ° ÕÇð Çå ÌêåÅò ËÍÍ
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éÅç Õ °ð ³ÕÇÔ ì ¶ÇèÁÅ Ãéî ¹Ö À °Çá èÅò ËÍÍ
íòð ¹ ñ ¯íÆ Õ °Ãî ìÅÃ ¹ ÕÅ ÇîÇñ ÁÅê ¹  ì ³èÅò ËÍÍ
ÇåÀ° Ã³å ÜéÅ ÔÇð êÌÆÇå ÔË ç¶ÇÖ çðÃ¹ ÁØÅòËÍÍ

AMg - G@H
Today when we are making a serious critical

study of the Ideal Khalsa, it becomes clear that the
ideal of  the Khalsa has been dimmed. Guru Sahib
created a class of saint-soldiers who always raged a
war against desire, anger, greed, illusion, pride,
jealousy, slander, backbiting, hopes and thirst (for
more things) and kept down the big thugs
(robbers) namely power, property, physical beauty,
caste and sex under control. They extinguished the
fires of the four streams of pleasure, attachment,
anger and covetousness. They always observed
caution when considering about the internal conflict
of  the mind. Every fibre of  their being was ringing
with God’s Name. They sought God inside of
them and achieved Him. They recognised
Omnipresent spirit in each being and so took to
the service of  the humanity in a desireless way.
They looked on it as carrying out their duty. That
was the origin of the Khalsa. Khalsa that
manifested himself  as the army of  Waheguru and
the pleasure of  Waheguru. This was an ideal to
fight against the atmosphere of darkness of the
Iron Age.

Khalsa is the army of Timeless God
Khalsa is created by the glorious expression of
God.
õÅñÃÅ ÁÕÅñ ê ¹ðÖ ÕÆ ë ½ÜÍÍ
ê Ì×Çàú õÅñÃÅ ê ÌîÅåî ÕÆ î ½ÜÍÍ

 (Ãðì ñ ¯Ô × Ì ³æ ÓÚ ¯ º )
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Now when we make a critical study in the light
of  those ideals, then we find that these high ideals
have sufficiently vanished under the influence of the
Iron Age. Still there are some organisations and
‘Jathas’ that have preserved these ideals with their
breaths and morsels. Their talk and their way of  life
illuminates the ideal of the Khalsa. But a large limb
of this faith appears to have broken away from the
power of  Naam. The victory of  the Khalsa
whether in the religious, economic and political,
social or spiritual field depends upon the fact
whether he has become an indistinguishable part of
Waheguru and by his divine ways he clearly gets
glimpses of  God in every being. Only that form is
the Form of  God Himself. Such a Khalsa never
faces defeat; because believing as he does for the
welfare of all, he embraces all within his grasp and
makes them all his own, by projecting the waves of
love, affection and my-own-ness. The fraternity with
the entire creation is clearly visible in him; and he
is the servant of  all, thus bound by Akal Purakh
(God). Since the whole creation is his fraternity, he
is for the good of  all. We should make a critical
study of  our own self, at a very early date and find
out whether we are leading our lives, according to
the high ideals, enshrined in Guru Granth Sahib, or
whether our mind has become dim, due to the
black lines of the faith.

The Pahul (holy nectar) prepared with the power
of the Five Beloveds and with the power of
Gurubani becomes the storehouse of  power. Anyone
who has received Gur-Mantar (Secret Word -
Waheguru) from the sacred tongue of  the Five
Beloveds will never find that its ringing (of Gur-
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Mantar) music has disappeared from his life. The
power of Gur-Mantar gets absorbed in every fibre
of his being and by its power, it reaches upto the
pond of nectar, about which Gurbani says as under
:

The mind is brimful with Nectar, but the
perverse know not its relish,
Just as the deer knows not its own musk and
wanders about guiled by doubt,
So an apostate abandons ambrosia and amasses
poison. The Creator Himself has infatuated
him.
Øð ÔÆ îÇÔ Á ³Çî Ìå °  íðê Èð ¹  Ô Ë
îéî ¹ÖÅ ÃÅç ¹ é êÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
ÇÜÀ ° ÕÃå ±ðÆ Çîð× ¹ é ÜÅä Ë
í ÌîçÅ íðÇî í ¹ñÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
Á³Çî Ìå¹ åÇÜ ÇìÖ¹ Ã ³×ÌÔ Ë ÕðåË ÁÅÇê Ö¹ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ

AMg - FDD
The nine treasures and the Nectar are Lord’s
Name.
Within the human body itself is its seat.
There is deep meditation and melody of
celestial music there.
The wonder and marvel of it can not be
narrated.
éÀ¹ ÇéÇè Á ³Çî Ìå ¹ ê Ìí ÕÅ éÅî ¹ÍÍ
ç ¶ÔÆ îÇÔ ÇÂÃ ÕÅ ÇìÃ Ì Åî ¹ÍÍ
Ã ¹ ³é ÃîÅÇè ÁéÔå åÔ éÅçÍÍ
ÕÔé ° é ÜÅÂÆ ÁÚðÜ ÇìÃîÅçÍÍ AMg - BIC

He enjoys its great bliss, within his own life.
So dear ones, think today! Have we been able

to reach the pond of nectar? They holy nectar that
the gods, the men, sages and the deities keep
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searching for and which is received through the
Guru, converts the living being into the very form
of  Waheguru. Have we achieved it (Amrit) or not?
Guru Maharaj’s commandment says as under :

Nectar is the Name of the Lord God, O my
soul. By Guru’s instruction the Name-Nectar is
attained.
Poisonous is the pride of worldly valuables, O
my soul. through the God’s Name-Nectar this
poison is eliminated.
Á³Çî Ìå ° ÔÇð ÔÇð éÅî ¹  Ô Ë î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ³ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
Á ³Çî Ìå °  × ¹ðîÇå êÅÂ ¶  ðÅîÍÍ
ÔÀ°î Ë  îÅÇÂÁÅ ÇìÖ ¹ Ô Ë  î ¶ðÆ ÇÜ ³ç ¹óÆÂ ¶
ÔÇð Á ³Çî Ì Çå ÇìÖ ¹  ñÇÔ ÜÅÂ ¶  ðÅîÍÍ

AMg - ECH
To achieve that nectar, we should come to the

shelter of  Guru Granth Sahib :
Waheguru is the Gurmantra.
Recite this mantra & get rid of I-consciousness
(haumai).
òÅÇÔ× ¹ð È  × ¹ðî ³å Ì  Ô Ë  Üê ÔÀ °î Ë Ö ¯ÂÆÍÍ

(íÅÂÆ × ¹ðçÅÃ ÜÆ)
Get the Gurmantra & also keep company with

the dear followers of  the Guru & attain the
position of the Khalsa and forever and forever
achieve immortality (get out of the circle of lives
& deaths) :

Ever quaff the Nectar of God’s Name. May thou
live long and may the meditation of God
afford thee endless delight.
Á³Çî Ìå ¹  êÆòÔ ¹ ÃçÅ ÇÚð ¹ ÜÆòÔ ¹
ÔÇð ÇÃîðå Áéç Áé¿åÅÍÍ A Mg  - DIF
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Mahatma Buddh Ji
Along with small adages of  Gurmat

It is over 5,000 years ago that a terribly bloody
event took place, which can never be forgotten. In
that historic event (Mahabharat War), nearly 45 lakh
young men were killed. The killing of the soldiers
in such vast numbers is not a small thing. It
exercised a tremendous effect on the cultural life of
India. Many atheistic sects arose. Lack of character
became universal. The common masses were
without any goal (objective in life). And Bharat
started on a course of decline. In place of search
for truth, ritualism became all in all. The worship of
the deities was on the rise. The lofty ideals of the
Vedas were side tracked by the attraction of
idolatry. Thus time went on passing. Many
fundamental principles got jumbled. The masses
adopted different paths for their welfare. In place
of the ideal of achieving God, people took to
amassing the goods (riches). Since the waves of the
three qualities of sato, rajo and tamo (good, bad,
indifferent) are in the nature of man, these made
man’s life unquiet (without peace). At that time
great events took place in the life of a great man
which sent him in the search of  Truth. The story
runs as follows.

In the lower reaches of  the Himalayas, there
lived a race called sakia whose principles were very
pure. It never favoured monarchy or rule by single
man (one man’s rule or dictatorship). All the adults
collected at one place and elected their king. Also
all the adults chose their Minister of the State by
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election. Kapilvastu was the chief city of that
kingdom. In the 6th century B.C., there lived a
monarch named Sudhodhan. He was the chosen
representative of  the Shakya tribe. He ruled, having
powers like the Head of  the State of  today. His
tribe was known by the name of Gautam. The
Shakya people were the Kshatriyas (warrior class) by
caste. They used to defend their freedom with great
valour. The queen of  this king was called by the
name of Maha Maya. A great soul was born in
their family. He was given the name of  Siddharath
Gautams. The time was 624 B.C. Many have
declared the date of  his birth as 566 B.C. As per
the Will of God his mother Maha Maya passed
away leaving him a child of  seven days. The king
married the sister of  his Queen named Parjapati.
This lady gave more than a mother’s love to this
child (Buddha). Since childhood Siddharth had a
very tender heart. He got engrossed even in the
smallest event. His bringing up was done, in a
special palace, which was surrounded by a large
garden. Good teachers, having noble ideas were
made available for his upbringing. The child was very
spiritual by nature. He was attracted to the worldly
affairs in the minimum manner.

Once a swan, in the wounded condition,
dropped in his garden. He gave a great love to the
swan, (nursed him), until he was fully recovered and
in a position to fly to his home with his own
wings. The combination of  mercy and forgiveness,
sympathy and truth, sweetness of  life and self-
restraint were his qualities which he had got from
God. As he grew to be a youth, his marriage was
performed to Yashodhra. As a result a very dear
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and beautiful son named Rahul was born to them.
Though the Prince (Siddharth) was now a family
man; the son too was very dear and his wife too
very dear, worshipping her husband and was very
loving, but his own attitude remained unattached in
the house-holder’s life. The worldly pleasures and
other material joys failed to attract his mind. One
day, he told his charioteer Channa by name thus :
Today I want to go to the city for an outing.
Channa was somewhat bamboozled over this desire
of the Prince because going towards crowded city
was banned to him. As the Prince had become an
adult, Channa had to carry out his order. Seated in
the chariot, the Prince was witnessing the sights
round him. Suddenly Channa stopped the carriage.
On enquiry of  Siddharth, Channa replied, sire, here
is an old man, who is shaking under his own
weight of  years. He is walking very cautiously, with
the aid of a lathi (stick). That person of advanced
age was trying to crossing the road. According to
Govt. rules, a child and an old man have a prior
right of cross the road. Hence I stopped the
chariot. Siddartha looked closely at the old man and
asked, Channa please, how has this man gone into
this miserable condition? Do all the people grow old
like him? In reply, Channa submitted, Sire, this
human body passes through three stages through
life.

Know thou that there are three stages of life,
childhood, youth and then old age.
Says Nanak, know thou that without the Lord’s
meditation all are in vain.
ìÅñ Ü ¹ÁÅéÆ Áð ¹ ÇìðÇè ë ¹ Çé
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åÆÇé ÁòÃæÅ ÜÅÇéÍÍ
ÕÔ ¹ éÅéÕ ÔÇð íÜé Çìé °
ÇìðæÅ Ãí ÔÆ îÅé °ÍÍ A Mg  - ADBH

First is the childhood stage. Then by degrees
childhood is taken over by youth, later this youthful
body is completely devoured by old age. Not a trace
of youthfulness is left behind. In the end, comes
the death. The objective of human life is the
achievement of  Truth and truthful knowledge.
Achieving that one is rid of  all the troubles. But the
man, caught in the deceptions of the pleasures of
the material world gets averse to the purpose of his
life. Being misled by worldly pleasures he makes an
entry into the house of  miseries and sorrows. He
suffers troubles in this life and is also in for
miseries in the hereafter. Hearing this, Siddharth
ordered the Chariot to turn back. He felt a terrible
hurt on his heart. For many days he kept on
thinking, so much so that he even stopped
speaking due to this experience.

After a lapse of  some days, he once again
made a trip to the town. He saw a person who
was ill and enquired, Channa, do all persons fall ill.
Channa was a simple person possessed of a little
intellect, he made the reply, Sire, when a person
forsakes the life of restraint and self-control, he eats
too much, is given to too much sleep, and gets in
for tasting excessive pleasures; when he starts
thinking about too many gains then the worries of
his mind increase very much, the fire of  desires
inside him take the form of  a bonfire, then man’s
health is unable to bear all such burdens and he
loses his balance, and as a result of  all this, he falls
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ill. But if  this person, searching for truth enters the
sphere of  Truth, then he will never fall ill. Siddharth
understood this point. It went deep into his
consciousness. He was lost in thought and so he
returned home.

In the same manner he got a chance to see a
dead person. He talked to his charioteer and said,
Channa, where has gone the power that keeps a
man alive? Are all persons subject to death? Has
everybody to die one day? He replied, Sire a person
comes to the world. His chief objective in life is to
achieve the Truth. But owing to the attraction of
objects and other illusory goals, he forgets the real
purpose of his life. The body has been allotted a
fixed number of breaths and a fixed number of
days, months and years. When that time limit is
over, then some excuse crops up for his death. And
the soul within the body, carrying the bundle of  his
good and evil deeds is presented for judgement
before the Eternal. As a result of the evil deeds
done by him, he has to suffer the tortures of hell;
he has to assume the body of some inferior
creature. If  he has performed virtuous acts, he
assumes some divine form and he first goes to
heaven to enjoy the fruits of  his good deeds. After
that, he is born in some great family like you,
where he enjoys the fruits of  his remaining acts.
Channa continued, Sire, if  someone achieves Truth
(God) in this life itself he attains the supreme state
and after leaving this body, he becomes the Buddha
(Enlightened one) and then he never returns to the
circle of  lives and deaths. Thus he is freed from all
his miseries and enjoys perfect bliss. After that he
never suffers death. Nor does he ever return to the
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circle of  births and deaths, like other men who are
bound by the consequence of their good and bad
deeds. Hearing such talk, the Prince became
indifferent to life and he started thinking about the
dying nature of  the body. The Prince began to
think deeply about the miseries and sorrows of life.
Thus thinking such thoughts many days passed.

Riding a horse, one day he went to the spot
where the farmers were cultivating their land. He
saw different sorts of living beings (insects etc.)
stirring in the soil. He remembered Channa’s remark
that if  a man is deprived of  the search for Truth
and takes to sinful acts, then he has to assume
such degraded bodies in the world. This left a very
deep effect on his mind. He tied the horse and sat
under the shade of a tree, and all his thought-
currents stopped, while considering this thought.
One day, he had a meeting with a sahdu, who told
him that for earning the Truth, one has to put in
very harsh penances. One has to turn his face away
from the joys and pleasures of the world; and also
to sacrifice the love of  families. One cannot achieve
Truth sitting on the throne. Hearing this, Prince
Siddharth sat under the shade of a tree, and all his
thought-currents stopped, while considering this
thought. One day he had a meeting with a sadhu,
who told him that for earning the Truth, one has
to put in very harsh penances. One has to turn his
face away from the joys and pleasures of the world;
and also to sacrifice the love of  families. One
cannot achieve Truth, sitting on the throne. Hearing
this, Prince Siddhartha made a firm determination
to leave the house-holder’s life. So one day, leaving
behind his dear son Rahul, also leaving behind his
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loving wife sleeping, he proceeded towards a river
riding a Chariot. He sent back his ornaments and
royal garments, through his Charioteer Channa. He
cropped his own lovely tresses with his sword, lest
his beautiful appearance should create any problem
in his life. At that period, the Prince had reached
the apex of his youth - the 29th year of his life.
To start with, he went to a Guru named Allah
Kalaam. This saint gave him spiritual lessons on
how to combat one’s physical desires. That would
take him into the sphere of the beyond and
beyond that. He taught him the procedure to
become pure in the ‘Nothing’ (shoonn) namely a
special kind of meditation. Whatever means have to
be adopted for this type of meditation were
explained by the Guru in this order Shuddha
(purity), Veer ya (power), simriti (remembrance),
samadhi (meditation) and pragya (spiritual wisdom).
Siddhartha with his stenuous efforts was able to
reach these destinations, which was his mark. Still
he felt that though he had reached the stage of
‘nothingness’, these means won’t take him to Nirvan
(salvation). Searching for a Guru, who could help
him to still higher spiritual heights, he came to
another ascetic named Udrak Ram Putra. This saint
taught him how to reach the stage of the
destruction of  the mind. Siddhartha became an
expert in the Art of  Nothingness. He also had his
mind under his perfect control. He ended his mental
conflict between determination and counter-
determination; and thus he achieved the stage of
the destruction of  the mind. With the destruction
of mind, all his desires vanished. But he soon
realised that even this course of action could not
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take him to Mukti (liberation).
Siddhartha felt that the Dharam propagated by

these two Gurus was not perfect because these
two teachers had themselves not been able to
discover the road to Supreme Truth, because their
Four Methods of  being indifferent to the world,
repose being cut off from the world, equipoise and
awakening could not lead to the goal of liberation.
Siddhartha was firm on achieving super-
consciousness, which is a stage higher than
‘nothingness’. To experiment with more paths, he
arrived at a place called Uruvela in the
neighbourhood of Gaya. At this place he went on
practising Pranayaam (control of breath) harsh
austerities, by keeping long fasts. He kept practising
strenuous methods. At this place, he practised
austerities for six years. Even after that he felt that
the thing (salvation) which he was seeking cannot
be achieved by these methods. He was reduced to
a skeleton; his body was reduced to total weakness.
He felt that if his body is destroyed, then all those
methods could not be practised. At last, he left the
path of asceticism. He sat under the shade of a
sacred tree and practised very long penances. His
condition was akin to what is described by Farid,
when he says :

Farid, my aged frail body has become a
skeleton and the crows peck at my palms.
Even till now, God has not come to my aid, see
thou, that such is the fate of the man.
ëðÆçÅ åé ¹ Ã ¹ÕÅ Çê ³Üð ¹  æÆÁÅ
åñÆÁ» Ö È ³âÇÔ ÕÅ×ÍÍ
ÁÜË Ã ¹ ðì ¹ é ìÅÔ ¹ Çóú
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ç¶Ö ¹ ì ³ç ¶  Õ ¶ íÅ×ÍÍ A Mg  - ACHB

His austerities were so terrible that one young
woman took him to be a ghost in flesh and started
crying. When her mistress came to know of  it, she
brought milk and rice for Siddhartha. On the path
nearby some women were passing. They were
singing and the subject of their singing was
something like this - don’t pull the wire of  the Sitar
so tight that it may break and become unfit for
producing any music; nor keep it so loose that it
should be able to produce no music. If you want
to taste the sweetness of being off from
worldliness, then get rid of  the operation of
pressing the wires too tight or keeping them too
loose. Then you will see what wonderfully sweet
tune is produced out of  it. You enjoy this pleasure
yourself; also do the favour of distributing this
happiness among others. Siddhartha who was half
dead felt a great effect of  these words. So he
forsook the path of  extreme penances. He adopted
the path of moderation & equipoise, in which there
was no provision for worldly pleasures and harsh
penances.

On the full moon day of the month of
Baisahki , he sat under that tree, with the
determination that he would not leave this place, till
he had achieved perfect knowledge. On that very
day, he realised about the decisive fight between
human desires and the spiritual powers. The human
desires manifested themselves before him through
pure knowledge. Siddhartha, went on climbing the
four steps of Pure Knowledge, one by one. The
final destination of meditation was the experience
of  super consciousness, which indicated the
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attainment of the natural (divine) state. In that
state of  perfection, Siddhartha realised those Truths,
which produced within him perfect consciousness
and divine knowledge. He became the Buddha (the
Enlightened one); and all knowledge illumined itself
inside of him.

That person is called the Buddha, who has
achieved the spontaneous knowledge of  truth and
reality of  all things. This knowledge comes to him
through inner experience and he achieves the six
kinds of knowledge which go by the name of
Super Knowledge. 1. Supreme capacities, such as the
ability to walk on water, 2. Godly ears (that can
hear all things, near and far), 3. Omniscience, 4.
Knowing the events of the past life, 5. Divine
sight, the knowledge of discrimination and 6.
Destruction of  all desires and of  ignorance.

Anyone who achieves the knowledge of all
these things is called the Budha. By the destruction
of  all the desires, he achieves perfection by which
he is freed from the circle of  births and deaths.
This leads to the knowledge of  Truth of  all things,
the destruction of  the mind (the state of
mindlessness) and the destruction of  fancies and
desires. Ignorance (non-knowledge) is totally
destroyed, he gets the mindset of wanting nothing
at all. This is the state, where a man is liberated
from the circle of  births and deaths. It is also called
salvation or becoming a liberated soul. In this state,
one feels total and supreme bliss, the realisation of
Truth and super-consciousness; also one experiences
supreme peace and quiet. Many supernatural events
occurred in the life of Buddha. When Buddha
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gained enlightenment, the earth suffered six shocks
and burst. The earth created a crack in the
neighbourhood of Buddha. It is also recorded that
Mother Earth decked in all ornaments half arose
from the ground and gave her first salute to
Buddha and welcomed him. After receiving the
enlightenment, Buddha was so much immersed in
bliss that for full seven weeks he remained in
meditation. One day the weather grew very cold.
The rain began to fall in torrents. The cold greatly
increased. It is recorded that the king of the nagas
(snakes) got an opportunity to offer his services to
Buddha. He half came out of the earth and covered
the body of his God with the seven coils of his
(to make him warm). He spread his hood over the
head of  Buddha (to keep him warm). In the same
manner, we are confirmed in our belief  that when
True Emperor Guru Nanak graced the earth, the
Shesh Nag (nag King) spread his hood over him
and protected him from the strong heat of the
sun. Rai Bular was the owner of  Talwandi. He saw
this miracle with his own eyes.

The King of snakes protected the Buddha
from intense cold and rain by coiling seven times
around him. When the weather grew warm, the
serpent king uncoiled himself around him. It is
believed that he (serpent king) assumed human
shape and saluted at the feet of Buddha. He went
round the holyman three times and then
disappeared. After he got enlightenment, two
merchants offered to him some eatables prepared
from the juice of  the sugarcane and the honey. But
there was no utensil nearby to serve that food. At
that time, the gods presented him with cups of
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gold to serve the food but Buddha declined the
offer as it meant luxury living. He remarked that
such golden cups did not suit a mendicant. Then
they presented cups of stone. The Chinese traveller
Fa-Hein has mentioned this incident. He says that
he had the sight of  this great cup at Peshawar; this
one big cup was made out of  the ordinary four
cups. The rims of  the cups could be easily
identified.

Once Buddha had to cross the River Ganga
and the boatman refused to serve him without
charging the fare for it. Making use of his
supernatural powers Buddha crossed the river in one
lap. The passengers who were travelling in that boat
reported this matter to Bimbisar, King of Magadh.
The king commanded that boatman should not
charge any fare from the saints. Three Brahman
brothers saw Bhagwan Buddha, proceeding to the
royal palace. They saw a hut in which the sacred
fire was burning non-stop. A female giant lived
there. Buddha stayed in this hut; the giantess came
out and tried her best to terrify Buddha. Buddha
brought her under his control, reduced her size and
seated her in his cup. In a similar event, once there
were torrential rains and the river was flooded. The
hut, where Buddha was staying got submerged in
water. Keshap came in boat searching for Buddha
(to rescue him from the flood). His wonder knew
no bounds when he found that Buddha was
walking on the water, just as a person walks on
earth. No part of his body got wet nor were his
clothes drenched. Witnessing this incident, Keshyap
not only turned a devotee, also his 500 disciples
were converted to Buddhism.
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Buddha proceeded towards the city, at the head

of  a batch of  1,000 mendicants. It is recorded in
old documents that the king of that place
Bimbhisar by name not only welcomed the Buddha,
he also accepted the fundamentals of Buddha
religion. Also he turned a follower of Buddha. On
hearing such incidents, the residents of  Kapilvastu,
where Buddha had spent his early years, felt an
intense desire to have the darshan (sight) of
Buddha. Raja Shudhodan (father of Buddha) sent
Udain and Chandak with this message. No sooner
did they see the person of Budha, they embraced
Buddhism. Thereafter the king sent his seven
ministers, along with servants to invite Budha, but
(when they saw Buddha) they came under the spell
of Buddha and were so steeped in his love that
they forgot everything. Only one person
remembered the mission, with which they had
come. He told Buddha that they had come there
to take him to Kapilvastu. Buddha took pity on
them and reached Kapilvastu after a journey of 60
days.

At Kapilvastu, Buddha got unprecedented
welcome. The first Buddhist monastery was set up
there. Thus the major kings of Bharat witnessed
Buddha’s powers and heard of  his miracles, heard
his sermons and all turned Buddhists. These
supernatural powers came naturally to him, in his
life. Buddha delivered his first sermon at Varanasi,
at a place called Sarnath. His five original
companions, who were with him at Gaya, became
his first disciples. By degrees, the number of
Buddha’s followers, went on increasing. His Sangh
(organisation) contained all sorts of  persons, such
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as Bhikshus (mendicants), she-mendicants, monarchs,
queens, aristocrats, ministers of  state, businessmen,
Brahmans, Khatris, Vaishas, Shudra etc. persons of  all
sorts. Mahtma Buddha preached his sermon,
wandering on foot, all over the country. He
delivered his sermons and lakhs of  persons
embraced his new faith. He changed the lives of
thousands of  persons.

Learned scholars and unsophisticated farmers
had been completely influenced by his
preachings. After preaching the message of
brotherhood, broad-mindedness, renunciation,
devotion, bliss and peace, and the need for the
light of knowledge for 45 years, Buddha suffled
off his mortal coil at the age of 80 at a place
called Kushinara; and lived eternally in
salvation.

Apart from common folk, those who joined
the religion of  Buddha included many kings, queens,
ministers, rich folk, businessmen and learned
Brahmans. After his death, 5,000 persons examined
his teachings, and they compiled his teachings in the
shape of  two Sanghitas and pitaks. This meeting of
his followers is called the First Buddhist Conference.

The gospel that Buddha taught in his first
lecture at Sarnath is known as the Middle Path. In
that, he criticised the extreme philosophies. 1.
Extreme indulgence or immersion in physical
pleasures, 2. A life full of  physical enjoyments or a
life of extreme restraint which would lead to power
and bliss. His gospel is called Eightfold Path - 1.
Right thinking, 2. Right determination, 3. Right
speech, 4. Right conduct, 5. Right livelihood, 6.
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Right effort, 7. Right memory, 8. Right meditation.

These eight parts include all the facets of the
Right Conduct and correct philosophy of the
religion of Buddha. The substance of all this can
be summed up in three words - character (right
conduct), meditation & wisdom. All these three
indicate the path to salvation and liberation.

The principle of good conduct and morality is
dependent upon love for all beings. There is story,
connected with Mahatma Buddha’s mercy. Once he
was walking through a forest. The sun was about
to set. One shepherd, who reared the sheep was
trying to get out of  the forest, along with his flock,
before sunset. He was raining lathi blows on his
animals to make them hurry out of  the jungle,
before the sun set. In his flock was a lamb, with
a lame leg, who was not able to keep pace with
other animals. He was repeatedly receiving lathi
blows, because he could not keep pace with others.
Buddha asked the shepherd why he was hurrying
his animals out of the jungle. He replied that the
sun was about to set. If night falls on us in the
jungle, not a single animal of my flock would be
left alive. In this jungle live tigers and leopard. For
this reason I want to reach the ford, while it is day.
During the whole night, I will keep a lighted fire
round my sheep to protect them from dangerous
animals. Mahatma Buddha agreed with him, but he
lifted the lame lamb, which was extremely confused
and was fear-stricken. Buddha pressed the lamb to
his chest and caressed him on its head, with his
loving hand. Its heart was rid of fear and he felt
the great wave of love, in the heart of Buddha. He
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sought to lick the hand of Buddha, with its raised
mouth. Thus in the atmosphere of love, they
reached the shepherd’s resting place where the
shepherd made his sheep enter inside a fence.
Mahatma Buddha also put down that lamb and
took leave of that shepherd. He was surprised to
see that the lame lamb was hobbling to follow
Buddha. He again lifted him in his lap and once
again released him among the sheep. That lamb
came running after Buddha. When this happened
twice or thrice, the shepherd asked Buddha, Oh
Sadhu! what magic is there in you, with which you
have cast a spell on my lamb. I wonder why this
animal follows you again and again. In reply,
Mahatma Buddha said, inside me, there a strong
sentiment of love and sympathy for all beings; and
that had got extreme attraction. (Love attracts all).
For this reason that fraternity for all should come
naturally to me. So dear brethren, if all human
beings are full of  love and sympathy, then one can
experience the bliss of  supreme peace in one’s body.
That shepherd touched Buddha’s feet and
entreated, please saint, make me your own
(follower) and fill in my heart the virtues of this
love; so that I too may feel relationship with these
voiceless animals. He became the disciple of
Mahatma Buddha.

Mahatma Buddha stressed his principles and his
thoughts for the welfare of the people for their
happiness and for preaching mercy among them.
The third, fourth and fifth part of his Eightfold
Path are Righ speech, Right Thinking, Right
Livelihood. Right Speech means opportune, true
and beneficial talk. Telling lies, slandering others,
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backbiting, speaking harsh words (that hurt) and
doing harm with one’s words are bad qualities.
Mahatma Budha prohibited speaking harsh words,
dry evil words and useless talk in which the fools
indulge. Guru Maharaj also prohibited curt words :

Nanak, by speaking dryly, the soul and body
become dry (evil).
He is called the most evil of the evil and the
most evil is his reputation.
The sour-tongued person is discarded in God’s
court and the evil one’s face is spat upon.
The harsh man is called a fool and he receives
shoe-beating as punishment.
éÅéÕ ÇëÕË ì ¯ÇñÁ Ë åé° îé ° ÇëÕÅ Ô ¯ÇÂÍÍ
ÇëÕ ¯ ÇëÕÅ ÃçÆÁË ÇëÕ ¶ ÇëÕÆ Ã ¯ ÇÂÍÍ
ÇëÕÅ çð×Ô ÃàÆÁ Ë î ¹ÇÔ æ ¹ÕÅ ÇëÕ ¶ êÅÇÂÍÍ
ÇëÕÅ î ÈðÖ ¹ ÁÅÖÆÁ Ë êÅäÅ ñÔ Ë ÃÜÅÇÂÍÍ

A Mg  - DGC
Bear not enmity to any one.
In every heart the Lord is contained.
òòÅ ò Ëð ¹  é ÕðÆÁ Ë ÕÅÔ ÈÍÍ
Øà Øà Á ³åÇð ì ÌÔî ÃîÅÔ ÈÍÍ A Mg- BEI
It is not good to slander any one.
The foolish apostates alone do it.
Çé¿çÅ íñÆ ÇÕÃË ÕÆ éÅÔÆ îéî¹Ö î ¹×è Õð³ÇéÍÍ
î ¹Ô ÕÅñ ¶ Çåé Çé ¿çÕÅ éðÕ¶ Ø ¯Çð êò ³ÇéÍÍ

A Mg  - GEE
Right conduct has been recognised as a very

essential limb of  every religion. Right conduct
means good, moral and respectable action. This
means keeping away from what hurts the beings
and keeping away from killing them. Right
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livelihood means at all times performing actions, in
a good manner and honestly. Also for earning one’s
livelihood, one should not take to theft; killing
dacoit are not the right methods. Guru Maharaj
ordains :

He who eats what he earns through his honest
labour and from his hand gives something in
charity; he alone, O Nanak, knows the true
way of life.
ØÅÇñ ÖÅÇÂ ÇÕÛ ° ÔæÔ ¹ ç ¶ ÇÂÍÍ
éÅéÕ ðÅÔ ¹  êÛÅäÇÔ Ã ¶ ÇÂÍÍ A Mg  - ABDE

Guru Maharaj also never approved of  wealth,
earned by foul means. He ordains thus :

Taking halters, men go out at night to strangle
others, but the Lord knows all, O mortal.
Concealed in places they look at others women.
They break into places, difficult of access, and
enjoy wine deeming it sweet.
Over their respective misdeeds, they shall
themselves afterwards, regret.
Azrail, the courier of death, shall crush them
like the mill full of sesame.
ñË ëÅÔ ¶  ðÅåÆ å °ðÇÔ ê Ìí ¹  ÜÅä Ë ê Ì ÅäÆÍÍ
åÕÇÔ éÅÇð êðÅÂÆÁÅ «ÇÕ Á ³çÇð áÅäÆÍÍ
Ã ³éÆ ç ¶Çé ÇòÖ ³î æÅÇÂ ÇîáÅ îç ¹ îÅäÆÍÍ
ÕðîÆ ÁÅê ¯  ÁÅêäÆ ÁÅê ¶ êÛ °åÅäÆÍÍ
ÁÜðÅÂÆ« ëð ¶ÃåÅ Çåñ êÆó ¶ ØÅäÆÍÍ

A Mg  - CAE
Practising great deceit, the man acquires other’s
wealth.
Coming home, he squanders it on his sons and
wife.
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O my mind, practise not guile even by mistake.
In the end, it is the thy own soul that shall
have to render an account. Pause.
Every moment the body is waring off and the
old age is having the upper hand.
Then no one shall pour water into the cup of
thy hands
ìÔ ¹ êðê ³Ú ÕÇð êð èé ° ÇñÁÅò ËÍÍ
Ã ¹å çÅðÅ êÇÔ ÁÅÇé «àÅò ËÍÍ
îé î ¶ð ¶  í Èñ ¶  Õêà ¹ é ÕÆÜ ËÍÍ
Á ³Çå Çéì ¶ðÅ å ¶ð ¶  ÜÆÁ êÇÔ ñÆÜ ËÍÍ
ÇÛé° ÇÛé ° åé ° ÛÆÜ Ë ÜðÅ ÜéÅò ËÍÍ
åì å ¶ðÆ úÕ Õ ¯ÂÆ êÅéÆú é êÅò ËÍÍ

A Mg  - FEF
Thus ethical life is the foundation stone of

every religion. About wealth, this is said in Naseehat
Naama (charter of  instructions).

The money belongs to one who spends it; the
one who gives in charity as ordained by Him.
Hoards he not, nor does he consume it alone.
The one who follows this principle from the
core of his heart, attains heaven.
çîóÅ ÇåÃÔÆ ÕÅ Ü ¯  ÖðÚ ¶ Á ½ð ÖÅÇÂÍÍ
ç ¶ò ¶ çñÅò Ë ðÜÅÇÂ Ö ¹çÅÇÂÍÍ
Ô ¯åÅ é ðÅÖ Ë  ÁÕ¶ñÅ é ÖÅÇÂÍÍ
åÔÕÆÕ Ççñ çÅéÆ òÔÆ ÇíÃå ÜÅÇÂÍÍ

éÃÆÔå éÅîÅ
For too much wealth, Guru Maharaj ordains as
under :

For this wealth many are ruined and it has
disgraced many.
Without misdeeds it is not amassed, and it
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departs not with the dead.
ÇÂÃ ¹  Üð ÕÅðÇä ØäÆ Çò× ¹åÆ
ÇÂÇé Üð ØäÆ Ö ¹ÁÅÂÆÍÍ
êÅêÅ ìÅÞÔ ¹  Ô ¯ò Ë éÅÔÆ
î ¹ÇÂÁÅ ÃÅÇæ é ÜÅÂÆÍÍ A Mg  - DAG

The last principles of  the Eight fold Path,
namely Right Endeavour, Right Thinking, Right
Meditation - all these combined together keep
knowing organs under control. To put it differently
it means that the Eight-fold Path of  Mahatma
Buddha includes both harmony and self-control.
Right Mindedness means having consciousness
about the actions of body and mind. Mind control
is the basis of  Yoga and meditation are the
foundation of  Buddha’s religion. Breath-control
(Prayayam) is also one of means of yoga. Really
there are four kinds of meditation :

Destruction of  longings and awakening of  the
inner bliss is the first stage of Samadhi. When the
divine nectar streams inside, then one attains
concentration of mind. Supreme peace and bliss are
the limbs of the third stage. In the fourth stage of
meditation, there is complete concentration of
mind. This is the real shape of  true Samadhi.

Mahatma Buddha has mentioned four Truths,
1. Sorrow is born out of nature, 2. Life is full of
miseries, 3. These miseries can be ended, 4. There
is a way to get rid of  all sorrow.

Birth and death, meeting and separation,
disease-death, honour-dihonour, meeting and
separation, cravings are the causes of  the miseries.
The greatest misery is due to ignorance. It is
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Buddha’s belief  that any being who is born is sure
to die. The cause of all miseries is lack of
knowledge (wisdom); that ignorance can be ended
by true knowledge. Those who believe in Eight-fold
Path, hold that the cause of  misery is ignorance,
attachment, desire, jealousy, and lack of  balance
(stability). These can be destroyed by making
progress on the path of  yoga. According to Guru’s
philosophy the chief  cause of  misery is haume (ego
or I-ness). To get rid of  misery, we have to practise
Naam (repeating God’s Name) which is its
antidote. When our consciousness reaches the
sphere of  Nam then we attain the stage of  Truth,
Wisdom and Bliss and achieve the stage of supreme
love. There is total end to all miseries. Guru Gorakh
Nath had put this question to Guru Maharaj one
which pertains to of the branches of Buddhism.

“In what, what way the world comes into
being, O man?
By what, what ills does it perish?
ÇÕå¹ ÇÕå ¹ ÇìÇè Ü× ¹ À °êÜË ê ¹ðÖÅ
ÇÕå° ÇÕå ° ç ¹ ÇÖ ÇìéÇÃ ÜÅÂÆÍÍ A Mg- IDF

Guru Ji’s answer was :

“Through self-conceit the world comes into
being, O Sire.
Forgetting the Name, it suffers pain and
perishes.
ÔÀ°î Ë  ÇòÇÚ Ü× ¹ À °êÜË ê ¹ðÖÅ
éÅÇî ÇòÃÇðÁ Ë ç ¹Ö ¹  êÅÂÆÍÍ A Mg  - IDF

Even otherwise there is the mention of miseries in
Bani (Holy Writ).
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Firstly I feel the pain of separation from God
and another pain is of the hunger for His
meditation.
Another pain is of the fear of strong attack of
the death’s myrmidon.
Yet another pain is that infested with disease,
my body shall pass away.
O ignorant physician, minister thou not any
medicine to me.
ç¹Ö ¹  ò ¶Û ¯óÅ ÇÂÕ ° ç ¹Ö ¹ í ÈÖÍÍ
ÇÂÕ ° ç ¹Ö ¹ ÃÕåòÅð ÜîçÈåÍÍ
ÇÂÕ ° ç ¹Ö ¹ ð ¯× ¹  ñ× ¶ åÇé èÅÇÂÍÍ
ò Ëç é í ¯ñ ¶ çÅð È  ñÅÇÂÍÍ A Mg  - ABEF

So Mahatma Buddha also in a way is describing
the world as a home of  miseries. He ordains a path
for the end of  miseries. True Emperor Guru Nanak
also ordains as under :

The young woman weeps for she has no
husband.
Nanak, the whole world is in distress.
ìÅñÆ ð ¯ò Ë  éÅÇÔ íåÅð ¹ÍÍ
éÅéÕ ç ¹ÖÆÁÅ Ãí ¹ Ã ³ÃÅð ¹ÍÍ A Mg  - IED

Along with this, he has suggested the remedy
as under :

He, who believes in the Name, becomes
victorious.
No other deed is of any account.
î ³é ¶  éÅÀ ° Ã ¯ÂÆ ÇÜÇä ÜÅÇÂÍÍ
ÁÀ°ðÆ Õðî é ñ ¶Ö Ë  ñÅÇÂÍÍ A Mg  - IED

So in Guru’s system, God’s Name has been
described as the remedy for all ills. At one place, he
has ordained as under :
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I have seen the world to be such a gambler that
forgetting God’s Name, all ask for peace.
ÁËÃÅ Ü×¹ ç ¶ ÇÖÁÅ Ü ÈÁÅðÆÍÍ
ÃÇí Ã ¹Ö îÅ× Ë éÅî ¹  ÇìÃÅðÆÍÍ A Mg  - BBB

This is for the information of  the readers that
whereas under Buddhism, the world has been called
the home of  all miseries, in the ideology of  the
Gurus, God’s Name has been called the remedy for
the liquidation of  all the miseries.

It is the opinion of Mahatma Buddha that by
ending longings and desires one can achieve
happiness; one can even become immortal (beyond
the circle of deaths and lives). He has also stated
that those who are waiting for riddance from the
bondages of world and achieving unlimited
happiness, it is essential for them to take to the
Eightfold Path. He has ordained five rules for the
householders, which are as under :

1. Fully adopt to live the life of  mercy. Don’t
kill even the smallest of  the living beings.

2. Don’t take anything from anyone by force,
or deceit. Give charity open-heartedly.

3. Don’t bear false witness against anyone; nor
slander anyone. Never tell a lie. Adopt the life of
truth.

4. Keep clear of  intoxicating drugs, hobbies
and items of  luxury. People with pure hearts never
need any drug or som-ras (wine like thing).

5. Don’t cast an adulterous look on your
neighbour’s wife. Save your self  from the prohibited
sins. There are five moral principles, as recorded in
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Dharam Granth as under :
1. Never hurt any living being.
2. Have confidence in your rightful duty.
3. Keep clear of  debauchery.
4. Never tell a lie.
5. One should never be addicted to intoxicating

drugs.
Buddha preached non-violence, non-stealing,

non-attachment to sexual desires. He prescribed
celibacy for his he and she-mendicants. For the
followers of Buddhism, practising of these five
principles is essential. Apart from this, there are
other numberless rules. The mendicants and she
mendicants have to commit : I will not eat at any
wrong time, I will keep away from music and
dance, and other means of entertainment; I will not
sleep on luxury beds (cushions); I will not wear
ornaments of  gold and silver. These apply to he-
mendicants and she-mendicants. The householders
too can practise them if they choose. There are
four social virtues prescribed by Buddhism; namely
friendliness (for all), pity, joy of  serving others and
impartiality. These stand for feeling of  friendliness,
mercy, feeling joy on showing sympathy and non-
partisanship respectively. These qualities are stressed.
These are the basis of the ethical qualities of
Buddhism. This principle of friendliness can be
compared to fraternity in Christianity. It means
helping the needy and doing good to them. This
sentiment leads to the liquidation of enmity and
hostility. Pity – it is another name for practising
mercy. It destroys one’s evil desire to harm others.
This mercy is also termed pity and sympathy.
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In Guru’s system, great stress has been laid on

mercy. Regarding killing of  living beings, it is ordained
in Bani :

Thou killest life and deemest that as religious
act. Tell me then, O my brother, what callest
thou an irreligious act?
Thou callest thyself an excellent sage. Then
whom callest thou a butcher?
ÜÆÁ ìèÔ ¹ Ã ¹  èðî ¹  ÕÇð
æÅêÔ ¹ Áèðî ¹ ÕÔÔ ¹ Õå íÅÂÆÍÍ
ÁÅêÃ ÕÀ ° î ¹ Çéòð ÕÇð æÅêÔ ¹
ÕÅ ÕÀ° ÕÔÔ ¹ ÕÃÅÂÆÍÍ A Mg  - AA@C

Mercy is called the root of  righteousness. Japu Ji says
that Dharam (righteousness) which is the combination
of  many virtues, can’t be born without mercy. It is
ordained thus :

(The mythical) bull is piety, the off spring of
compassion, which is patiently holding the
earth in order.
è½ñ ¹ èðî ¹ çÇÂÁÅ ÕÅ ê Èå °ÍÍ A Mg  - C
Compassion he makes a shovel, his body the
fire-material and kindles the fire of Divine
vision.
His love, he places within his mind and abides
in the contemplative mood, the four ages
through.
çÇÂÁÅ ëÅÔ ¹ðÆ ÕÅÇÂÁÅ ÕÇð è ÈÂÆ
Çç ÌÃÇà ÕÆ Á×Çé ÜñÅò ËÍÍ
ÇåÃ ÕÅ íÅÀ ° ñÂ ¶ Çðç Á ³åÇð
ÚÔ ¹ Ü ¹× åÅóÆ ñÅò ËÍÍ A Mg  - DGG
Then alone is the mortal deemed to be true,
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when he receives the true instruction.
He shows mercy to living beings and gives
something in charity.
ÃÚ¹ åÅ êð ¹  ÜÅäÆÁ Ë ÜÅ ÇÃÖ ÃÚÆ ñ ¶ ÇÂÍÍ
çÇÂÁÅ ÜÅä Ë ÜÆÁ ÕÆ ÇÕÛ° ê ¹ ³é ° çÅé ° Õð ¶ ÇÂÍÍ

A Mg  - DFH
Sympathy – sympathy bestows happiness on

man. It destroys hate and jealousy. A sympathetic
person, out of  mercy, praises others. He does not
slander anyone nor does he feel jealousy.

The fourth one is indifference which means
ignoring it. Practise fortitude, feel enmity for no
one. If for some reason, you get on the opposite
side of  anyone then withdraw yourself  by and by.

Buddhism does not recognise the supremacy
of  the Vedas. It debunks the sacrifice of  animals
for rituals and yagyas. Buddha being an apostle of
non-violence opposed all kinds of  animal sacrifices.
Buddha neither recognised the caste system nor did
he believe in untouchability. His attitude towards
women was at variance with the attitude prevailing
then. He did not regard women to be inferior.
Guru Maharaj also ordains thus :

Why call her bad, from whom are born the
Kings?
Ã ¯ ÇÕÀ° î ³çÅ ÁÅÖÆÁ Ë ÇÜå ° Ü ³îÇÔ ðÅÜÅéÍÍ

A Mg  - DGC
Nor does Guru’s ideology recognise any higher

or lower castes. True Emperor Guru Nanak Maharaj
went so far as to say :

Nanak seeks the company of those who are of
low caste among the lowly, nay rather the
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lowest of the low. Why should he (he has no
desire to) rival the lofty.
éÆÚÅ Á ³çÇð éÆÚ ÜÅÇå éÆÚÆ Ô È ÁÇå éÆÚ ¹ÍÍ
éÅéÕ° Çåé Õ Ë Ã ³ Ç× ÃÅÇæ
òÇâÁÅ ÇÃÀ° ÇÕÁÅ ðÆÃÍÍ A Mg  - AE

In Guru’s philosophy, it has been openly states :
In the next world, caste and power count not;
hereafter, the mortal has to deal with the new
beings.
A few, whose honour is of account, they are
good.
Á×Ë ÜÅÇå é Ü ¯ð ¹  Ô Ë Á× Ë ÜÆÀ ° éò ¶ÍÍ
ÇÜé ÕÆ ñ ¶Ö Ë  êÇå êòË Ú ³× ¶ Ã ¶ÂÆ Õ ¶ ÇÂÍÍ

A Mg  - DFI
In the womb dwelling, the mortal has no
lineage and caste.
From the seed of the Lord, all have sprung.
Say, O Pandit, since when hast thou been a
Brahman?
Waste not thy life by repeatedly calling thyself
Brahman. Pause.
If thou art a Brahman, born of a Brahmin
Mother, then, why hast thou not come by some
other way?
How art thou a Brahman, and how am I of low
caste?
How am I of blood and how thou art of milk?
×ðí òÅÃ îÇÔ Õ °« éÔÆ ÜÅåÆÍÍ
ì ÌÔî Çì ³ç ¹  å ¶  Ãí À °åêÅåÆÍÍ
ÕÔ ¹ ð ¶  ê ³Çâå ìÅîé Õì Õ ¶ Ô ¯Â ¶ÍÍ
ìÅîé ÕÇÔ ÕÇÔ Üéî¹ îå Ö ¯Â ¶ÍÍ
Ü ½  å ± ³  ì Ì ÅÔîä ° ì ÌÔîäÆ ÜÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
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åÀ° ÁÅé ìÅà ÕÅÔ ¶  éÔÆ ÁÅÇÂÁÅÍÍ
å °î Õå ì Ì ÅÔîä Ôî Õå Ã ÈçÍÍ
Ôî Õå ñ ¯Ô È  å °î Õå ç ÈèÍÍ AMg - CBD

The caste of the devotees is as under :
The One Name is the caste and honour of
Lord’s devotees. He Himself bedecks them.
í×åÅ ÕÆ ÜÇå êÇå Â ¶Õ ¯ ¹  éÅî ¹  Ô Ë  ÁÅê ¶  ñÂ ¶
ÃòÅÇðÍÍ AMg - DBI
Namdev, the calico-printer and Kabir, the
weaver, obtained salvation from the perfect
Guru.
By recognising His Name they became the
knowers of God and lost their ego and caste.
éÅîÅ ÛÆìÅ ÕìÆð ¹  Ü ¹ ¯ñÅÔÅ
ê Èð ¶  × ¹ð å ¶ ×Çå êÅÂÆÍÍ
ì ÌÔî Õ ¶ ì ¶å ¶  Ãìç ¹ êÛÅäÇÔ
ÔÀ °î Ë  ÜÅÇå ×òÅÂÆÍÍ AMg - FG

Thus Buddha did not recognise any caste or
sub-caste. For Buddha more than the purity of  the
mind, is the high character. He placed before the
people the ideal of  the fraternity, mutual love and
equality. The instructions of  Buddhism are open to
all; anyone can practise them. It is not restricted to
any nation. Its teachings are common to all. For
these reasons, Buddhism which was born in India
in short period spread all over the world. Mahatma
Buddha never liked fanaticism. In its place, he
accepted the Middle Path. Buddhism gave no
definite view about the Creator of the Universe. His
thesis is that with Nirvan (salvation) the circle of
miseries is ended. His reach is upto liberation. He
is in favour of  an ideal man, in the form of  a
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human being. As against this, in Guru’s philosophy
not much importance is attached to salvation.
Liberation is not counted as the best of  things.
Guru Maharaj has ordained as under :

He alone is emancipated who conquers his
mind and mammon clings not to him, again.
He abides in the Tenth gate and obtains the
knowledge of the three worlds.
Ã ¶ÇÂ î ¹Õå ÇÜ îé° ÇÜäÇÔ
ÇëÇð èÅå ° é ñÅ× Ë ÁÅÇÂÍÍ
çÃòË ç ¹ÁÅÇð ðÔå Õð ¶ Çå Ìíòä Ã ¯ÞÆ êÅÇÂÍÍ

A Mg- DI@
About a liberated soul, Gurumat has this to say :

Practising religious rituals, they sought
salvation, but the wealth of salvation is
attained to by praising the Lord.
Without the Guru’s word, man is emancipated
not. Practising hypocrisy, he wanders in species.
Õðî èðî ÕÇð î ¹ÕÇå î ³×ÅÔÆÍÍ
î ¹ÕÇå êçÅðæ ¹ ÃìÇç ÃñÅÔÆÍÍ
Çìé ° × ¹ð Ãìç Ë î ¹ÕÇå é Ô ¯ÂÆ
êðê ³Ú ¹  ÕÇð íðîÅÂÆ Ô ¶ÍÍ A Mg  - A@BD

Describing the concept of salvation in this life
Guru Maharaj ordains that in the characteristic of
a liberated soul is liberation from duality :

He, who in his heart loves Lord’s ordinance, is
said to be the man having salvation while
alive.
As is joy, so is sorrow for him.
In that state, there is everlasting happiness and
no separation from God.
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As is gold, so is dust for him.
As is nectar, so is sour poison for him.
To him as is honour, so is dishonour.
As is the pauper, so is the king.
He, who deems that what God puts in vogue, is
the proper way; that man, O Nanak, is said to
be emancipated while still alive.
ê Ìí ÕÆ ÁÅÇ×ÁÅ ÁÅåî ÇÔåÅò ËÍÍ
ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇå Ã ¯À ±  ÕÔÅò ËÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ÔðÖ ¹ å ËÃÅ À °Ã ¹ Ã ¯× ¹ÍÍ
ÃçÅ Áé¿ç ¹  åÔ éÔÆ Çìú×¹ÍÍ
å ËÃÅ Ã ¹òðé ° å ËÃÆ À °Ã ¹  îÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ Á ³Çî Ìå °  å ËÃÆ ÇìÖ ¹ ÖÅàÆÍÍ
å ËÃÅ îÅé °  å ËÃÅ ÁÇíîÅé °ÍÍ
å ËÃÅ ð ³Õ °  å ËÃÅ ðÅÜÅé °ÍÍ
Ü ¯  òðåÅÂ ¶  ÃÅÂÆ Ü ¹×ÇåÍÍ
éÅéÕ úÔ ¹ ê ¹ðÖ ¹  ÕÔÆÁ Ë ÜÆòé î ¹ÕÇåÍÍ

A Mg  - BGE
About a person who is a liberated soul in this

life itself, Guru Maharaj has this more to say :
He alone is said to be emancipated in life, from
within whom ego is stilled.
ÜÆòé î ¹Õå ° Ã ¯  ÁÅÖÆÁ Ë
ÇÜÃ ¹ ÇòÚÔ ¹ ÔÀ °î Ë ÜÅÇÂÍÍ A Mg  - A@A@

Guru Maharaj has ranked the love and the
keen desire to see Waheguru as higher than
liberation :

Everyone longs for paradise, emancipation and
elysium and ever rests all his hopes on them.
The persons desirous of the God’s vision ask not
for emancipation.
Obtaining His vision, their soul is sated and
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comforted.
Ã ¹ð× î ¹ÕÇå ì ËÕ ° ³á ÃÇí
ì»ÛÇÔ ÇéÇå ÁÅÃÅ ÁÅÃ ÕðÆÜ ËÍÍ
ÔÇð çðÃé Õ ¶ Üé î ¹ÕÇå é î»×ÇÔ
ÇîÇñ çðÃé Çå ÌêÇå îé ° èÆÜ ËÍÍ

A Mg  - ACBD
I desire not empire and I desire not salvation;
my soul longs for the love of Thine lotus feet.
ðÅÜ ¹ é ÚÅÔÀ° î ¹ÕÇå é ÚÅÔÀ °
îÇé ê ÌÆ Çå Úðé ÕîñÅð ¶ÍÍ A Mg  - ECD

The Fifth Master has ordained that a devotee
seeking the darshan (sight) of God does not care
even to look with a lifted eye on salvation nor has
he any desire for heaven.

Millions of heavens equal not the Lord’s Name.
The Lord-divine even forsakes the desire of
poor emancipation.
ÕÂÆ ì ËÕ ° ³á éÅÔÆ ñò Ë ñÅ× ¶ÍÍ
î ¹ÕÇå ìê ¹óÆ íÆ Ç×ÁÅéÆ ÇåÁÅ× ¶ÍÍ

AMg - A@GH
Of  course, in Guru’s philosophy salvation has

been ranked as a very exalted state. Buddhism
treading its own path ultimately achieves salvation.
But in Guru’s philosophy higher than salvation is to
merge with Waheguru and become one with Him (to
become an indistinguishable part of God).
According to Buddhism, a liberated soul is liberated
from the circle of  births and deaths. As against
this, Gurmat holds that ultimate goal is the
attainment of  truth.

Kabir, repeating “Thy Name” I have become
like ‘Thee’. In me now “I” has remained not.
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When difference between me and others has
been removed, then wheresoever I see, there I
see but Thee, O Lord.
ÕìÆð å ³ ³ È  å ± ³  ÕðåÅ å ± Ô ÈÁÅ
î ¹Þ îÇÔ ðÔÅ é Ô È ³ ÍÍ
Üì ÁÅêÅ êð ÕÅ ÇîÇà ×ÇÂÁÅ
Üå ç ¶ÖÀ ° åå å ±ÍÍ A Mg  - ACGE

To be merged in Thee, to become one with
Thee, is the ultimate state of total annihilation. The
Self  himself  becomes God, which is his real form.
He totally forsakes any feeling of  I-ness. Though
Buddhism does not believe in the existence of the
Creator, yet it has discovered the cause of human
self  going astray. He realised that the self  wanders
aimlessly due to ignorance. He is caught in the
meshes of  illusion and cries. Buddhism believes in
attaining firm knowledge for liberation. As opposed
to this Guru’s ideology holds that haume (I-ness)
keeps the self at a lower level. It creates a doubt
that he is separate from God. Constantly practising
this, involves him in the circle of  lives and deaths,
which implies all misery.

Ego is a chronic disease, but it has also its
curing medicine.
ÔÀ°î Ë  çÆðØ ð ¯× ¹ Ô Ë
çÅð È  íÆ ÇÂÃ ¹ îÅÇÔÍÍ A Mg  - DFF

That panacea is God’s Name. By making the
earning of Nam, this terrible disease of haume (I-
ness) can be completely cured. The consciousness
of being a separate entity (from God) vanishes
when one merged with God. Otherwise there is
complete unanimity between the philosophy of
Buddhism and thought system of  the Gurus. So
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conduct, both of them inspire their devotees to
practise it (high conduct). But Gurmat accepts the
adoption of  love as a very special virtue, because
if there is no God with all powers (Omnipotent)
over our head, then it becomes extremely difficult
to swim across the sea of life. If we catch hold of
the cord of love, it will elevate us into the sphere
of Godhood and we lose our separate entity in
God, Who is all truth, all Wisdom and all Bliss and
become the Form of  God, through the miracle of
seeing (the Truth). This is our speciality for during
the present Iron Age, it is near impossible to swim
across the world, without adopting the path of
Love.

Indifference – towards the world in our
behaviour, (òðåä òËðÅ×)

– Devotion being the chief means (î¹Ö í×åÆ)
– Unshakeable faith in knowledge (ÇéÔÚ¶

Ç×ÁÅé)
Nirvan is another name for Turiya state (highest

state beyond Three gunas). But the Guru’s system
deals with something that is far ahead of Turiya
state. That is the Eighth state. About Nirvana state,
the Guru’s commandment is :

The Imperishable rank is obtained through the
Lord’s Name alone.
ÇéðìÅä êç ¹ ÇÂÕ ÔÇð Õ ¯  éÅî ¹ÍÍA Mg  - AAFC

According to the Guru’s philosophy, it is God’s
Will that sets in motion the bodily actions. It is all
the Sweet Will of Waheguru. The one who does the
action is a non-doer, for each action is due to the
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Commands of Waheguru. The feeling of  I-ness (I
am the actor) or of  separate identity of  the one’s
self is completely gone. Whatever is happening is
taking place according to the immutable laws of
nature whether that action takes place on the field
of battle, where swords are wielded, though one
may be sacrificing his body (dying for a cause). All
that takes places is according to Command of
Waheguru. When the idea of  I-ness is gone then
the actions are being performed by God Himself.

In the Guru’s system, the place of  harsh
penances and austerities is taken by love, which is
the chief  force. Nam is the Path and Nam is the
end achievement: all is God and there is none else
than God.

Now I see the Lord, hear of the Lord and
narrate but the One Lord.
The Supreme Soul is the Creator of the world.
Without the Lord, I know no other.
ì ÌÔî ¹ çÆÃ Ë  ì ÌÔî ¹ Ã ¹äÆÁ Ë Â ¶Õ °  Â ¶Õ °  òÖÅäÆÁËÍÍ
ÁÅåî êÃÅðÅ ÕðäÔÅðÅ
ê Ìí ÇìéÅ éÔÆ ÜÅäÆÁËÍÍ AMg - HDF
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